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Abstract
The evolution of binary-star systems vary from that of single stars as they can
interact with their companions. This leads to mass loss, mass gain, or stellar mergers.
We now know that most massive stars are binary stars. In nearby galactic open
clusters as many as 70% of massive stars interact with a binary companion (Sana
et al., 2012, 2014). Therefore, in observed stellar populations their properties will be
largely determined by past and ongoing binary interactions.
In this thesis, we use the results of the Binary Population and Spectral Synthesis (BPASS) code to investigate the impact of accounting for all the possible binary
interactions on the properties of stellar populations. Our focus is on core-collapse
supernovae and emission nebulae. First, we constructed synthetic galaxy population
models for nearby galaxies within 11Mpc, modelling their Hα flux, FUV flux and
CCSN rate. We found that the interacting binaries produce low-mass helium stars
that evolve to explode as type Ibc SNe, increasing the rate of these events at the
expense of type II SNe. This increases the relative ratio of type Ibc to type II, closer
to the observed rate while having little effect on the total CCSN rate. In addition, we
investigated how star formation history (SFH), ionizing photon leakage and allowing
for missing supernovae impact on these galaxy populations.
We then modelled nebular emission from young HII regions in great detail by
combining bpass with the photoionization code cloudy (Ferland et al., 1998, 2013).
We have compared these models to two different samples of observed HII region
samples. For each observed HII region we determined which of our models provided
a best fit and obtained a constraint on the gas properties and underlying stellar
populations. We have found that binary interactions must be considered as they
can provide harder ionizing photons at later population ages beyond 10 Myr. These
harder photons arise due to the production of less-massive helium stars which are
not possible from single-star populations. These are the stars that go on to explode
as type Ibc CCSNe. The existence of stellar populations with these helium stars
means that we must reexamine the emission line diagnostics of HII regions. We find
that some HII regions could be substantially older, beyond ∼ 10 Myrs, than the
canonical 3 to 5 Myr due to the helium stars producing ionizing photons when single
star populations produce none. Finally by studying the HII regions that have hosted
a recent CCSN, we have been able to determine the oxygen abundance and age
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distributions for type II and type Ibc CCSNe. We find that both most likely arise
from stars with masses . 20 M .
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Understanding the Stars

For thousands of years, people have wondered about the stars shining through the
darkness. What are they? How far away are they? How do they move? How are they
distributed in space? Now we know these pinpoints in the night sky are the same as
our Sun that we see in the daytime. It is amazing to link two such different objects
together. Stars are luminous spheres of plasma gas, mostly hydrogen and helium,
differing widely in mass and size. They are held together by their own gravity having
been born within the clouds of gas and dust.
Stars are profoundly important for our Universe as they are the most easily recognized objects and the fundamental building block of galaxies. Once we look beyond
the solar system, most of what we can learn about the Universe is based on observing
stars. The age, distribution, and composition of the stars in a galaxy trace its history, dynamics, and evolution. Moreover, stars are responsible for the manufacture
and distribution of heavy elements such as carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen, and their
characteristics are intimately tied to the characteristics of the planetary systems that
may coalesce about them. Consequently, the study of the birth, life, and death of
stars is central to astronomy.
On human timescales, most stars do not appear to change at all. We would only see
how stars are born, age, and finally die if we were able to watch for millions or billions
of years. We compensate by studying stars in large numbers and try to understand
how the properties change in groups that may include a range of masses, ages, and
so forth. In this way, we can put together a rich and detailed picture of how stars work.
Even though modern telescopes are built with ever-better angular resolution, for
galaxies and clusters outside the local group we generally cannot study stars individually. Instead, we observe the sum of light from all of the stars in a cluster
or galaxy. To take this integrated starlight and extract information on the ages or
heavy-element abundances requires a synthetic model of how many and what kind of
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stars are present. These models combine theoretical evolution models with empirical
or theoretical spectra of individual stars according to some mass and age distribution.
The results are the predicted spectra of a stellar population that travels through dust
and gas screens to produce the final observed spectra. These models can also predict
other factors about stellar populations such as the number of stars and supernovae
(Leitherer et al., 1999, 2014).
Factors that affect the output of this population synthesis include the effects of
mass loss, metallicity, stellar rotation (e.g., Topping and Shull, 2015) and interacting
binaries (e.g., Belkus et al., 2003; Eldridge et al., 2008) which must be evaluated
using detailed modelling of stellar evolution. In this introduction, we will present
an overview of stellar evolution, binary interactions, supernovae and nebular emission from HII regions. This thesis considers all of these factors and combines them
together to achieve an understanding of stellar evolution, birth and death.

1.2

Stars and Their Evolution

There are many different types of stars, ranging from diminutive, low-mass brown
dwarfs that are just able to undergo nuclear fusion, to massive and gargantuan red
supergiants. In truth, stars are as diverse as everything else in our Universe, falling
into one of many different classifications based on defining characteristics. There are
also exotic types, like neutron stars and Wolf-Rayet stars that are completely unlike
the Sun. Combining observations of the stars with stellar model calculations has
enabled us to understand that much of the diversity of stars arise from our observing
them at different evolutionary stages.
The primary factors that determine how a star evolves are its initial mass, initial compositions, stellar wind, rotation rate and presence of a binary companion.
Initial mass determines the pressures and temperature the core of the star achieves
and therefore how far the core nucleosynthesis can progress. We take the composition
of stars to be the amounts of hydrogen, helium and metals. By metals we are referring to everything that isn’t hydrogen or helium. Increasing the abundance of metals
increases the opacity of stellar plasmas and makes stars less compact. Extra carbon,
nitrogen and oxygen enable a star to burn hydrogen more effectively by catalysing
the hydrogen burning CNO cycle reaction.
The metal content also determines the strength of the stellar wind and thus the
mass loss rate that reduces the mass of a star during its evolution. In the most
extreme cases, this can completely remove the hydrogen envelope leaving behind
a naked helium star. Mass loss can also be achieved by a companion if the star
is in a binary system. The latter can also provide the opportunity for mass gain
for the companion star. We will describe such binary interactions in more detail below.
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Single stars

A single star is solitary and gravitationally unbound to other stars. Its evolution is
isolated and only depends on its initial conditions as it reaches the main sequence.
This makes them the simplest models to study the process of stellar evolution.
The evolution of a single star is relatively straightforward to understand. Generally, a star is born out of the gravitational collapse of a cool, dense molecular cloud
that is massive enough for its core to become hot enough to undergo nuclear fusion.
All stars initially burn hydrogen to helium on the main sequence and then burn
successively heavier elements in their core once they evolve off the main sequence.
The more massive the star the heavier the elements it is able to fuse. In addition, the
evolutionary pathway taken for single stars is a competition between the progress of
nuclear burning at the centre of the star and mass loss from the surface by stellar wind.

Low-mass stars, 0.08 ≤ M/M < 0.8
These stars can only burn hydrogen to form a helium core. Eventually once the
hydrogen in the core is exhausted with no energy generation the core begins to
contract. Further out, the contracting core raises the internal temperature of the star
and ignites hydrogen burning in a shell around the inert core. As a consequence, the
star expands, increasing in luminosity and becoming a red giant. The exact reason
why star becomes red giant is not certain but it is likely to be a combination of
factors (Stancliffe et al., 2009). Shell hydrogen burning continues until the envelope
is ejected by stellar wind during the red giant phase and the star ends its life as a
helium white dwarf. Since the evolution timescale of these stars is longer than the
age of the Universe, these stars are rarely observed unless they have enhanced mass
loss due to a binary interaction.

Intermediate-Mass Stars, 0.8 ≤ M/M < 8
These stars evolve as low-mass stars, but their contracting helium core eventually
reaches temperatures high enough to burn helium into carbon and oxygen via the
triple-α process. For the stars at the lower masses of this range this process ignites
in the degenerate core with a helium flash, as the reaction becomes out of control by
the temperature-independent pressure. For more massive stars in this range, helium
ignites in a controlled manner in the non-degenerate core. At the same time, the
shell burning of hydrogen continues around the core. The star burns helium into
carbon and oxygen in its core for a shorter time than it burned hydrogen. Once all
the helium has been converted, the inert carbon-oxygen core begins to contract and
increases in temperature. This ignites a helium burning shell just above the core,
which in turn is surrounded by a hydrogen burning shell. The inert carbon-oxygen
core continues to contract but only reaches temperatures sufficient to initiate carbon
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burning in stars above about 6M . This has little impact on the evolution of the star
other than converting the core to oxygen-neon.
The existence of the two hydrogen and helium burning shells is thermally unstable when they are in close proximity. As a consequence, hydrogen and helium
burning run out of phase with each other and thermal pulses occur which are
characteristic of asymptotic giant branch stars. The detailed mechanics of these
thermal pulses is poorly understood at present (e.g., Herwig, 2005; Karakas et al.,
2009; Rosenfield et al., 2014). At each pulse the inner nuclear burnt material rises
to the surface and the outer layers of the star expand further, resulting in a period
of metal-rich mass loss. Eventually, the stars loose their outer envelope completely
and become CO white dwarfs, ionising the ejected material to form planetary nebulae.

High-Mass Stars, M ≥ 8M
The core of these stars will reach the temperature for carbon ignition, burning to
neon and extending the star’s lifetime. This is followed by core contraction and shell
burning, repeating in a series of nuclear reactions producing successively heavier
elements until iron-group elements are formed in the core. Iron, nickel and cobalt
cannot be fused to heavier elements as their reactions do not generate energy but
require an input of energy to proceed. The star has therefore finally run out of fuel
and collapses under its own gravity. Eventually neutron degeneracy halts the collapse.
However, the outer layers which are continuing to fall in, hit new surface of the inner
core, rebound and forms a shock wave. This shock wave initially stalls. But with
ongoing neutrino energy deposition, the shock is successfully relaunched to explode
a star as a core-collapse supernova (e.g., Woosley et al., 2002). The remaining core
either forms a neutron star or black hole depending on the core mass.
Mass loss of these stars affects their final appearance when they explode. Mass
loss is achieved by stellar winds or by mass transfer to a companion in a binary-star
system. The mechanism for the former is radiatively driven winds (e.g., Kudritzki
and Puls, 2000). More massive stars are hotter and more luminous and so undergo
more severe mass loss. In addition, increasing metallicity increases the opacity of
stellar plasmas making stars less compact and easier to drive strong stellar wind,
which results in enhanced mass loss at higher metallicities. In some extreme cases the
hydrogen envelope of a star can be completely removed so that it becomes a naked
helium star. If the initial mass is greater than around 20M the helium star becomes
a Wolf-Rayet (WR) star. With extremely high surface temperatures, of the order of
100,000K, they become the hottest ionizing sources in their host galaxies. If the mass
loss is only mild the final evolutionary result of the star can be a red, yellow or blue
supergiant, depending on the mass of the hydrogen envelope retained (e.g., Smartt,
2015a).
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Another consequence is that mass loss is the key component in determining the
nature of the observed core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) as it strongly affects the
structure of CCSN progenitor stars. For example, if the mass loss is weak then
the CCSN is hydrogen-rich (type II). Otherwise a higher mass loss can remove the
hydrogen completely and leave the star only with a helium core, and the CCSN would
be hydrogen-poor (type Ibc). This difference is reflected in the CCSN spectroscopic
properties which are discussed in detail in Section 1.3.1.

1.2.2

Binary Stars

Although our solar system only has one star, most stars are not solitary but are
contained in binaries where two stars orbit each other, or multiples involving even
more stars. The two stars are bound together by their mutual gravity, orbiting around
their common centre of mass. The mass, period and orbital separation obey Kepler’s
third law of motion which can be expressed as,
(M1 + M2 )
(a/215R )3
(a/A.U.)3
=
=
2
M
(P/yr)
(P/365.25 days)2

(1.1)

where M1 and M2 are the masses of the two stars in the binary, P is the orbital
period in years or days and a is the orbital separation in astronomical units or Solar
radii.
Binary systems generally arise when two protostars form near each other. Typically the more massive and brighter star is classified as the primary star, while the
dimmer and less massive of the two is the secondary. This pair can influence each
other when they are close enough (see De Marco and Izzard, 2017, for a review). For
example, tidal forces exchanging angular momentum between the stars’ rotation and
their orbit. This effect can be enhanced if magnetic fields are present in the stars.
However, the most important extra process is the possibility of mass transfer in a
binary system which can result in either mass loss or mass gain for the star.
Classification of Binaries
Binaries are classified by how they appear to an observer (e.g., Podsiadlowski, 2012).
Visual binaries are systems with a wide enough separation that the periodic motion
of both components can be seen in the sky (see, e.g., Sirius A and B). If the motion
of only one star is observable, the binary is referred to as an Astrometric binary.
Spectroscopic binaries are systems where the periodic Doppler shifts (due to the
orbital motion of the binary components) can be detected in one or more set of
spectral lines (e.g., Mizar in Ursa Major). Depending on whether these Doppler shifts
can be measured for just one or both binary components, these systems are called
single-lined or double-lined spectroscopic binaries. These are the most common type
of binary systems.
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Photometric binaries are systems where one can observe a periodic variation of
the flux or colour, etc., of the system (e.g., heartbeat stars: Pablo et al., 2017).
However, this does not necessarily prove the binary nature of a system, as variable
stars (e.g., Cepheids, RR Lyrae variables) can show similar periodic variations.
Finally, if at least one star eclipses the other star during part of the orbit, the
system is an eclipsing binary (e.g., Algol), which plays a particularly important
role in determining basic stellar parameters of stars. Using orbital rotation measured spectra, the radius can be calculated from the length of each eclipse (Carroll
and Ostlie, 2006). In addition their surface temperatures, masses and luminosities
can be accurately determined (see a sample of eclipsing binaries in Southworth, 2015).

The Roche Lobe and Binary Interactions
One particularly important concept in studying the evolution of interacting binary
systems is the Roche lobe. In a binary system, the equipotential surfaces are not
spherical but are distorted by the gravity of the companion star and the rotation of
the system. If the stars are small compared to the size of the orbital separation, their
surfaces are nearly spherical with no physical contact between both stars which is
so-called detached binary. But as the star grows relative to the separation its shape
is distorted and becomes more ellipsoidal. A star’s surface eventually reaches the L1
Lagrange point where the gravity of both stars cancels exactly. If a star expands
beyond this point, its material begins to flow towards the other star. This is the
most important way that mass can be transferred from one star to the other and is
called Roche Lobe overflow (RLOF). The effective Roche lobe radius, RL,1 , is most
commonly approximated by using the relation given by Eggleton (1983), when a
spherical star with radius, RL,1 , has the same volume as the Roche Lobe
RL,1 /a =

0.49q 2/3
0.6q 2/3 + ln(1 + q 1/3 )

(1.2)

where q = M1 /M2 is the mass ratio of the two stars and a is the orbital separation.
This mass transfer leads to both mass loss and mass gain for the primary and
secondary stars respectively, which can be considerably stronger than the typical
mass loss from stellar winds.
When RLOF occurs and only one star fills its Roche lobe, the binary is called a
semidetached binary as shown in Figure 1.1. There are two types of contact depending on what happens to the orbit upon mass transfer. Typically if the mass of the
two stars is similar, they experienced a slow and stable mass transfer so that most
of the transferred mass is accreted by the companion star. This generally leads to a
widening of the binary system. Mass transfer ends when most of the hydrogen-rich
envelope of the donor star has either been transferred to the companion or been lost
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Figure 1.1: The three stages of binary interaction from top to bottom: detached
binary, semidetached binary and contact binary or common envelope binary (based
on Podsiadlowski, 2008).

from the system. The end product will be a hydrogen-exhausted helium star with at
most a thin hydrogen envelope.
The mass transfer is unstable when mass transfer cannot stop the increase of
the donor’s radius or if their orbit shrinks during mass transfer. The companion is
therefore engulfed by the donor with the transferred material piling up around and
it starts to expand, ultimately overfilling the accretors Roche lobe. This leads to the
formation of a common-envelope (CE) or contact binary system, where a common
photosphere forms that engulfs both components. In the most compact binaries, the
stars merge during the common envelope evolution (CEE) to form a single star whose
mass is the sum of its parents (Ivanova et al., 2013).
In Figure 1.2, we show an example of the evolutionary tracks of stars that experience RLOF and CEE compared to the single-star tracks from Eldridge (2017).
The main result is that the stars lose their hydrogen envelope and undergo further
evolution as helium stars or Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars. This is the greatest difference
compared to the single-star evolution. Stars with mass between 8 to 25 M

do not
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Figure 1.2: HR diagram from showing massive star evolution tracks from Eldridge
(2017) and observed eclipsing binary stars (Southworth, 2015) for which mass, temperature and luminosity can be accurately determined. The colour coding is by mass
of the stars or binaries, solid line tracks are for single stars and dashed tracks are for
binary stars. The initial masses of the tracks are 5, 7.5, 12, 20 and 40M varying in
colour from blue to red.

have strong enough winds to remove the hydrogen envelope at any stage of their
evolution. Therefore only RLOF or CEE can remove the hydrogen envelope to form
helium stars. These stars are less massive and luminous than WR stars but can still
evolve to core-collapse.
Supernova Kick
Typically in a binary system the initially more massive star evolves faster and so is
the first to interact. Whether the lower mass companions also experience RLOF or
CEE depends on whether the binary is disrupted or not. A binary can be disrupted
if half of the total mass of the binary is ejected from the system over a very short
timescale (Blaauw, 1961). So for low and intermediate-mass stars this is unlikely,
but in massive stars a SN can rapidly eject a large amount of mass and unbind the
binary. Therefore, the compact supernova remnant and their companion star will
fly apart and continue their evolution as single stars. There is strong observational
evidence that in supernovae neutron stars and black holes also receive kicks when
they are born (Johnston et al., 2005; Repetto et al., 2012), and make it more likely
the system is unbound.
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These supernova kicks may also be in a direction that results in the system remaining bound. The bound secondary star in the binary can then interact with the
primary’s compact remnant. These systems are observed as X-ray binaries (e.g.,
Charles and Coe, 2003).

1.3

Core-collapse Supernovae

Core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) are the dramatic explosions which mark the
deaths of massive stars (> 8M ). They are some of the most energetic explosions in
the Universe and are so luminous that they outshine all the other stars in a galaxy.
After a sharp rise to maximum light over a few days, their luminosity decays and
slowly fades over weeks or months. All of these characteristic features make CCSNe
an obvious signal of massive stars in their death throes. Therefore, mapping the
links between progenitors and these observed transients has become a key goal of
supernova studies, improving our understanding on stellar evolution processes and
also strengthening our confidence in the use of SNe to understand the Universe (see
Smartt, 2009, 2015b, for a review).

1.3.1

CCSN Classification

To better understand SNe, astronomers have divided them into two main types
according to their spectroscopic properties (see Filippenko, 1997, for a review): those
without hydrogen in their spectra, type I, and those with hydrogen in their spectra,
type II. Type I SNe are then subdivided into types Ia showing strong silicon lines in
their spectra, and type Ib and Ic without this strong line and type Ib showing strong
helium lines and type Ic lacking them. Except for type Ia SNe which are caused by
the thermonuclear explosion of white dwarfs, all Type II, type Ib and Ic SNe are
produced through core-collapse mechanism. Hence, when speaking on the overall
CCSN family, we are concerned with those SNe classified as II, Ib and Ic.
Similarly, several sub-classes of type II SNe have been observed and classified by
their photometric properties as shown in Figure 1.3 from Arcavi et al. (2012). If the
luminosity is relatively constant for a few months after the supernovae appears (a
plateau in the light curve), it is a type IIP SN. This is because the ejecta expands
outward while the ionization front, where the photosphere is located, moves inward
in mass. Other SN type II, whose light curves show a linear and slow decline from
peak magnitude are named Type IIL SNe. SN type IIb have a rapid decrease in
light curve. SN IIn show narrow emission features in their spectra (Schlegel, 1990),
indicative of interaction with pre-existing, slow-moving circumstellar material (CSM;
Chugai and Danziger, 1994). SN IIb are transitional objects as at early times they
show hydrogen features, while later this hydrogen disappears and hence their spectra
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Figure 1.3: R-band light curves of 15 Type II SNe from Caltech Core-Collapse Project
(Arcavi et al., 2012), normalized in peak magnitude. A clear subdivision into three
distinct subtypes is apparent: type IIP with a plateau (the red shaded area), type IIL
slowly declining (grey shaded area) and type IIb rapidly declining (green).

appear similar to SNIb/c (Filippenko et al., 1993). In addition, SN 1987A displays
a peculiar light curve with a low initial peak because the progenitor was a blue
supergiant (Podsiadlowski, 1992). However, Anderson et al. (2014) characterized the
V-band light-curves of these hydrogen-rich type II SNe and suggested that the type
II SN population spans a continuum from flat light-curves to those faster declining
with no distinct difference between different subtypes.
While the exact reasons for the differences in light curves and spectra are uncertain,
they are likely to be associated with the evolution pathway and final structure of
their progenitor stars (e.g., Morozova et al., 2017). The main parameter affecting
the nature and evolution of the light we detect from an CCSN would appear to be
the amount of stellar envelope that is left at the epoch of explosion, with the SN
IIP retaining the most and the SN Ic retaining the least. This outer envelope can
be lost through stellar winds, or mass transfer in a binary-star system as discussed
in the previous section. These processes are dependent on four main progenitor
characteristics: initial mass, metallicity, stellar rotation and the presence/absence
of a close binary companion. Given the likely strong correlation between pre-CCSN
mass loss and resultant CCSN type, it has been argued (see e.g., Nomoto et al., 1995;
Chevalier, 2006) that the CCSN classification scheme can be placed in a sequence of
increasing pre-SN mass loss as follows: IIP → IIL → IIb → IIn → Ib → Ic.
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Table 1.1: The volume-limited relative frequency of CCSN types discovered between
1998 and 2012 in galaxies with recessional velocities less than 2000kms−1 (Eldridge
et al., 2013). The values in parentheses in the Number column include SNe of indeterminate subtype.
SN Types

Number

Relative rate (percent)

LOSS (percent)

IIP

50 (70.5)

55.5 ± 6.6

48.2+5.7
−5.6

IIL

3 (3.8)

3.0 ± 1.5

6.4+2.9
−2.5

IIn

3 (3)

2.4 ± 1.4

8.8+3.3
−2.9

IIb

12 (15.4)

12.1 ± 3.0

10.6+3.6
−3.1

1 (1.3)

1.0 ± 0.9

8.4+3.1
−2.6
17.6+4.2
−3.8

IIpec (87A-like)

1.3.2

Ib

9 (11.4)

9.0 ± 2.7

Ic

17 (21.6)

17.0 ± 3.7

Total

100 (127)

Supernova Surveys and Explosion Rates

There have been many surveys specifically designed to search for SNe from local
galaxies to gradually higher redshifts. These surveys included the highly successful
Lick Observatory Supernova Search (LOSS) which has been a long-running project
including many spectroscopic follow-up observations and observed a catalogue of
over 14,000 nearby galaxies (z ≤ 0.04) (Filippenko et al., 2001; Filippenko, 2005;
Leaman et al., 2011). The Southern inTermediate Redshift ESO Supernova Search
(STRESS) also produced a catalogue of ∼ 43,000 (0.05 < z < 0.6) galaxies within
21 fields observed with the ESO Wide-Field-Imager and searched for SNe in these
hosts to determine rates and their dependency on host galaxy colour and redshift
evolution (Botticella et al., 2008).
There are also many current ongoing all-sky imaging surveys with larger apertures in which an area of sky is surveyed repeatedly and image subtraction used
to identify transient events including SNe. The numbers of SNe are expected to
increase dramatically in the coming decade, with thousands from the Dark Energy
Survey (DES: Bernstein et al., 2009) and a few hundreds from the Panoramic Survey
Telescope and Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS:

Young et al., 2008) and

the Large Synopic Survey Telescope (LSST: Ivezic et al., 2008), as well as other
significant contributions from the Texas Supernova Search (Quimby, 2006), the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) Supernova Survey (Frieman et al., 2008), the Catalina
Real-Time Transient Survey (CRTS: Drake et al., 2009), the CHilean Automatic
Supernova sEarch (CHASE: Pignata et al., 2009), the Palomar Transient Factory
(iPTF Rau et al., 2009), the Gaia transient survey (Hodgkin et al., 2013), the
La Silla-QUEST Low Redshift Supernova Survey (Baltay et al., 2013), the Mobile
Astronomical System of TElescope Robots (MASTER: Gorbovskoy et al., 2013)
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survey, the Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment-IV (Wyrzykowski et al., 2014),
and All-Sky Automated Survey for Supernovae (ASAS-SN) (Holoien et al., 2017).
In addition, the Cosmic Assembly Near-infrared Deep Extragalactic Legacy Survey
(CanDELS) and Cluster Lensing And Supernova survey with Hubble (CLASH)
multi-cycle treasure programs have extended the supernova surveys to z ≈ 2.5 and
make it possible to probe the CCSN rate of the distant Universe (Strolger et al., 2015).
These surveys make it possible to determine the relative rate of all SN types.
Table 1.1 from Eldridge et al. (2013) list the relative frequency of each subtype
occurring in nearby galaxies within 30Mpc. It is clear that the majority of all the
observed CCSNe are type IIP, around 60%, and type IIL, type IIn and type IIpec
(87A-like) are intrinsically quite rare, making up about 3%, 2% and 1% respectively.
Type IIb and Ibc SN rate are similar and each accounts for around 10% of the total
CCSNe. As the spectra of these two types are similar that type IIb can lose its
hydrogen lines in spectra at early times, incorrect identification of these two types
can change their relative rates. More interesting is the ratio of hydrogen-rich SNe
(type II) to hydrogen-free SNe (type Ibc), which has been used by previous studies
to constrain their corresponded progenitor populations (Prantzos and Boissier, 2003;
Prieto et al., 2008; Eldridge et al., 2011). These three studies have estimated the
ratio as a function of metallicity and find that, at approximately solar metallicity
(Z ), the ratio is NIbc /NII ' 0.4 ± 0.1 (Poissonian uncertainty) and this decreases
to around 0.1 at 0.3Z .

1.3.3

CCSN Progenitors

The pre-supernova evolution of type Ib, type Ic and type II SN progenitors are
thought to form similar cores in massive stars, but differentiate themselves by the
presence or absence of the outer hydrogen and helium envelope before explosion
as shown in Figure 1.4. Type II retain both their hydrogen and helium envelope,
resulting in the clear detection of hydrogen emission in their spectra. The almost
featureless SN Ic, however appears to have lost both their hydrogen and helium
envelopes through some mechanism before the supernova explosion. In the middle
SN Ib take on a transitional supernova status since they have retained their helium
envelope but have lost their hydrogen envelope prior to the explosion.
The direct evidence of progenitor properties is gained from finding pre-CCSN stars
on pre-explosion images after a nearby CCSN is discovered. This has had success
in a number of cases (see Smartt, 2009, 2015b), and in the long term it is likely
to provide the most accurate insights into progenitor properties. The progenitors of
Type IIP SNe were identified as red supergiants (RSGs) with massive and extended
hydrogen envelopes. For the other subclasses of Type II SNe, there are some detections, but insufficient numbers to be considered in detail as an ensemble. These
observations suggest that if the progenitors of Type II SNe are not RSGs, they
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Figure 1.4: The difference of SN Ib, Ic and II depend on whether the progenitor has
lost, or retains its hydrogen and helium envelopes before the explosion (figure from
http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/C/Core-collapse+Progenitors).
are of a similar luminosity but with a different surface temperature ranging from
blue supergiants (BSGs) to yellow supergiants (YSGs). In addition, the type IIn
SNe with their characterized narrow hydrogen lines indicate a shock interacting
with dense circumstellar material (CSM) surrounding the SN. This in turn requires
eruptive LBV-like (luminous blue variables) mass loss to eject significant mass soon
before core collapse. This may have been confirmed by the two recent type IIn SN
2009ip and 2010mc arising from blue supergiants by (Smith, 2013; Smith et al., 2014).
The progenitors of Type Ibc SNe could potentially be the classical, massive WR
stars which are initially massive, MZAMS & 25 M , losing their hydrogen envelopes
through radiatively driven stellar winds (Crowther, 2007). Such mass-loss in massive
stars can also be enhanced due to binary-star mass transfer. In these cases, the star
could have an initial mass of significantly less than 25M (Eldridge et al., 2013; Yoon
et al., 2012; Yoon, 2015). This idea was later reinforced by the detection of a binary
system progenitor for the Type Ibc SN iPTF13bvn (Cao et al., 2013; Bersten et al.,
2014; Eldridge et al., 2015; Eldridge and Maund, 2016).

1.3.4

CCSN Host Environments

CCSNe are only found in or near spiral arms and in HII regions in spiral galaxies.
These are regions where active star formation is taking place and where massive stars
exist. Therefore, one can constrain SN progenitors by comparing the distribution of
SNe within host galaxies with those of massive stars. Tinsley (1975) first concluded
that the mass estimates of stars associated with the distribution of young stellar population was consistent with SN II having precursor masses ≥ 5 M . Later studies were
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Figure 1.5: Cumulative pixel statistics plot of all the main SN types from Anderson
et al. (2012)

carried out by Richter and Rosa (1984), van Dyk (1992) and van Dyk et al. (1996),
who attempted to separate CC SNe into SN II and SN Ibc through the association of
the two types with HII regions. They found the degrees of association of the two types
were similar and hence suggested that both types arose from similar mass progenitors.
With the process of high-resolution imaging technology, the analysis of the SN
− star formation spatial correlation based on image pixel statistics was developed
by Fruchter et al. (2006); James and Anderson (2006). Anderson et al. (2012) used
this technique to investigate the association of SNe with ongoing star formation
measured by Hα flux as shown in Figure 1.5. They found type Ibc SNe show a
significantly higher degree of association with the Hα line emission than type II SNe
which implied that overall type Ibc SNe arise from more massive progenitors than
the SN II population. Leloudas (2012) compared the distribution of SN Ibc locations
with their favoured progenitors, WR stars, in nearby galaxies, and concluded that
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the WR star distribution is consistent with both SNe Ib and Ic.
In addition, the different types of SNe are affected by the metallicity of their
host galaxy as the mass-loss of massive stars is metallicity dependent. The life of
stars in various phases as they evolve depends on metallicity too, which was observationally confirmed by Massey and Olsen (2003) and Mokiem et al. (2007). An
increasing ratio of SN Ibc to SN II as the metallicity increases was found by Prieto
et al. (2008) and Kelly and Kirshner (2012), who examined the SN host galaxies using
SDSS spectra and derived their metallicity from emission-line diagnostics. However,
Anderson et al. (2010) found that SN Ibc show only slightly higher metallicity than
SN II and also there is no significant difference between the local metallicity of SNe
Ib and Ic, which was reinforced by Leloudas (2012) and Sanders et al. (2012). These
studies are continuing, with consideration being given to include SNe from all types
of host galaxies in order to remove possible biases (Graur et al., 2017).

1.4

Emission Nebula and Photoionization Model

Emission nebulae are clouds of ionized gas excited by the ultraviolet radiation from
hot stars, with effective temperatures ≥ 35, 000K, near or in the nebula. As hydrogen
is the most abundant element, these ionized gas regions, broadly termed ‘HII Regions’.
HII regions are usually the sites of recent and ongoing star formation and are widely
explored a lot to investigate the connection between the ionizing conditions and the
properties of the overall underlying stellar populations.

1.4.1

Basic physics of emission nebulae

Excellent introductions are provided in textbooks such as Spitzer (1978), Aller (1984)
or Osterbrock and Ferland (2006). Here, we simply emphasize the main physical processes occurring in ionized nebulae.
We consider a source of photons surrounded by a cloud of nebular gas. The gas
particles are ionized by those photons with energies above the ionization threshold
of 13.6 eV. Once ionized, the particles tend to recombine with the free electrons, and
an equilibrium stage is eventually established in which the rate of ionization equals
the rate of recombination for each species. If there is enough nebular material, all
the ionizing photons can be absorbed, producing an ionization bound nebula. If not,
the nebula is density bounded.
In an ionization bound nebula purely composed of hydrogen, the radius of the
ionized region, or Strömgren radius, is determined by equating the number of hydrogen ionizing photons Q(H) with λ < 912Å emitted per second to the number of
total recombinations in hydrogen atoms per second. Assuming a constant density,
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the Strömgren radius is then expressed:


3Q(H)
RS =
4π ne np αB

1/3
(1.3)

where ne , np are the electron and proton number densities and αB is the hydrogen
recombination coefficient depending on the temperature of the nebula. The thickness
of the transition zone between ionized and neutral gas is about one mean free path of
an ionizing photon, d = n(H0 )/αν cm, where n(H 0 ) is the number density of neutral
hydrogen element and αν is the hydrogen photoionization cross section at the typical
frequency of the photons reaching the ionization front. This thickness is generally
much smaller than the radius of the ionized nebula, and we have the picture of the
the HII regions, separated by a thin transition region from an outer neutral gas.
Figure 1.6 shows the principal nebular lines that are observable in HII regions (van Zee
et al., 1998), which are produced when an excited atom returns to lower-lying levels
by emitting discrete photons. The main production mechanisms are recombination,
collisional excitation and fluorescent excitation. Roughly two thirds of recombinations
lead to deexcitation onto excited levels which are followed by cascades down to the
ground state. The resulting emission lines are called recombination lines. The most
commonly observed recombination lines are those of hydrogen Balmer series (Hα,
Hβ, Hγ) and helium (mainly HeI 5876). Recombination lines from heavier elements
are detected as well, (e.g., CIIλ4267, OIIλ4651) but are weaker than recombination
lines of hydrogen due to much lower abundance of those elements.
Collisionally excited lines of metal ions ([OII]λ3726,3729, [OIII]λ4959,5007,
[NII]λ6548,6583, and [SII]λ6717,6731) arise once the thermal electrons collide with
atoms and lead to excitation of low energy levels. These are therefore dependent
on the electron temperature of the gas, which determine whether a certain level
of the atom can be collisionally excited. Fluorescent lines can also be produced
by photoexcitaiton due to stellar light, nebular recombination lines or other odd
effects. Another main component of the observed nebular spectrum is the continuum
emission, which is mainly from the free-free radiation or Bremsstrahlung radiation
from the thermal electrons. The electrons encounter protons or other ions in the HII
regions and are accelerated due to the coulomb attraction between charged particles.
These accelerated electrons produce the continuum spectrum.

1.4.2

Emission-Line Diagnostics

Emission lines arise from the HII regions and carry the information determined by
the regions where they have been formed (Osterbrock and Ferland, 2006; Stasińska,
2007). They are widely used to determine:
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Figure 1.6: Representative spectra of HII regions in NGC 1232 from van Zee et al.
(1998). The inner HII regions (a) and (b) are clearly high abundance, with strong
[NII] and [SII] and weak [OIII] lines. The outermost HII region (c) is low abundance,
with weak [NII] and strong [OIII] lines.

Electron temperature (Te )
In the low density limit (collisional deexcitation negligible), the line ratios of collisionally excited lines of a certain element will depend only on the atomic transition
probabilities and the electron temperature. The most frequently used temperature
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sensitive line ratio is [OIII](λ4959 + λ5007)/λ4363.
Electron number density (ne )
The averaged electron density in a nebula can be measured by observing the effects
of collisional deexcitation, by comparing the line intensities of two lines arising from
levels with the same excitation energy. The ratio of line intensities will depend on the
density if those two levels have different radiative transition probabilities or collisional
deexcitation rates. The best examples of the line ratios are [OII] λ3729/λ3726 and
[SII] λ6716/λ6731.
Metallicity/ionic and elemental abundances
This is an important quantity to derive from observed emission lines but it is also
the most difficult as it is strongly affected by the choice of the strong-line abundance
calibrations (Kewley and Ellison, 2008).
The most direct method for determining metallicities is to measure the temperaturesensitive line ratios as [OIII]λ4363/5007, [NII]λ5755/6584, [SIII]λ6312/9532 (Kennicutt et al., 2003; Bresolin et al., 2005; Bresolin, 2007). This ratio provides an estimate
of the electron temperature Te of the nebular gas. The electron temperature is then
converted into metallicity.
However, in many cases the weak [OIII]λ4363 line is not available because the
observations do not cover the appropriate spectral range or because temperature
sensitive lines cannot be observed. Then one has to go for a statistical method or
‘strong line method’ by fitting the relationship between direct Te metallicities and
other strong-line ratios, such as ([OIII]/Hβ)/([NII]/Hα) (PP04 method by Pettini
and Pagel, 2004), the ratio ([OII]λ3727 + [OIII]λ4959, 5007)/Hβ (R23 method by
Pagel et al., 1979), or [OIII]λ4959, 5007/[OII]λ3727 (KKO4 method by Kobulnicky
and Kewley, 2004).
Unlike direct methods for abundance determinations, statistical methods have to
be calibrated. Kewley and Ellison (2008) investigated eight metallicity calibrations
based on the metallicity − mass relation (M−Z) and also worked out the conversion
relation between 8 metallicity calibrations as shown in Figure 1.7. At fixed metallicity
given in T04 method, the other 8 methods show large variance in the predicted [O/H].
They are around the [O/H] prediction of T04 and have KK04 and PP04-N2 at the
two extremes from the T04 model. Because of the strong discrepancy in absolute
metallicities between different calibrations, the choice of metallicity calibration has
a significant systematic uncertainties on metallicity determination. The reliability of
these method depends not only on the choice of an adequate indicator, but also on
the quality of the calibration. Therefore, it is important to be aware that, in principle,
strong line methods can be safely used only when applied to the same category of
objects that were used for the calibration.
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Figure 1.7: The relationship between different metallicity calibrations with respect to
T04 method based on the work from Kewley and Ellison (2008).

Star formation rate (SFR)
The lifetimes of the most massive stars, which trace the most recent star formation
(less than a few Myr), can be determined from recombination lines as well as from
forbidden lines based on the simulation of stellar populations (Kennicutt, 1998b;
Schaerer, 2000, for a review).
In the case of the recombination lines, it is assumed that all the Lyman continuum photons are absorbed by the gas and therefore these lines can be used as
indicators of the number of ionizing photons. Then based on the evolutionary synthesis models the conversion factors between the ionizing flux and SFR can be
determined (Kennicutt, 1998b).
SF R[M yr−1 ] = 7.9 × 10−42 LHα [erg s−1 ] = 1.085 × 10−53 Q(H)[s−1 ]

(1.4)

the calibration being obtained using case B recombination theory for Te = 10000 K,
where L(Hα) is the luminosity of Hα emission line and Q(H) is the total number
of ionizing photons. Similar equations can be written for other recombination lines,
such as Hβ, Paα and Brγ.
SFR has also been calibrated using the strong forbidden line [OII] λ3727 when
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Hα and Hβ are unavailable for galaxies at intermediate and high redshift. However,
it is risky to use it due to its dependence on the metallicity and the ionization
parameter and therefore empirical calibrations are required to establish a relation
between the line luminosity and SFR. Kennicutt (1998b) derived the mean relation
for a sample of spiral and emission-line galaxies as below:
SF R[M yr−1 ] = (1.4 ± 0.4) × 10−41 L(OII)[erg s−1 ]

(1.5)

where L(OII) is the luminosity of the [OII]λ3727 line.
BPT diagram

Figure 1.8: BPT diagrams for SDSS galaxies from of Kewley et al. (2006), and the
red lines show the Kewley limit to the maximum ionization by massive stars between
normal star-forming galaxies and AGN hosts.
A useful diagram to study emission nebulae was proposed firstly in 1981 by Baldwin,
Phillips & Terlevich (Baldwin et al., 1981, , and now called BPT diagram following
the first letters of the authors names) to use emission line ratios as a diagnostics to
distinguish normal star-forming galaxies from active galactic nuclei (AGN), or low
ionization nuclear emission-line regions (LINERs). The most famous and widely used
version consists of [NII]λ6584/Hα versus [OIII]λ5007/Hβ. Two other commonly used
BPT diagnostics are [SII]λ6717, 6713/Hα versus [OIII]λ5007/Hβ and [OI]λ6300/Hα
versus [OIII]λ5007/Hβ. An example of the BPT diagrams is shown in Figure 1.8. In
the case of AGNs the optical collisionally excited lines are brighter with respect to the
recombination lines than in the case of HII regions (ionization by massive stars) due
to the fact that the ionizing photons carry higher energies. Thus, these two kinds of
emission line nebulae in BPT diagrams are distributed in two different regions. These
diagrams were studied in numerous works and the dividing lines between normal starforming galaxies and AGN hosts have been developed and adapted as a function of
the ionization models and observations available (e.g., Veilleux and Osterbrock, 1987;
Kewley et al., 2001; Kauffmann et al., 2003; Kewley et al., 2006; Stasińska, 2006;
Kewley et al., 2013a,b).
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The best way to obtain information from nebular emission is in fact to model the
emission nebula in detail. This makes it possible to check the sensitivity of the input
parameters on observable properties (Byler et al., 2017), to derive the chemical
composition of a given nebula (Stasińska, 2004; Kewley and Ellison, 2008), or to
estimate characteristics of the ionizing source (Liang et al., 2005; Kehrig et al., 2015).
Several photoionization codes exist that make predictions for the nebular emission as a function of the physical state of the gas, including cloudy (Ferland et al.,
1998, 2013) and mappings iii (Groves et al., 2004a,b). In a lot of studies they are
combined with stellar population models to investigate the connection of nebular
emission and their underlying stellar populations and to interpret the galaxy observations by comparing them to theoretical models.
For example, models incorporating more detailed analysis of massive stellar populations, either in terms of rotation or binary interaction, and exploring these effects
at sub-Solar metallicities are proving both necessary and successful in simultaneous
fitting of these line strengths in the high redshift population (e.g., Levesque et al.,
2010; Steidel et al., 2016). In this thesis, we have combined cloudy with bpass
models to understand star formation and core-collapse supernovae.

1.5

Dissertation Outline

The rest of this dissertation is split into five chapters. In Chapter 2 we discuss the
method we use to simulate the stellar population of the observed HII regions and
their emitted spectra. We also detail the effect of binary interaction on massive star
populations and nebular emission production. Chapter 3 contains a detailed look at
the contribution of binary interactions to CCSN rates and the relative ratio of SN
Ibc to SN II. We compare our models with the whole 11HUGS galaxies and galaxy
NGC 6946 which have enough CCSN discovered for a useful statistical analysis to
be undertaken. Chapter 4 provides a detailed investigation into the optical emission
line ratio diagnostics on the nearby HII regions from van Zee et al. (1996); van Zee
and Haynes (2006). We study the effect of interactive binary evolution pathway on
observed properties of the HII regions. Chapter 5 expands our study to the nebula
emission lines of CCSNe explosion sites. Through this study we obtain more constraints on the age of CCSN progenitors. In the conclusion, Chapter 6, we summarise
our results and list our final judgement on the impact of binary interactions on
core-collapse supernovae and emission nebulae, and outline plans for future work.

Chapter 2

Numerical Method
The key method to study the impact of binary interactions on stellar evolution is to
compare the outputs of numerical stellar models with observations. The comparison
in this thesis consists of two sets of models. First, we use the binary population and
spectral synthesis (bpass) models. These combine stellar models and their spectra
to create synthetic clusters, and is a useful tool for interpreting the integrated light
of time-evolving stellar populations. Second for a more realistic simulation of the
observed clusters or galaxies, we include the effect of interstellar gas by processing
the resultant bpass spectra by using the photoionization code cloudy to model gas
screens and calculate an ‘observed’ spectrum.

2.1

Binary Population and Spectral Synthesis (BPASS)

Creating the bpass models requires the combination of stellar evolution models with
model atmospheres. In this section, we describe in detail the source of these two sets
of models including interacting binary stars and how they are combined to produce
a composite population spectrum.

2.1.1

Stellar Evolution Code

The stellar evolution code used in bpass is a custom code, first discussed in Eldridge
et al. (2008), which was originally based on the long-established Cambridge STARS
stellar evolution code (Eggleton, 1971; Pols et al., 1995; Eldridge and Tout, 2004).
A number of assumptions are made in producing this code to keep it relatively
simple. There are several changes from the original bpass prescriptions (bpass-v1.1)
described in Eldridge et al. (2008) and Eldridge and Stanway (2009, 2012), to the
newest prescriptions (bpass-v2.1) discussed in Stanway et al. (2016), Eldridge and
Stanway (2016) and Eldridge et al. (2017).
First, the initial mass range for the stars have been increased. Now stars are
considered from 0.1 up to 300M , rather than the maximum of 120M

in bpass

v1.1. In this mass range 200 single-star models are included to sample the full range
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of possible evolutionary behaviour. The full range of initial masses is also included
in the new binary population models where previously it only went down to 5M .
Second, the composition of stars is assumed initially uniform and the mass fraction
of all elements are scaled from the solar metallicity as given in Table 2.1. In bpass
v1.1 five model metallicities are considered that Z = 0.001, 0.004, 0.008, 0.020 and
0.040. These metallicity correspond to oxygen abundances in form of 12 + log(O/H),
spanning from 7.6 to 9.0, where Z = 0.020 (12 + log(O/H) = 8.8) is conventionally
considered as Solar (Z ). There are more metallicities considered in bpass v2.1 that
Z = 10−5 , 10−4 , 0.001, 0.002, 0.003, 0.004, 0.006, 0.008, 0.010, 0.014, 0.020, 0.030,
0.040 (i.e. 0.5% Solar to twice Solar).
The mass-loss scheme combines three different mass-loss rates related to different
phases of evolution. By default, the rates of de Jager et al. (1988) are used except for
OB stars for which the theoretical rates of Vink et al. (2000) are applied. When the
star become a WR star (the surface hydrogen fraction Xsurface < 0.4, the effective
temperature log(Teff /K) > 4.0), the rates of Nugis and Lamers (2000) are used. Then
at different metallicities, these mass-loss rates are scaled by Ṁ (Z) = Ṁ (Z )(Z/Z )α
and typically use α = 0.5, except in the case of O and B stars where α = 0.69 and
0.64 respectively (Vink et al., 2001).
All the models evolve from the zero-age main-sequence and end after core carbonburning or at the onset of core neon ignition for massive star models. Less massive
models either form carbon-oxygen or oxygen-neon cores and evolve up the Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB). The lowest mass models below approximately 0.8 M
never ignite helium and end their evolution as helium white dwarfs.
Extra Parameters for Binary Models
The binary models are identical to single models except for additional mass-loss or
gain via binary interactions. For two masses orbiting each other in a circular orbit
they obey Kepler’s 3rd law such that (M1 + M2 )/M

= (a/A.U.)3 /(P/yr)2 , where

a is the orbital separation and P is the orbital period. Some extra parameters are
required to define not only the primary stars but also the secondary stars.
Firstly, the grid of masses used for primary mass (M1 ) evolution range from 0.1
to 300M , using 68 masses spaced to evenly sample the different mass ranges of
evolution. The secondary mass M2 is determined by mass ratio q = M2 /M1 that
ranges from 0.1 to 0.9 in steps of 0.1. In bpass-v1.1 the orbit of the two stars is
defined by setting their initial separations at values between log(a/R ) = 1 and 4
in steps of 0.25 dex, while in bpass-v2.1 the orbit is defined by the initial binary
periods with log(P/days) from 0 to 4 in steps of 0.2 dex.
The key point that affects a star’s evolution in a binary is the mass transfer between
the two stars and this is followed in the models by using the effective Roche-Lobe
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Table 2.1: The metallicity types and mass fraction of the main elements used in stellar
evolution code.
Identifier

Metallicity mass fraction
Z

Oxygen Abundance
log(O/H) + 12

zem5

10−5

5.60

zem4

10

−4

6.60

z001

0.001

7.61

z002

0.002

7.91

z003

0.003

8.09

z004

0.004

8.21

z006

0.006

8.39

z008

0.008

8.52

z010

0.010

8.62

z014

0.014

8.77

z020

0.020

8.93

z030

0.030

9.13

z040

0.040

9.27

Hydrogen & Helium
H

0.75 − 2.5 × Z

He

0.25 + 1.5 × Z

Metals
C

0.173 × Z

O

0.482 × Z

N

0.053 × Z

Ne

0.099 × Z

Mg

0.038 × Z

Si

0.083 × Z

Fe

0.072 × Z

radius, RL,1 , from Eggleton (1983) where a star will have an equivalent volume to
that of its Roche Lobe. When a star fills its Roche Lobe we determine a mass-loss
rate due to Roche-Lobe overflow (RLOF) of,
 
3
R1
ṀR1 = F (M1 ) ln
RL,1

(2.1)

where
2

F (M1 ) = 3 × 10−6 [min(M1 , 5.0)]

(2.2)

chosen by Hurley et al. (2002) to ensure mass transfer is steady.
Common-envelope evolution (CEE) is taken to occur when the radius of the primary
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star is the same as the binary separation. The mass-loss rate is still determined from
Equation 2.1 but an upper limit of 10−3 M yr−1 is set because more rapid mass-loss
can cause the evolution code to break down. The mass loss in the CEE wind leads to
the change in orbital separation, δa, (Eldridge et al., 2008) as below:
δa =

a2 M1 + M2 δ M1
r1
M2
M1

(2.3)

where δM1 is the mass lost in the time-period considered, one model time step. As
δM1 is negative the orbit shrinks. Eventually, the CEE results in either removal of
the stellar envelope or a merger. Mergers are assumed to occur when the companion
star also fill its Roche-lobe and the total mass is transferred to the primary star.
Typically, in our models, the stars experience CEE at different evolution stages
leading to different evolutionary outcomes. Stars that are on or have just turned off
the main-sequence tend to merge, while post-main sequence stars tend to remove
their hydrogen envelopes. Also even in systems that do merge, mass loss prior to the
event of the merger means that the final stellar mass is less than the total pre-CEE
mass of the binary.
Figure 2.1 shows the fraction of primary stars that undergo RLOF and CEE at
solar (Z = 0.020) and SMC-like (Z = 0.004) metallicities. For massive stars of
masses 5 ≤ M ≤ 40M , 80% of binaries interact with their companion through
RLOF and 90% of those interactions leads to CEE. Outside this mass range RLOF
dominates the binary interactions. At higher masses the stellar wind-driven mass
loss becomes significant which is further enhanced at higher metallicity, so that the
fraction of CEE is highly reduced. While below 5 M , the fraction of binary interactions decreases with decreasing stellar mass due to a smaller radius and increasing
difficulty for less massive stars to overfill their Roche Lobe.
Quasi-homogeneous Evolution
When mass is transferred in a binary, so is the angular momentum. The spin-up of
stars can result in the rotational mixing of its layers, allowing more efficient burning of
hydrogen in its interior (Cantiello et al., 2007; de Mink et al., 2013). This is assumed
to lead to either rejuvenation and/or quasi-chemically homogeneous evolution (QHE).
QHE is accounted for using the method outlined in Eldridge et al. (2011). If a
secondary star accretes more than 5% of its original mass then we assume it is
rejuvenated and restart its evolution at its final mass at a later time. The spin-down
of the stars caused by stellar winds weaken at lower metallicities, so that the stars
can maintain rapid rotation over their entire main-sequence lifetime and evolve as
if they are fully mixed. Overall, QHE is more significant at high stellar masses
(& 20M ) and low metallicities (Z ≤ 0.004). Stars experiencing QHE extend their
stellar lifetimes and this causes the star to become hotter as it evolves rather than
cooler, going ‘the wrong way’ on the HR diagram.
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Figure 2.1: The fraction of primary stars in bpass models from Eldridge et al. (2017)
that experience a binary interaction at two metallicities within the age of the Universe
versus the initial mass of the primary star. The solid line represents the total fraction
that experience Roche lobe overflow (RLOF). While the dashed line represents the
number when RLOF progresses to common envelope evolution (CEE).

Supernovae and Supernova Kick
The resultant remnant produced at the end of stellar evolution is determined as
follows. A core-collapse supernova is assumed to occur if final mass is greater than
2M and the carbon-oxygen core mass is greater than 1.38M (Podsiadlowski et al.,
1992). If this condition is not met then the remnant left will be a white dwarf.
In the case where a supernova occurs, the remnant mass is determined by calculating how much material can be ejected from the star given an energy input of
1051 ergs, a typical supernova energy, which is discussed more in detail in Eldridge
and Tout (2004). For simplicity neutron star remnants are assumed to have a constant mass of 1.4M , and remnants more massive than 3M

are considered to form

black holes. Finally in bpass-v2.1 if the helium core mass at the end of evolution
is between 64 and 133M , a pair-instability supernova (PISN) is assumed to occur
which completely disrupts the star and leaves no remnant (Heger and Woosley,
2002). This kind of supernovae is not considered in bpass-v1.1. All the identified
CCSN progenitors are then categorized as type II, II-other, with hydrogen in the
final model, or type Ib and Ic/GRBs/PISN without hydrogen, as specified by the
mass limits in Eldridge et al. (2013).
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For each primary model, there are many possible outcomes after the first supernovae. The binary system might be unbound or remain bound. In the former case,
the secondary star evolves as a single star with new mass after the mass-gain. In the
latter case, there is a range of different orbital separations possible, depending on the
strength and direction of the SN kick. The kick velocities are taken from a MaxwellBoltzmann distribution as described by Hobbs et al. (2005) with a σ = 265km s−1 .
The different possible outcomes of the random SN kick on binary systems are considered and included in the synthetic population and spectra.

2.1.2

Stellar Atmosphere Models

Stellar atmosphere models are required to convert the outputs of stellar evolution
calculations − surface gravities, g, and effective temperatures, Teff − as a function
of metallicity, Z, into observable spectral energy distributions (SEDs). For different
types of stars, the most appropriate theoretical stellar atmosphere model is selected
from one of three sources.
First, for stars with hydrogen envelopes and surface temperatures < 25k K, BaSeL
v3.1 model atmosphere library (Westera et al., 2002) is used. Stars with higher
surface temperatures are treated as OB stars. For these stars, the high-resolution
version of models are generated using the WM-Basic (Pauldrach et al., 1998) code by
Smith et al. (2002). Both libraries are arranged in a grid over effective temperature
and surface gravity. A linearly-interpolated grid is used to obtain appropriate spectra
for the models.
In bpass v2.1, more models have been recalculated over a larger grid (Eldridge
et al., 2017). Firstly, the new WM-Basic models models have an extended metallicity
coverage and a sequence of models with slightly higher surface gravity of log(g) = 4.5
(c.f. 4.0 in the earlier grid) have been added in to better match the evolution code
predictions. Models at every metallicity are also calculated rather than simply interpolating between fixed metallicities as before. The key benefit is the inclusion of the
spectra at the lowest metallicities of Z = 10−5 and 10−4 , and therefore we have more
predictive power in these more extreme cases.
Finally, the theoretical atmospheres of the Potsdam group (Hamann and Gräfener,
2003; Hamann et al., 2006; Sander et al., 2015) are used for Wolf-Rayet stars, defined
as having surface hydrogen mass fraction X 6 0.4 and log(Teff/K ) > 4.45. These
are advanced atmosphere models that can be related directly to stellar evolution
models and are on a grid of transformed radii and effective temperatures which are
interpolated linearly between the values of our stellar models.
A key change implemented in bpass v2.1 is that there are now different metal-
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licity nitrogen-dominated (WN) Wolf-Rayet atmospheres available (Todt et al.,
2015). In bpass v1.1 only Solar metallicity models were available and the line luminosity at lower metallicities were artificially reduced. When Z ≥ 0.0095, the Solar
PoWR models are used, below this limit their LMC models are used and when
Z ≤ 0.0035 their SMC models are used. For WC (i.e. carbon-dominated) Wolf-Rayet
stars only Solar metallicity models are available, so we currently use the Solar models
at all metallicities. This may lead to a slight overestimate in the strength of carbon
WR features in low metallicity spectra.
Finally, using these atmosphere models we yield a synthetic spectrum appropriate to each time-step from 1 Myr to 100 Gyr, at different metallicities as described
above. Although the Universe is only 13.5 Gyr old now, the models of oldest ages
allow us to predict the future history of the Universe.

2.1.3

Synthesizing the Population

The synthetic population is constructed to resemble a star cluster in which stars of
different masses form at the same time with the same composition. To construct a
synthetic spectrum for the population as a whole we combine the spectra for models
of different initial mass, scaling the contribution of each by its bolometric luminosity
and weighting by the IMF described by Bastian et al. (2010). This uses an IMF
power-law slope of -1.3 between 0.1 and 0.5 M , and a slope of -2.35 above 0.5
M . The upper mass limit is taken to be 300M

as described above. For the binary

population, we also assume a flat distribution in initial mass ratio and log-period
in all the models. As a result, all of stars are technically part of a binary system
but whether they interact with their companion depends on the binary parameters
mentioned before.
Finally, combining all the above factors leads to both single and binary population of total mass of 106 M at different metallicities. The basic output of bpass is a
set of moderately high-resolution model spectra, covering the wavelength from 1 to
100,000Å (from 1 to 30,000A in bpass-v1.1), with steps in 1Å and total flux in each
wavelength bin in units of L . These are also generated for stellar populations from
1 Myr to 100 Gyr in increments of 4 log(Age/yr) = 0.1. An example in Figure 2.2,
shows the spectra at solar metallicity (Z = 0.020) for both bpass v1.1 and 2.1. The
key point to note is the changes in spectra between the two versions. They have a
similar shape except that bpass v1.1 are slightly brighter than bpass v2.1. This is due
to two reasons: 1) new WR and OB star spectra obtained from the new atmosphere
models; 2) using a period distribution rather than a separation distribution to decade
interacting binary setup.
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Figure 2.2: The spectral energy distribution of from bpass v1.1 and v2.1 models at
solar metallicity. The flux blueward of 912Å shown by the dashed line is able to ionize
hydrogen.

2.2

The Effect of Binary Interactions on Massive Stars

Massive stars are hot and luminous, dominating the observed ionizing spectra of
stellar populations. They also evolve quickly and on many diverse pathways, mainly
because of their binary interactions. In this section, we discuss the three key effects
of binary interactions on star types, the relative rates of their supernova and starformation indicators (SFIs).

2.2.1

Mass loss and Star Types

Stars, in particular massive hot stars, have strong mass loss during their lifetime
which can modify their evolution by affecting the surface conditions and the total
stellar mass. A star with a companion can further enhance its mass loss or mass
gain by binary interactions. Mass loss is also metallicity dependent, with higher
mass loss in a more metal-rich environment. As a consequence, mass loss plays an
important role in changing the appearance of massive stars and the lifetimes of their
evolutionary phases in different metallicity environments.
The most common massive stars are main-sequence O- and B-type stars. These
stars evolve off the main sequence to become a range of possible spectroscopic types:
red supergiants (RSGs), yellow supergiants (YSGs), blue supergiants (BSGs), and
Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars. In single-star systems this sequence follows the increasing
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Figure 2.3: Numbers of stars of different stellar types at Solar metallicity from Eldridge et al. (2017) versus time. Dashed lines are for single-star populations and
solid lines for binary-star populations. The dot-dashed green line for the low massive
Helium star population from a binary-star population.
initial masses. RSGs are cool with an extended hydrogen envelope up to hundreds
of solar radii and arise from stars with initial mass from 8M

to 20M . Stars more

massive than approximately 25M only briefly become a RSG and eventually evolve
into WR stars after losing their hydrogen envelope. The most massive stars ∼ 100 M
avoid the RSG phase and alternatively become WR stars immediately after the main
sequence.
One simple observation to make is to compare the relative number of these different types of stars. These numbers for single- and binary-star populations are
shown in Figure 2.3. Firstly, a population with binary-star interactions lead to more
mass loss for stars, especially those ≤ 25 M . This leads to the decreasing number of
RSGs at early ages (log(Age/yr) ≤ 7.0), and also extends the lifetime of the helium
star up to 300 Myr and WR stars up to 30 Myr. Secondly, massive stars can be
formed from low-mass companions accreting matter or by stellar mergers which leads
to more production of RSGs, YSGs and BSGs at later time (log(Age/yr) ≥ 7.0)
with respect to those in single-star populations. The second peak appearing in RSG
numbers around 100 Myr is due to a small contribution of asymptotic giant branch
stars at these ages which meet the temperature and luminosity constraints for RSGs
in our models.
These predictions from stellar models are furthermore compared with observed
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Figure 2.4: Stellar type number ratios for massive star populations from Eldridge et al.
(2017). Solid lines show bpass binary-star models, and dashed lines show singlestar models. Points with error bars show observational constraints taken from the
literature. The red lines show results for constant star formation from bpass v1.1
while the blue and black lines show similar results from bpass v2.1 with two different
IMFs (Mmax = 300 M and Mmax = 100 M respectively). WR/O ratio data is taken
from Maeder and Meynet (1994), and the WR/RSG data comes from Phil Massey
(private communication).
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ratios of WR to O and WR to RSG in nearby galaxies from Maeder and Meynet
(1994) and Massey (private communication) as shown in Figure 2.4, varying with
metallicities. As main-sequence stars at low metallicity have hotter effective temperatures for the same masses, more O stars are present in the population. Comparison to
the observed ratios suggests that models including all main-sequence O stars provide
a good agreement with the data except in the highest metallicity cases where binary
interactions are required to produce more WR stars.
As for the ratio of WR/RSG, both of them are post-main sequence stars and
their relative number are strongly affected by binary interactions as we discussed
above. The binary-star models are far closer to the observed ratios which show very
little variation in population with metallicity above 0.3Z . The one point at low
metallicity around SMC is an outlier which lies between single-star and binary-star
models, which indicates combining single and binary model together is necessary for
a better prediction of observations. However, this ratio is based on only 13 WR stars
so it’s uncertain how good the assumption of constant star-formation history and
IMF sampling are.

2.2.2

Core-collapse Supernovae Rate

We calculate the type II SN rate and SN Ibc rate separately for both bpass-v1.1
and bpass-v2.1. The difference between bpass-v1.1 and bpass-v2.1 is that for the
type Ibc SN rate we include the GRBs and PISN in bpass-v2.1 although these only
occur at the lowest metallicities. The SN II and SN Ibc rate of these two versions are
shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 and we find the main difference between them is that
bpass-v2.1 produce less SN Ibc than bpass-v1.1, while the SN II rates between these
two versions are quite similar in both age range and the total number.
It is more interesting to compare single-star and binary-star models. For both
single-star and binary-star models, type II SNe arise from a similar stellar population
in terms of stellar age ranging from 3 Myr to 10 Myr, because more massive stars
that die earlier have strong stellar winds that will remove the hydrogen for both sets
of models. The binary-star models however have a reduced occurrence of type II SNe
and increased the probability of SNe type Ibc. In addition, any type Ibc SN occurring
after 10 Myr must have a binary progenitor. When it comes to the total CCSN rate,
binary populations make little difference, but as we have demonstrated they play an
important role in changing the relative ratio of type Ibc SNe to type II SNe.
Figures 2.5 and 2.6 also show the effect of model metallicity on the derived CCSN
rate. For both single and binary models, the type Ibc SN rate increases with increasing metallicity, while the type II SN experiences a decrease as model metallicity
increases. This is due to the effect of metallicity on stellar evolution. For a given mass
metal-poor stars are more compact and have weaker winds so that it keeps a single
star from losing its hydrogen envelope by stellar wind. This also affects binary stars
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Figure 2.5: Distributions of SN type II & Ibc rate of bpass-v1.1 in terms of stellar
age in 5 metallicities. The red lines are from single-star models and blue lines are
from binary-star models.
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Figure 2.6: Distributions of SN type II & Ibc rate of bpass-v2.1 in terms of stellar
age in 5 metallicities. The red lines are from single-star models and blue lines are
from binary-star models.
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as binary interactions remove some but not all of the hydrogen envelope and the
remainder is removed by stellar wind. Consequently, more type II SNe are produced
rather than type Ibc SNe as metallicity decreases.

2.2.3

Star Formation Rate Indicators

Here we discuss how changing between single star and binary models affects the star
formation rate indicators (SFRIs) of Hα and the UV luminosity. Using Hα emission
as a tracer of ongoing (≤ 16 Myr) and far-ultraviolet (FUV) at 1500Å emission as
a tracer of recent (≤ 100 Myr) star formation (Kennicutt, 1998b; Gogarten et al.,
2009), we present constraints on the properties of CCSN progenitors through the
association of their explosion sites with star-forming regions.
The Hα line from a star-forming region or galaxy is produced by hydrogen gas
that has been photoionized by hot massive stars. We derived the Hα luminosity by
taking account of all the Lyman continuum photons N(LyC) below the wavelength
of λ = 912Å and follow the hydrogen recombination relation provided by Osterbrock
and Ferland (2006):
L(Hα) = 1.36 × 10−12 N (LyC) erg s−1

N (Lyc) =

1
hc

Z

(2.4)

λ0

λfλ dλ

(λ0 ≤ 912Å)

(2.5)

0

Then we take the FUV flux directly from the continuum spectrum of the star populations at the wavelengths between 1556Å to 1576Å.
Figures 2.7 and 2.8 describe how Hα and FUV flux vary with stellar age for
five different metallicity populations. We see that the binary-star population produces more Hα and FUV flux than single-star population, which is in agreement
with the predictions in Zheng et al. (2012). The extra Hα emission at later times in
binary-star models is due to the fact that there are more hot WR or helium stars
with their hydrogen envelope stripped via binary interactions. While the FUV flux of
binary-star models is only slightly higher than that in single-star models, they follow
a similar trend and experience a slight increase in the first 3 Myr and then gradually
decrease with increasing age. Overall, the binary interactions strongly affect the time
evolution of Hα flux but have little effect on the FUV flux.
Figures 2.7 and 2.8 also show the effect of metallicity, with the Hα and FUV
flux both being metallicity dependent. The metal-poor models produce hotter stellar
populations which in turn produce stronger Hα and FUV flux. In binary-star models
we note the models of metallicities ≤ 0.004 have a slightly increase in Hα flux during
the first 3 Myrs and also show a Hα bump at later ages. This is due to QHE as
we discussed above which has a significant impact on the evolution of massive stars
at low metallicities. In addition, when comparing bpass v1.1 and v2.1, they show
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Figure 2.7: Distributions of flux in terms of stellar age for Hα in the top panel and
for FUV luminosity in the bottom panel. From blue to red metallicity increases from
Z = 0.001 to 0.040. Binary-star models are dashed lines and single-star models are
solid lines.
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Figure 2.8: Distributions of flux in terms of stellar age for Hα in the top panel and
for FUV luminosity in the bottom panel. From blue to red metallicity increases from
Z = 0.001 to 0.040. Binary-star models are dashed lines and single-star models are
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similar distributions for the two SFRIs with respect to age, except that v2.1 have
a smoother trend at later time due to more stellar models included and so fewer
resolution problems.

2.3
2.3.1

Nebular Emission Models
CLOUDY Photoionization Code

To calculate nebular emission models, we use version 13.03 of cloudy, as described
by Ferland et al. (2013). cloudy is a photoionization code commonly used by
astronomers to predict the thermal, ionization, and chemical structure of gas clouds
and the resultant spectrum of the diffuse nebula. Users must describe the physical
properties of the gas cloud and provide an external source of radiation to photoionize
the cloud. Each model must specify (1) the shape and intensity of the external
radiation field striking the cloud, (2) the chemical composition and grain content
of the gas cloud, and (3) the geometry of the gas, including its radial extent and
dependence of density on radius.
To describe the ionizing continuum, one can use a black body or include a certain spectrum based on stellar population synthesis predictions. Additionally, the
geometry of the gas must be defined. cloudy is a 1-dimensional code, only two
geometries are available: either the spherically-symmetric case, or plane parallel. The
geometry can be either density (matter)-bounded or ionization (radiation)-bounded.
The first case corresponds to optically thin nebula and non-zero escape fraction and
may be defined by setting an outer radius which is not directly related to the luminosity of the ionizing continuum. The second case corresponds to the situation where
the HII region is optically thick to the hydrogen ionizing continuum and is defined
by a hydrogen ionization front so both warm ionized and cold neutral regions exist.
cloudy also includes a few optional parameters, such as including some prescriptions
for the distribution and composition of dust, and the initial ionization state of the
gas, which we do not use.
Once the conditions in the cloud are defined, the code then computes the thermal and ionization state of the nebula in a series of thin ‘shells’ computed outward
from the initial ionized surface until some specified termination condition, for example the default lowest temperature 4000K or the default greatest number of shells
(1400) is reached. At each step, the spectrum is attenuated by absorption and geometric dilution (depending on the chosen geometry), and the ‘diffused field’ (emission
arising from the given point in the nebula) is computed and added, including photons
generated from recombination, free-free emission, two-photon emission, and emission
lines.
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Model HII Regions

With the tools and physical understanding outlined above, we are now ready to
investigate in detail the connections of nebular emission of HII regions and their
underlying stellar populations. We employ the predicted SED from bpass models as a
source flux input into the photoionization code cloudy. This makes our predictions
far more flexible than existing models, and allows the possible impact of variations in
the physical conditions of the gas on spectral evolution to be evaluated. The result is
a self-consistent prediction for the nebular continuum and emission line fluxes which
reflects the temporal changes in the ionizing radiation field.
We assume a gas nebula without any dust to be spherical, ionization-bound and
to have a constant, non-evolving hydrogen density n(H). The ionization radiation is
produced by a point source at the centre of the spherical shell of gas. These assumptions are adopted as this work concerns on the properties of the nebular gas and
their impact. The main adjustable parameters of the photoionized gas are as followed:
Nebular Metallicity, Z : we consider 13 values of Z between 0.05 percent of
solar (Z = 0.00001) and double solar (Z = 0.040), corresponding to metallicities
at which stellar population models are available. We scale the metal abundance
with respect to solar metallicity (Z = 0.020) as shown in Table 2.1, while the solar
metallicity in cloudy model is more appropriate to Z = 0.014 of our models.
Ionization parameter at the Strömgren radius, U : we compute models for 21
values of U logarithmically spaced in the range from −3.5 to −1.5 according to the
observed ionization parameters in local starburst galaxies (Rigby and Rieke, 2004),
in steps of 0.1 dex.
Hydrogen gas density, nH : we compute models for 7 hydrogen densities of
the ionized gas, spanning logarithmically from 0 to 3 with 0.5 dex intervals. These
span most of the range of the observed electronic densities in extragalactic HII
regions (Hunt and Hirashita, 2009).
These main adjustable model parameters lead to a total of 1911 photoionization
models, each computes in 21 stellar population ages between 1 and 100 Myr in 0.1
dex bin.
Instead of specifying a constant inner radius of the cloud, we modify the geometry of photoionization models by specifying their ionization parameter U, which is a
function of Q(H), the number of ionizing photons per unit time, and R, the distance
to the ionization source:

U=

Q(H)
4πR2 c n(H)

(2.6)
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Due to the dilution of the radiation as it propagates through the nebula, high U
occurs close to the inner surface and low U further out. The inner radius R of our
models is determined by the radiation strength of the inner ionizing source and
hydrogen density of the gas cloud.
An example cloudy pseudo code of our illustrative nebular emission model is
as follows:
1. ionization parameter log(U ) = -3.5 to -1.5;
2. hden (0 to 3) log constant density;
3. element abundance helium 0.25 + 1.5 × Z;
4. element abundance carbon 0.172 × Z;
5. element abundance nitrogen 0.053 × Z;
6. element abundance oxygen 0.482 × Z;
7. element abundance neon 0.099 × Z;
8. element abundance magnesium 0.038 × Z;
9. element abundance silicon 0.083 × Z;
10. element abundance iron 0.072 × Z;
11. covering factor 1.0 linear;
12. filling factor 1.0 linear;
13. sphere;
14. iterate;
15. set temperature floor 1000;
16. stop temperature 100K;
17. stop efrac -2;
We could include more physics such as dust to produce a more accurate model but we
use this model to demonstrate how the synthetic spectrum is affected by the nebular
emission parameters as described above. The command lines that drive cloudy
are demonstrated in detail by ‘Hazy: an Brief Introduction to CLOUDY’ (Ferland,
1996). First the ionization parameter log(U ) is set to determine the strength of the
ionizing source and the inner radius of the nebular cloud combined with hydrogen
density nH . Then the 3rd to 10th command lines are used to specify the abundance
of the 8 main elements which is scaled by the model metallicity Z. The covering
factor is the fraction of the radiation emitted by the central source that actually
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strikes the nebular cloud and ‘1’ means the source is fully covered. The filling
factor accounts for clumping of emission-line gas and ‘1’ means no clumping. The
command line 13 is used to set a spherical geometry and also tells cloudy to take
into account ionization by the diffuse continua and lines produced on the far side
of the nebula. The final 3 commands tell cloudy our calculation would stop when
the kinetic temperature drops below 100K or when electron fraction below 10−2 cm−3 .
We omit dust from our cloudy model, as assuming a uniform dust geometry
the cloudy output line emission and continuum will be suppressed equally leaving
the Lines EW unaffected. However, without the attenuation of dust our models are
relatively brighter than real stellar populations especially for younger populations
< 10 Myr that are strongly attenuated by their birth cloud as discussed by Charlot
and Fall (2000) and Wild et al. (2011). By not including dust we make our models
simpler allowing us to study the effects on the nebular emission alone without having
to consider the increased complexity that dust would introduce.

2.3.3

Output spectra

The cloudy code is able to generate a number of different outputs controlled by
several command lines, which are described in detail in Part 1 of Hazy (Ferland,
1996). The most common used commands are:
1. save continuum − gives the incident, transmitted and total spectrum. Emission
lines are included in this output where separate quantities for them are not
shown.
2. save lines − gives the intensities of all lines in a file which can be used easily.
3. save overview − gives an overview of the calculation, which includes the electron
temperature and density, the ionization of several elements and molecules as a
function of depth into the cloud.
4. save element − gives the flux densities of some ions or molecules of particular
elements as a function of depth into the cloud.
Among these outputs the most useful one is the output spectra which contain the
overall result of the input conditions for both ionizing source and cloud gas. Some
examples of our model spectra are shown in Figure 2.9. The nebular spectra are rich
in emission lines from UV to infared and the spectrum from different ionizing sources
are different in shape of emission continuum and the strength of emission lines.
In our study, we are concerned with the optical emission lines as shown in Table 2.2.
We zoom into the optical spectra and compare our synthetic spectra at different ages
in Figure 2.10. We note that at early age around 3 Myr single-star and binary-star
models create the same continuum emission and the same line emission, but as the
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Figure 2.9: cloudy output spectra at 10 Myr: the red line is for single-star models
and blue line for binary-star models
model ages to 10 Myr single models become slightly dimmer in stellar continuum
emission blueward of ∼ 5000Å and lose almost all of their emission lines compared
to binary-star models. In addition, the single-star models are redder overall than the
binary-star models.
Figure 2.2 describes the input ionizing radiation from single and binary population at two evolution stages. At stellar age of 3 Myr, both single-star and binary-star
models produce almost the same UV radiation to ionize the cloud surrounding the
stars. However, when the stars age to 10 Myr, there is more UV radiation produced
by binary-star models than single-star models. This is due to a larger production of
hotter post-evolved stars, such as helium stars or WR stars, in binary models when
massive stars evolve off the main sequence. In contrast, the massive single stars cool
down to become red supergiants. Therefore, with these interacting binary stars to
heat the nebulae, the HII regions can survive longer than 10 Myr. We explain our
models in greater detail when we compare our models with observed populations in
the following chapters.
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Figure 2.10: cloudy UV-optical spectra at 3 Myr in the top panel and at 10 Myr in
the bottom panel. The red line is for single-star models and blue line for binary-star
models
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The spectra of our nebular emission models are critically dependent on the adopted
ionizing radiation field from the central source and the physical properties of the
gas cloud including metallicity and the geometrical distribution of gas with respect
to the ionizing sources. In this section, we discuss the properties of model ionizing
spectra and output nebular emission separately with the aim of studying the effect
of binary interactions.

2.4.1

Properties of the Model Ionizing Spectra

The ionizing spectrum is the link between stellar evolution and nebular emission.
The key factor is the number of ionizing photons arising from the spectrum blueward
Table 2.2: The optical emission lines from cloudy models that we follow in our study.
Vacuum Wavelength (Å)

Line ID

cloudy ID

6562.85

Hα 6563

H 1 6563A

4861.36

Hβ 4861

H 1 4861A

4340.49

Hγ 4340

H 1 4340A

4101.76

Hδ 4102

H 1 4102A

3970.09

H 3970

H 1 3970A

3889.07

H 3889

H 1 3889A

3835.40

H 3835

H 1 3835A

3797.92

H 3798

H 1 3798A

5875.61

He I 5867

He 1 5876A

6560.44

He II 6560

He 2 6560A

4686.01

He II 4686

He 2 4686A

6300.00

O I 6300

O 1 6300A

3729.00

O II 3729

O 2 3729A

3726.00

O II 3726

O 2 3726A

5007.00

O III 5007

O 3 5007A

4959.00

O III 4959

O 3 4959A

4931.00

O III 4931

O 3 4931A

6584.00

N II 6584

N 2 6584A

6548.00

N II 6548

N 2 6548A

3968.00

Ne III 3968

Ne 3 3968A

3869.00

Ne III 3869

Ne 3 3869A

4074.00

S II 4072

S 2 4074A

6312.00

S III 6312

S 3 6312A

7135.00

Ar III 7135

Ar 3 7135A
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of the Lyman limit at 912Å since these are efficiently reprocessed by nebular gas.
The amount of these energetic photons varies between stellar populations and can
evolve with time.

Time Evolution of the Ionizing Spectra
For HII regions, we are primarily concerned with the evolution of the ionizing spectra
dominated by rapidly evolving massive stars. As the stars evolve their effective temperatures and luminosities shift. Figure 2.11 shows the spectral energy distribution
(SED), including the ionizing spectrum, as a function of age and wavelength for
single and binary population models. In all panels, the radiation capable of ionizing
hydrogen is blueward of 912Å. Mass loss and metallicity are the most important
factors determining the evolution and spectral performance of a star.
Firstly, mass loss by strong stellar wind and/or binary interaction can prevent
massive stars cooling to become RSGs during post-main sequence evolution. Instead
they become hot WR or helium stars that can power a HII region at late times. The
youngest populations have more of these hot stars, which emit more high-energy
photons and therefore produce a larger ionizing flux. Older single-star populations
lack hot stars, and they emit relatively few high-energy photons and thus we see the
ionizing flux disappearing.
The shape of the ionizing flux gives us the distribution of ionizing photon energies. We quantify the total number of ionizing photons as a function of age and
metallicity from both single and binary stellar populations (see in Figure 2.12). The
youngest stellar populations produce the most ionizing photons. As the population
ages, less-massive and less luminous stars dominate the SED, decreasing the overall
ionizing photon rate. Binary interaction can significantly increase the ionizing photon production rate compared to single-star models. In the first 3 Myr, both single
and binary populations have most of their massive stars on the main sequence and
produce similar number of ionizing photons giving us a plateau. After this age the
ionizing photon number decays with time. There are noticeable departures between
single and binary models after 3 Myr. Single models undergo a steeper decay as
their massive stars evolve off the main sequence, but binary models have a shallower
drop-off and can produce about an order of magnitude more ionizing photons than
single models due to the binary interaction creating hot helium and WR stars at late
ages.
Furthermore as the population ages, the spectrum is dominated by different stars,
gradually ‘softening’ in the far-UV. The abrupt change in spectral slope for singlestar models around 5 Myr roughly corresponds to the lifetime of the most massive
O-type stars; once the O-type stars have evolved off the main sequence the UV flux
suddenly becomes much ‘softer’ in single-star models. In binary-star models the UV
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Figure 2.11: The flux contribution from different-aged populations for both single-star
and binary-star models at solar metallicity (z020 for Z = 0.020) in the top, sub-solar
metallicity (z008 for Z = 0.008) in the middle, and one tenth of solar metallicity (z002
for Z = 0.002) in the bottom. Only flux blueward of 912Å shown by the dashed line
is able to ionize hydrogen.
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Figure 2.12: The time evolution of the ionizing photon production rate at different
metallicities. The metallicity increases from Z = 10−5 (zem5) to Z = 0.040 (z040) as
the colour coding changes from blue to red.

flux remains until 100 Myr and later. This is due to the binary interactions which can
remove the hydrogen envelope of cool red supergiants and expose their hot helium
cores to become WR stars or low-mass helium stars as discussed before. We note in
these binary populations every star is assumed to be in a binary which may not be
correct for low-mass/old stellar populations (Duchêne and Kraus, 2013).

2.4.1.1

The effect of metallicity

The ionizing flux is also as a function of metallicity, since metallicity affects stellar
evolution time scales and mass loss rates. First, increasing metals increases the opacity
of stellar plasmas and makes stars less compact with lower surface temperature. This
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leads to the diminishing of the UV flux and decreasing ionizing photon production
at higher metallicities. Second, low-metallicity stellar populations have longer main
sequence lifetimes, and thus produce photons capable of ionizing hydrogen for longer.
Therefore, low-metallicity populations are generally hotter, which hardens the UV
spectrum for both single-star and binary-star models. In addition, low-metallicity
populations have weaker line-driven winds and experience less mass-loss, increasing
main sequence lifetimes. So we see a clear difference in single-star populations: the
low-metallicity models produce a more gradual softening of the ionizing flux, maintaining hard ionizing spectra for about 5 Myr longer than the metal-rich population.
But the metallicity shows a weaker effect on binary populations, as binary interaction
is relatively insensitive to metallicity.
As a result, we note the metallicity-dependent changes in ionizing photon numbers in Figure 2.12. The low metallicity models experience a slower decay than
those of higher metallicities. Besides these two differences, the binary models with
metallicity Z ≤ 0.004 have the slowest decay and are separated from other binary
models by forming a bump up to 20 Myr (log(Age/yr) = 7.3). This is due to QHE as
a consequence of the spin up of stars, which can result in rotational mixing of their
layers and allow more efficient burning of hydrogen (Cantiello et al., 2007; Eldridge
et al., 2011; Eldridge and Stanway, 2012; de Mink et al., 2013). This extends the
main sequence lifetimes of stars and has a significant effect at lower metallicities.

2.4.2

Model Nebula Emission Populations

With an understanding of the physical properties of the model ionizing spectra, we
can better understand the process driving variations in nebular emission lines. Here
we characterize the emission line properties of our nebular emission models and their
dependence on the model parameters.

Broad Trends in Emission Line Strength
Figure 2.13 shows the line strength as a function of age for the strongest optical
emission lines: Hβ λ4861, [OIII] λ5007, Hα λ6563. [NII] λ6584, and [SII] λ6713 and
[OI] λ6300. The emission line strengths are determined by the number of ionizing
photons in the incident radiation field and so are critically dependant on age, metallicity and binary interactions.
The population age sets the overall intensity of the emission lines. Young populations are much brighter and produce many more ionizing photons than older
populations and thus have stronger emission lines. Binary interactions produce more
hot WR or helium stars even later than 5 Myr, so compared to single models these
older binary models looks brighter and have stronger emission lines. We note the
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Figure 2.13: Emission line strength of Hβλ4861, [OIII]λ5007, Hαλ6563, [NII]λ6584,
[SII]λ6713, and [OI]λ6300 as a function of age, color-coded by model metallicity.
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binary interactions have a stronger effect on the four metal lines − [NII], [SII], [OIII]
and [OI] − at late times than the hydrogen recombination lines.
In addition, changing the model metallicity changes the shape of the ionizing
spectrum and the gas phase abundances of the nebular cloud. This has a corresponding effect on the emission lines. The first of these effects is demonstrated in
the metallicity-dependent variability in Hα and Hβ line strengths. The metal poor
models produce hotter HII regions emitting more ionizing photons, which in turn
produces stronger hydrogen recombination lines. The second of these effects is less
straight forward and demonstrated in the strength of the four metal lines − [NII],
[SII], [OIII] and [OI]. Their emission do not monotonically scale with metallicity.
The lines initially increase with increasing metallicity and then after a maximum
the emission line strength decreases with increasing metallicity. This is because at
low metallicities the line indicates the abundance. Then at higher metallicities the
radiation field cannot excite hot lines.
Different emission lines are strongest at different metallicities depending on the
changes in the ionization states. For [NII], [SII], they are singly ionized with no
requirement for high temperatures. They are strongest around Solar metallicity. But
[OIII] emission can only be produced if oxygen is doubly ionized so higher temperatures are required implying lower metallicities. This causes their strongest emission to
occur at lower metallicity around Z = 0.004. For [OI] emission, this weaker emission
line is strongest at LMC-like metallicity (Z = 0.008). But is is less-sensitive to the
metallicity as other sources contributing to this line such as collisional excitation
Voges and Walterbos (2006).
Our main result here is that binary interactions increase the ionizing photon production and also enhance emission line strength especially at ages between 3 and
30 Myr. It slows the decaying trends of Hα and Hβ as a population ages. Especially
at the lower metallicities Z ≤ 0.04, QHE has significant effect in extending the
main-sequence lifetime of massive stars and leads to the bump of the emission lines
after 10 Myr that separate these low metallicity models from higher metallicity ones.
Note that the evolution in line strength is not smooth with age for either single
or binary star populations. Single stars show a bump in line strength at high metallicities at around 5 Myr, due to the formation of hot, massive WR stars. This bump
is weak and short-lived. Binary star models at high metallicities experience the same
effect, but this is followed by a second, stronger, bump in line emission. This occurs
after 10 Myr and marks the production of more massive WR stars, followed by less
massive helium stars, which extend the emission to ages of 30 Myr.
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Figure 2.14: cloudy model internal temperature structure of population models of
metallicity Z = 0.004, 0.008, 0.020, with log(U ) = −2.5 at three different ages, 3 Myr
(solid lines), 10 Myr (dashed lines) and 30 Myr (dotted lines). The y-axis is log(T /K)
and x-axis is radial distance in pc within the cloud. Red lines are from single-star
models and blue lines are from binary-star models.
2.4.2.1

Ionization Structure of Nebula Model

The emission properties of the model HII regions are also sensitive to their internal structure, with radial variations in ionization state and electron temperature.
Figure 2.14 depicts the variation of electron temperatures with radial distance in
the nebular cloud at SMC (Z = 0.004), LMC (Z = 0.008) and solar (Z = 0.020)
metallicities with constant ionization parameter of log(U ) = −2.5. The internal
temperature rises by 0.1 to 0.7 dex to peak just near the reionization surface and
then decreases dramatically after. At lower metallicities, stars of a given age are
hotter and a deeper ionized gas shell is formed by their harder radiation. In the
same metallicity environment, the internal temperature structure of single-star and
binary star models evolve differently. The temperature of single-star models falls
with increasing age so that weaker emission lines are produced at later age. However,
binary-star models can push the temperature structure to a higher level at ages up
to 30 Myr due to hot helium stars being produced in binary interactions.
To study this in more detail we use line ratios of a metal line to a hydrogen recombination line: log(OIII/Hβ) and log(NII/Hα). Figure 2.15 depicts the line ratios
as a function of radial distance in the cloud. The ratio of [OIII] emission to Hβ varies
slowly with radial distance in binary-star models, rising to a peak just inside the ionization edge that reflects its strong temperature dependence. The same temperature
dependence means that this line ratio is strongly metallicity and age dependent. In
single star populations, it drops with increasing metallicity and is negligible at ages
above 1 Myr. In binary populations it strengthens slightly from Z=0.004 to Z=0.008
(LMC-like), before dropping sharply at Solar metallicity, and can remain high for up
to 30 Myr at the lowest metallicities.
We see similar trends for the log(NII/Hα) ratio structure in Figure 2.15. In binary populations they keep approximately the same strength at different ages while
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Figure 2.15: cloudy model emission line ratios structure of population models
of metallicity Z = 0.04, 0.08, 0.020, with log(U) = −2.5 at three different ages,
3 Myr (solid lines), 10 Myr (dashed lines) and 30 Myr (doted lines). The y-axises
are log([OIII]/Hβ), log([NII]/Hα), log([SII]/Hα) and log([OI]/Hα) from top to bottom panels, and x-axis is radial distance in pc within the cloud. Red lines are from
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in single models it decreases in older populations. The ratio is also metallicity dependent such that in single-star models it reaches the highest value at LMC metallicity
(Z = 0.008). In binary models it shows an increasing trend at a higher metallicity
to Z = 0.020 as binary models include hotter stars at high metallicity than single
models. Therefore the low-ionization emission line [NII] production is more affected
by chemical abundance than temperature. When it comes to log(SII/Hα) ratio structure, this ratio is affected by the distance similarly and reaches the maximum near the
outer surface. However, the log(SII/Hα) ratio shows strong dependence on metallicity
such that it reaches a lower maximum ratio more quickly at high metallicities. This is
mainly due to the fact that increasing metals increase the surface opacity and make
stars cooler. As for the ratio of log(OI/Hα), it varies over two magnitudes with distance from inner to outer surface of the cloud, but show less variance with metallicity.

2.5

Summary

In this chapter we set out to describe the construction of model stellar populations
incorporating detailed evolution of single stars and interacting binaries, advanced
atmosphere models, and then nebular emission calculated from the photoionization
code cloudy. The most important feature of our models is the inclusion of interacting binary stars, and how they affect stellar evolution and spectral radiation.
In general, there are three key effects of binary interactions that impact a star’s
evolution:
1. enhancing mass loss and removal of hydrogen envelope of primary stars and
therefore forming more hot helium or WR stars rather than cooler supergiant
stars
2. mass transfer to secondary stars increasing their mass and rejuvenating them
3. the generation of massive stars from stellar mergers, the most extreme example
of mass transfer

Consequently, we note these three effects lead to the formation of different kinds of
massive stars, ending with different core-collapse supernovae, having different spectral
features, which are summarized below:
1. enhancing mass loss prevents stars from becoming RSGs by removing their
hydrogen envelope and exposing their hot helium cores to become helium and
WR stars. Therefore, more ionizing photons are produced at later times in
binary-star population and extend the lifetime of its ionization features, namely
strong emission lines from surrounding ionized gas. At the end state of these
massive stars, they are more likely to explode as hydrogen-absent SNe type Ibc
rather than hydrogen-poor SNe type II.
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2. more massive stars generated by the mass gaining and merging process, in fact
may start a second main-sequence (zero-age-sequence) at later time in the stellar
population. These massive stars look bluer and younger at later ages than what
we expect from a single star with the same mass and also emits more ionizing
photons.
3. our stellar populations also show a strong trend in ionizing flux production
with metallicity, with low-metallicity populations producing higher ionizing
flux. At solar and super-solar metallicities, binary interactions have little effect
on the total ionizing photon production rate. The QHE due to binary interactions allows more efficient burning of hydrogen and extends the main sequence
lifetime, showing a significant effect at lower metallicities (Z ≤ 0.004).

These results directly from our theoretical models will be checked by comparison
with different observations in the following three chapters, and further discussion on
the effect of interacting binaries is provided.

Chapter 3

CCSN Rate Synthesis of
Star-forming Galaxies Within
11Mpc
HII regions with different ages, masses and chemical compositions comprise a starforming galaxy. The integrated nebular emission from HII regions and the CCSNe
discovered in such a galaxy make it possible to test our understanding of how stars
live and die. In this chapter, we build synthetic galaxy models to reproduce CCSN
rates and Hα and FUV fluxes to investigate how binary interactions affect CCSN
rate and star-formation rate indicators.

3.1

Introduction

Core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) are the explosive events that mark the death of
massive stars (& 8M ) (Smartt et al., 2009). They are classified into hydrogen-rich
events, Type IIP/L/n/b, and hydrogen-deficient events, type Ib/c, according to the
presence or absence of hydrogen lines in their spectrum (Filippenko, 1997). This is
directly related to the composition of the outer layers of a progenitor star at the
moment of explosion. Type II supernova (SN) progenitors have kept their hydrogenrich outer envelope intact, while type Ib/c have lost the hydrogen envelope. The
most direct evidence linking the star that explodes to the type of SN is from direct
detection of the progenitor in pre-explosion images (e.g. Li et al., 2007; Smartt,
2009). Non-detections of progenitors in pre-explosion images for type Ibc SN were
used by Eldridge et al. (2013) to indicate the important effect of interacting binary
stars on determining the CCSN progenitor diversities and local CCSN rate. This idea
was later reinforced by the detection of a binary system progenitor for the type Ibc
SN iPTF13bvn (Cao et al., 2013; Bersten et al., 2014; Eldridge et al., 2015; Eldridge
and Maund, 2016).
However, it is difficult to directly detect CCSN progenitors because the event
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must occur in a galaxy within about 30 Mpc that has been imaged by the Hubble
Space Telescope before explosion. Therefore indirect methods are exploited to gain
further insight into CCSNe. The most useful methods are to use the relative rates of
different CCSN types (e.g. Podsiadlowski et al., 1992; De Donder and Vanbeveren,
1998; Hakobyan, 2008; Eldridge et al., 2008; Boissier and Prantzos, 2009; Smith
et al., 2011), the stellar populations surrounding the site of CCSNe (e.g. Williams
et al., 2014) and the location of CCSNe within their host galaxies (e.g. Fruchter
et al., 2006; James and Anderson, 2006; Kelly et al., 2008; Anderson et al., 2012).
One other interesting constraint on CCSNe and their progenitors can be obtained
by exploiting the link between stellar deaths and stellar births. This was attempted
by Botticella et al. (2012). They used the 11HUGS galaxy catalogue that lists the
Hα and FUV fluxes for a large number of galaxies within 11 Mpc. These fluxes are
commonly used as tracers of recent star formation (Kennicutt, 1998a). The amount
of Hα and FUV emitted are determined by the most massive hot stars that evolve
quickly and explode as CCSNe a few million years after their formation. Botticella
et al. (2012) were able to show that the observed CCSN rate matches the SFR from
the FUV luminosity, if the minimum stellar mass for a CCSN to occur was 8M , in
agreement with results from CCSN progenitor detection in Smartt et al. (2009). This
minimum stellar mass was slightly less at 6 ± 1M

when the SFR was based on the

Hα luminosity.
This study was build upon by Horiuchi et al. (2013) who tried a slightly more
sophisticated modelling of the 11HUGS galaxies. Rather than using the canonical
expected SFR conversion factors from Kennicutt (1998a) they estimated the expected
Hα, FUV flux and CCSN rate from the latest stellar models including rotation calculated by Ekström et al. (2012). Over the last few decades the understanding of how
rotation affects stellar evolution has significantly advanced (see reviews by Maeder
and Meynet, 2000; Langer, 2012). The general effect is to increase the main-sequence
lifetime and temperature of massive stars as they evolve so lead to more Hα and
FUV flux being emitted for the same SFR. Horiuchi et al. (2013) found that stellar
rotation decreases both the UV- and Hα-derived CCSN rate estimates and result in
an excess of discovered CCSNe in the local volume.
There is a second important factor left for our stellar population models that is
the effect of interacting binaries. When two stars are orbiting each other in a binarystar system the opportunity for mass transfer between the two stars arises. The more
massive star typically evolves faster than the less massive star, fills its Roche-Lobe
and transfers mass to the companion star. This produces more hot and luminous stars
and therefore has a similar observed consequence to stellar rotation (e.g. Vanbeveren
et al., 1998; Eldridge et al., 2008; Zhang and Li, 2012). However the situation may
be more complex as there is evidence that the most rapid rotation only occurs in
binary systems (de Mink et al., 2013).
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Here we continue the work of Botticella et al. (2012) and Horiuchi et al. (2013)
by attempting to reproduce their observed Hα, FUV fluxes and CCSN rate in the
11HUGS galaxies and the Fireworks galaxy, NGC 6946. We use the bpass models
described in Chapter 2 that account for the impact of interacting binaries on stellar
populations, to construct synthetic galaxy models. We also include several other refinements to our galaxy models. First we reproduce the chemical compositions of the
11HUGS galaxies based on the B-band magnitude of nearby galaxies sample rather
than only using a Solar composition population. Second we allow the SFH to vary
rather than assuming only a constant SFR. Third, we consider the maximum mass
limit of CCSN progenitors by setting an upper age cutoff on our model CCSN rate
as discussed in Chapter 2. Finally, we include the effect of ionizing photon leakage
discussed in Chapter 4 on Hα flux. In this way, we are able to reduce the uncertainties
in our synthetic galaxy models that affect our final result and concentrate on the
effect of interacting binary stars on the CCSN rate of their host galaxies.

3.2
3.2.1

11HUGS Survey
Galaxy Sample

Our galaxy sample is based upon the catalogue of the ‘11Mpc Hα and Ultraviolet
Galaxy Survey’ (11HUGS). 11HUGS was designed to provide a census of SFR in
the Local Volume, to characterise the population of the star-forming galaxies and to
constrain the temporal behaviour of the SF in low mass galaxies. The design of the
11HUGS survey, its completeness properties, the observations, the data processing
and the characteristics of the galaxy sample are described in Kennicutt et al. (2008)
and Lee et al. (2011).
In this analysis we adopt three different samples following the work of Botticella
et al. (2012): 383 galaxies with measured flux in Hα (sample A), 312 galaxies with
measured fluxes in Hα and FUV (sample B) and 167 galaxies with measured fluxes
in Hα, FUV and Total Infrared (TIR) (sample C). We list the observed fluxes of
these samples in Table 3.1. We broadly assume that the relative ratio of Hα and
FUV flux is constant. Therefore applying the averaged flux ratio of Hα and FUV
of Sample B and C to Sample A, we estimate the FUV luminosity of Sample A:
LUV = (106 ± 8) × 1028 erg s−1 Hz−1 .
The SFRs of the sample galaxies can be estimated from their Hα emission line
luminosities by adopting the conversion factor by Kennicutt (1998b):
SF R(M yr−1 ) = 7.9 × 10−42 LHα (erg s−1 )

(3.1)

that assumes a Salpeter IMF in the mass range 0.1 - 100 M , solar metallicity and
a constant star-formation history.
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Table 3.1: Nearby galaxy sample from the 11HUGS survey (Lee et al., 2009; Botticella
et al., 2012) and CCSNe sample from Eldridge et al. (2013): Numbers of galaxies, the
total LHα /1043 erg s−1 , LUV /1028 erg s−1 Hz−1 and CCSN rate (RCC /yr−1 ). 1 The LUV
for Sample A is an estimation with respect to the relative ratio of Hα and UV flux
from Sample B and C.
Parameter

Sample A

Sample B

Sample C

383

312

167

1.1 ± 0.05

0.9 ± 0.05

0.7 ± 0.04

106 ± 8

88 ± 6

67 ± 4

LB /10 LB,

140 ± 7

123 ± 7

85 ± 5

LK /1010 LK,

...

...

154 ± 9

87 ± 4
...

78 ± 4
123 ± 8

58 ± 4
94 ± 6

NCC

18

16

15

NSNI

4

4

3

14

12

12

1.20 ± 0.18

1.07 ± 0.27

1.00 ± 0.16

Ngal
43

−1

LHα /10 erg s
28

−1

LFUV /10 erg s

Hz

−1

10

SFRHα (M yr−1 )
SFRFUV (M yr−1 )

NSNII
−1

RCC /yr

1

Similarly, we get the SFRs through FUV and TIR continuum luminosities following the work of Kennicutt (1998b) under the assumption of Salpeter IMF in the
mass range 0.1 - 100 M , solar metallicity and constant SFH:
SF R(M yr−1 ) = 1.4 × 10−28 LF U V (erg s−1 Hz−1 )

(3.2)

SF R(M yr−1 ) = 4.5 × 10−44 LT IR (erg s−1 )

(3.3)

For each galaxy in the samples A, B and C the B band luminosity (LB ) is determined
from the observed magnitude and distance adopting MB,

= +5.48. In addition,

for each galaxy in sample C we have the K band luminosity LK from the observed
2MASS flux (Dale et al., 2005) and distance adopting MK,

= +3.28. In Table 3.1

we summarize the number of galaxies, the total luminosity in different bands and
total SFR for the three samples.

3.2.2

CCSN Sample

To estimate the CCSN rate we initially identified SNe known to have occurred in the
galaxies of Sample A from 1998 to 2012: 17 CCSNe, 13 type II SNe and 4 type I SNe.
We list them in Table 3.2. It is directly based on the work of Botticella et al. (2012),
where they picked out all identified SNe occurred in galaxy sample A of 11HUGS
survey from 1885 to 2010 from the Asiago SNe catalogue (Barbon et al., 2008). We
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Table 3.2: CCSNe discovered within 11 Mpc from 1998 to 2012 as listed by Eldridge
et al. (2013). SN 2 2005at host galaxy NGC 6744 is in Sample A and B not in Sample
C, SN 2 2005af and SN 2 2011ja host galaxy NGC 4945 is only in Sample A.
SN

Gal.

Type

MB

D/Mpc

2002ap

NGC 628

Ic

-19.65

7.3

2002bu

NGC 4242

IIn

-18

7.4

2002hh

NGC 6946

IIP

-20.65

5.9

2003gd

NGC 628

IIP

-19.65

7.3

2004am

NGC 3034

IIP

-19.08

3.53

2004dj

NGC 2403

IIP

-18.77

3.22

2004et

NGC 6946

IIP

-20.65

5.9

2005cs

NGC 5194

IIP

-20.7

8

2007gr

NGC 1058

Ic

-18.2

9.2

2008ax

NGC 4490

IIb

-19.39

8

2008bk

NGC 7793

IIP

-18.41

3.91

2008S

NGC 6946

IIn

-20.65

5.9

2009hd

NGC 3627

IIP

-19.61

10.05

2011dh

NGC 5194

IIb

-20.7

8

2012fh

NGC 3344

Ic

-18.8

6.6

1

2005at

NGC 6744

Ic

-20.9

9.4

2

2005af

NGC 4945

IIP

-20.6

4.08

2

2011ja

NGC 4945

IIP

-20.6

4.08

limit our SNe sample to only core-collapse events. We also extend this CCSN list up
to 2012 using the SN list from Eldridge et al. (2013). This list of SNe was compiled by
searching the catalogue maintained by the International Astronomical Union (IAU)
Central Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams (CBET)1 . It was searched for all SNe
discovered in the fifteen-year period from 1 Jan 1998 to 30 March 2012. The host
galaxies of these selected SNe have a recessional velocity (corrected for Local Group
infall on Virgo) of 2000 kms−1 or less, corresponding to a distance limit of 28 Mpc
for H0 = 72kms−1 Mpc−1 .
All CCSNe used in our work are in the field of 11HUGS survey and related to
the adopted SFRIs. A latest type II supernova SN 2017eaw occurred in galaxy
NGC6946 within the field of 11HUGS survey and can be included with little effect on
the overall CCSN rate per year. Among all the CCSNe host galaxies, the host galaxy
of SN 2005at is in Sample A and B but not in Sample C, and the host galaxy of both
SN 2005af and SN 2011ja is only in Sample A. It is important to consider whether
our sample of SN is complete and whether there might have been some CCSNe
1 http://www.cbat.eps.harvard.edu/lists/Supernovae.html
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unobserved. For example some CCSNe might occur in very dusty regions of galaxies
and remain unobserved or some SNe might form black holes and remain unobserved
(e.g. Smartt, 2015a). Mattila et al. (2012) argued that 19% of SNe may be missed
locally by optical survey and almost double that by z ∼ 1. However modern SN
searches are unlikely to have missed many SNe. Reynolds et al. (2015) and Adams
et al. (2017) has found that only a small number of ‘failed supernovae’ might have
gone straight to being a black hole. In addition if any SNe are unobservable due
to dust, their associated Hα and FUV emission will also decrease thus in this work
should not contribute to the observed SFRIs. Although in light of these concerns we
can suggest that our CCSN rate is at least a robust lower limit.
Smartt et al. (2009) compiled a list of all SN discoveries in a fixed period (10
years) within a fixed distance (28 Mpc) and estimated the relative frequency of all
sub-types (58.7% type IIP, 2.7% type IIL, 3.8% type IIn, 5.4% IIb, 9.8% Ib, 19.6%
Ic). In a larger 60 Mpc volume, the LOSS survey (Li et al., 2011b,a) has estimated:
48.2% type IIP, 6.4% type IIL, 8.8% type IIn, 10.6% IIb, 26% Ibc. Our smaller
sample has 60% type IIP SNe, and the other 40% are type Ibc SNe, as such it is
too small to attempt any further meaningful subdivision, but the overall ratios are
similar to the LOSS and 28 Mpc volumes.

3.2.3

The Fireworks Galaxy NGC 6946
Table 3.3: SNe discovered in the galaxy NGC 6946.
SN name

SN Type

1917A

II

1939C

I or II

1948B

IIP

1968D

II

1969P

?

1980K

IIL

2002hh

IIP

2004et

IIP

2008S

IIn

2017eaw

IIP

N6946-BH1

Failed SN

Among all above SN host galaxies, one galaxy, NGC 6946, stands out by holding the highest number of discovered SNe with 10 events in the last 100
years listed in Table 3.3 ((Anderson and Soto, 2013); SN 2017eaw[http://www.
astronomerstelegram.org/?read=10372]). It also contained the failed supernova
potential forming star N6946-BH1 (Adams, 2016). The galaxy is a face-on spiral with
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a Hubble classification of SABcd, and is located at a distance of 6.0Mpc, with a
heliocentric recession velocity of 40kms−1 (all values from NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database). It has a relatively high star formation rate, which is based on the
integrated luminosity from 11HUGS survey (Lee et al., 2009) as below:
1. SFRHα = 5.7M yr−1
2. SFRFUV = 9.1M yr−1

− log(LHα /[erg s−1 ]) = 41.85
− log(LF U V /[erg s−1 Hz−1 ]) = 28.81

One interesting thing is that all SNe within this galaxy with definitive classifications
are SN II. The classification of SN 1939C is debatable which is originally classified
to be SN I and then has been claimed to be SN II (Tammann, 1982). NGC 6946
show an apparent bias towards SN II production. According to the CCSN rate from
our bpass models discussed in Chapter 2, all SNe within NGC 6946 are more likely
originate from less massive stars of star formation within an age range of 10−20 Myr
ago, a relative longer timescale than SN Ibc progenitors.
The metallicity of NGC 6946 is measured by its oxygen abundance, and as a
large spiral galaxies it has a radial abundance gradient that higher abundance at
inner HII regions than outer ones. To simplify this issue, we use its average abundance, 12 + log(O/H) = 8.53 from the work of Pilyugin et al. (2004) which following
Zaritsky et al. (1994), the value of the oxygen abundance at r = 0.4R25 is used as
the characteristic oxygen abundance in a galaxy. So on average galaxy NGC 6946
has roughly a LMC metallicity of Z = 0.008.

3.3
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3.3.1

Synthetic Galaxy Models

We construct our galaxy models using the results of bpass v1.1 and v2.1, discussed
in detail in Chapter 2. Rather than fill up the population of a galaxy according to
galaxy-wide IMF, we create the galaxy from a set of star clusters that each has their
own individual age and stellar population, followed the method of Eldridge (2012):
1. We pick a cluster mass at random according to a cluster mass function from
Lada and Lada (2003) which has a slope of -2 between 50 and 106 M , in the
form of:

dN
∝ M −2
dM

(3.4)

2. Assuming constant SFR, we fill the cluster with a stellar population of ages
between 0 to 10 Gyr, chosen at random from a uniform distribution.
3. We vary the total cluster numbers from 10000 to 1000000 which corresponds to
the variance of total SFR between 0.1 to several hundreds of M /yr and total
CCSN rate between 10−3 to several numbers per year.
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4. We repeat this simulation several times so that we can work out the average
values of flux, SFR and CCSN rate with stochastic uncertainties caused by
constructing galaxy from individual star clusters.
5. we perform simulations for single and binary population models under 5 metallicity populations which are Z = 0.001, 0.004, 0.008, 0.020 and 0.040.
The resulting galaxy properties are strongly affected by their metallicity as shown in
Table 3.4 and 3.5. They represent the predicted Hα and FUV flux at the 5 different
metallicities along with uncertainties in the prediction. At a given SFR, the FUV flux
declines slightly as metallicity increases compared to the Hα flux which reduces by a
factor of 3. In addition, FUV flux has a similar decline as the CCSN rate when metallicity decreases. As for the relative ratio of SN Ibc to SN II, it gradually increases
with increasing metallicity but keeps almost constant at given metallicity whatever
the total SFR is. Compared to single-star models binary-star models produce more
Hα and FUV flux and increase the relative ratio of SN Ibc to SN II while make little
difference in total CCSN rate. The uncertainties in flux, CCSN rate and relative ratio
of SN Ibc to SN II are highly dependent on how many star clusters are required.
These uncertainties decrease with increasing SFR as the stochastic effect decreases.
When comparing bpass v1.1 and v2.1, for both single-star and binary-star models
Hα and FUV flux are reduced in bpass v2.1 while there is little difference in total
CCSN rate and the relative ratio of type Ibc to type II SNe. This is consistent
with the difference between bpass v1.1 and v2.1 as discussed in Chapter 2 that
v2.1 is a bit dimmer than v1.1 mainly due to using period distribution rather than
separation distribution. While they have similar CCSN rates, bpass v2.1 show a
quicker decrease in the CCSN rate with increasing metallicity than those in bpass
v1.1.
Additionally, we use the leakage-age relation in Chapter 4 to include the effect
of ionizing photon leakage on reducing Hα flux within the first 100 Myr. After that
we assume there is no ionizing photon leakage for the older populations. Table 3.6
demonstrates how ionizing photon leakage can vary the correlation between SFR
rate and Hα flux at different metallicities. But since ionizing photon leakage has
little impact on FUV flux, CCSN rate and the ratio of SN Ibc to SN II, we do not
discuss them here. Our leakage-age relation is independent of metallicity and binary
interactions, so it identically reduces the model Hα flux of different metallicities.
This method is a reasonable first estimate and provides a better approximation of
the emission line luminosity-based SFR.

SFR

1M /yr

10M /yr

50M /yr

100M /yr

Z

BPASS-v1.1
LFUV /(1028 erg s−1 Hz−1 )
single
binary
1.3 ± 0.2
1.8 ± 0.2
1.1 ± 0.2
1.9 ± 0.2
1.1 ± 0.2
1.6 ± 0.3
1.0 ± 0.2
1.4 ± 0.3
0.9 ± 0.2
1.3 ± 0.3
12.7 ± 0.7
17.9 ± 0.8
11.3 ± 0.6
19.2 ± 0.9
10.8 ± 0.7
16.4 ± 0.9
9.7 ± 0.7
14.0 ± 0.9
8.6 ± 0.6
12.9 ± 0.8
63 ± 1.3
89 ± 1.6
57 ± 1.3
96 ± 1.7
54 ± 1.2
82 ± 1.6
49 ± 1.5
70 ± 1.9
43 ± 1.3
65 ± 1.7
127 ± 1.5
179 ± 1.8
113 ± 1.5
192 ± 1.9
107 ± 1.7
164 ± 2.2
98 ± 1.6
140 ± 2.2
86 ± 1.6
130 ± 2.1

RCCSN /(10−2 yr)
single
binary
1.2 ± 0.2
1.1 ± 0.2
1.2 ± 0.2
1.2 ± 0.2
1.2 ± 0.2
1.1 ± 0.2
1.0 ± 0.2
1.0 ± 0.2
0.8 ± 0.2
0.8 ± 0.2
12.0 ± 0.6
11.0 ± 0.5
11.9 ± 0.6
11.8 ± 0.6
12.0 ± 0.6
11.2 ± 0.5
9.8 ± 0.5
9.9 ± 0.5
8.2 ± 0.5
8.4 ± 0.5
60 ± 1.1
53 ± 1.1
60 ± 1.1
59 ± 1.2
60 ± 1.2
56 ± 1.1
49 ± 1.1
49 ± 1.0
41 ± 1.3
42 ± 1.3
119 ± 1.4
106 ± 1.3
120 ± 1.5
118 ± 1.5
119 ± 1.2
112 ± 1.0
98 ± 1.7
99 ± 1.6
82 ± 1.6
83 ± 1.3

RIbc /RII
single
0.003 ± 0.003
0.07 ± 0.04
0.11 ± 0.06
0.2 ± 0.09
0.23 ± 0.11
0.003 ± 0.0008
0.06 ± 0.01
0.11 ± 0.02
0.19 ± 0.03
0.22 ± 0.04
0.003 ± 0.0004
0.06 ± 0.006
0.11 ± 0.008
0.19 ± 0.01
0.22 ± 0.02
0.003 ± 0.0003
0.06 ± 0.002
0.10 ± 0.005
0.19 ± 0.009
0.22 ± 0.01

binary
0.46 ± 0.04
0.62 ± 0.09
0.61 ± 0.11
0.64 ± 0.13
0.74 ± 0.17
0.46 ± 0.01
0.63 ± 0.03
0.61 ± 0.04
0.64 ± 0.04
0.73 ± 0.05
0.46 ± 0.006
0.63 ± 0.01
0.61 ± 0.01
0.64 ± 0.02
0.73 ± 0.03
0.46 ± 0.004
0.62 ± 0.008
0.60 ± 0.01
0.64 ± 0.01
0.73 ± 0.02
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0.001
0.004
0.008
0.020
0.040
0.001
0.004
0.008
0.020
0.040
0.001
0.004
0.008
0.020
0.040
0.001
0.004
0.008
0.020
0.040

LHa /(1041 erg s−1 )
single
binary
3.1 ± 1.2
4.4 ± 1.5
2.5 ± 0.9
5.7 ± 1.3
2.2 ± 0.9
3.7 ± 1.3
1.6 ± 0.7
2.7 ± 1.0
1.2 ± 0.5
2.0 ± 0.7
31.2 ± 4.0
44 ± 5.0
25.5 ± 3.4
57.8 ± 4.7
22.0 ± 2.9
37.0 ± 4.0
16.1 ± 2.4
26.9 ± 3.3
11.7 ± 1.7
19.9 ± 2.3
155 ± 9
219 ± 11
128 ± 7
290 ± 10
110 ± 6
185 ± 8
81 ± 5
135 ± 7
59 ± 4
100 ± 5
310 ± 11
438 ± 14
252 ± 9
574 ± 11
219 ± 7
369 ± 10
162 ± 6
271 ± 8
119 ± 5
201 ± 7
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Table 3.4: Based on BPASS-v1.1 models, predicted flux of Hα and FUV at SFR of 1M yr−1 , 10M yr−1 , 50M yr−1 , 100M yr−1 with estimated
uncertainties. These uncertainties are due to stochastic effect of constructing the synthetic galaxy models from individual star clusters whose masses
were selected at random.

SFR

1M /yr

10M /yr

100M /yr

0.001
0.004
0.008
0.020
0.040
0.001
0.004
0.008
0.020
0.040
0.001
0.004
0.008
0.020
0.040
0.001
0.004
0.008
0.020
0.040

LHa /(1041 erg s−1 )
single
binary
2.7 ± 0.4
5.2 ± 1.6
2.3 ± 0.3
3.6 ± 1.2
2.0 ± 0.3
2.3 ± 0.9
1.5 ± 0.2
1.6 ± 0.7
1.1 ± 0.6
1.2 ± 0.5
27.3 ± 3.7
50.5 ± 5.2
23.2 ± 3.1
36.4 ± 3.9
20.0 ± 2.9
23.2 ± 2.8
15.1 ± 2.3
16.9 ± 2.3
10.7 ± 1.7
11.9 ± 1.6
133 ± 8.7
248 ± 11.1
111 ± 7
176 ± 9.9
99 ± 6.2
115 ± 8
73 ± 5
82 ± 6.4
52 ± 4.3
58 ± 4.7
267 ± 12
495 ± 17.3
222 ± 10
351 ± 12.7
198 ± 11
229 ± 10.1
146 ± 7.3
163 ± 7
105 ± 5.8
116 ± 5.6

BPASS-v2.1
LFUV /(1028 erg s−1 Hz−1 )
single
binary
1.1 ± 0.2
1.4 ± 0.2
0.9 ± 0.2
1.2 ± 0.2
0.9 ± 0.2
1.1 ± 0.2
0.8 ± 0.2
1.0 ± 0.2
0.8 ± 0.2
0.9 ± 0.2
10.3 ± 0.7
13.7 ± 0.9
9.3 ± 0.7
12.1 ± 0.8
9.0 ± 0.6
11.0 ± 0.7
8.5 ± 0.7
11.0 ± 0.8
7.5 ± 0.6
9.1 ± 0.7
50 ± 1.3
67 ± 1.7
45 ± 1.4
59 ± 1.7
44 ± 1.3
54 ± 1.7
41 ± 1.7
50 ± 1.8
37 ± 1.5
45 ± 1.7
101 ± 2.2
134 ± 2.9
90.4 ± 2.2
118 ± 2.7
88 ± 2.1
108 ± 2.3
82.3 ± 2.2
98.6 ± 2.4
73.3 ± 2.0
89.4 ± 2.3

RCCSN /(10−2 yr)
single
binary
1.4 ± 0.2
1.1 ± 0.1
1.4 ± 0.2
1.0 ± 0.1
1.2 ± 0.2
0.8 ± 0.1
1.0 ± 0.2
0.8 ± 0.1
0.8 ± 0.1
0.7 ± 0.1
14.2 ± 0.7
11.0 ± 0.5
13.6 ± 0.7
9.7 ± 0.5
12.4 ± 0.6
8.4 ± 0.4
10.5 ± 0.5
8.1 ± 0.4
8.1 ± 0.5
7.0 ± 0.5
69.8 ± 1.3
52.6 ± 1.0
66.8 ± 1.2
47.6 ± 0.8
60.9 ± 1.1
41.4 ± 0.8
51.7 ± 1.3
39.5 ± 1.0
39.5 ± 1.0
34.4 ± 0.8
139 ± 1.8
105 ± 1.5
133 ± 1.7
95.3 ± 1.2
121 ± 1.4
82.2 ± 1.0
103 ± 1.8
79.0 ± 1.4
78.7 ± 1.5
68.6 ± 1.3

RIbc /RII
single
binary
0.02 ± 0.02
0.08 ± 0.02
0.06 ± 0.03
0.13 ± 0.04
0.08 ± 0.05
0.20 ± 0.08
0.18 ± 0.09
0.57 ± 0.12
0.08 ± 0.06
0.71 ± 0.14
0.02 ± 0.01
0.08 ± 0.01
0.06 ± 0.02
0.14 ± 0.01
0.08 ± 0.01
0.20 ± 0.02
0.18 ± 0.03
0.57 ± 0.04
0.07 ± 0.02
0.70 ± 0.05
0.02 ± 0.002
0.08 ± 0.02
0.06 ± 0.004
0.14 ± 0.05
0.08 ± 0.006
0.20 ± 0.01
0.18 ± 0.02
0.57 ± 0.02
0.07 ± 0.01
0.70 ± 0.02
0.02 ± 0.002
0.08 ± 0.02
0.06 ± 0.003
0.14 ± 0.04
0.08 ± 0.004
0.20 ± 0.006
0.18 ± 0.01
0.57 ± 0.01
0.07 ± 0.005
0.70 ± 0.01
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50M /yr

Z
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Table 3.5: Based on BPASS-v2.1 models, predicted flux of Hα and FUV at SFR of 1M yr−1 , 10M yr−1 , 50M yr−1 , 100M yr−1 with estimated
uncertainties. These uncertainties are due to stochastic effect of constructing the synthetic galaxy models from individual star clusters whose masses
were selected at random.
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Table 3.6: For bpass v2.1 models in leakage and no leakage cases, the predicted
flux of Hα at SFR of 1M yr−1 , 10M yr−1 , 50M yr−1 , 100M yr−1 with estimated
uncertainties. These uncertainties are due to stochastic effect of constructing the
synthetic galaxy models from individual star clusters whose masses were selected at
random.

SFR

1M /yr

10M /yr

50M /yr

100M /yr

3.3.2

Z
0.001
0.004
0.008
0.020
0.040
0.001
0.004
0.008
0.020
0.040
0.001
0.004
0.008
0.020
0.040
0.001
0.004
0.008
0.020
0.040

Leakage
LHa /(1041 erg s−1 )
single
binary
0.8 ± 0.3
2.1 ± 0.5
0.6 ± 0.2
1.2 ± 0.3
0.5 ± 0.2
0.7 ± 0.2
0.4 ± 0.1
0.5 ± 0.1
0.3 ± 0.1
0.4 ± 0.1
7.8 ± 1.1
20 ± 2.1
6.4 ± 0.8 13.4 ± 1.2
5.2 ± 0.6
7.3 ± 0.7
3.7 ± 0.5
5.1 ± 0.5
2.47 ± 0.3 3.4 ± 0.3
39 ± 1.9
97 ± 2.9
31 ± 1.5
65 ± 2.1
26 ± 1.1
36 ± 1.7
18 ± 0.9
25 ± 1.3
12 ± 0.7
17 ± 1.0
76.4 ± 3.8 196 ± 7.8
61.2 ± 2.1 131 ± 3.3
51.9 ± 2.6 72.1 ± 2.9
35.9 ± 1.2 49.4 ± 1.3
24.2 ± 0.9 33.8 ± 0.8

No leakage
LHa /(1041 erg s−1 )
single
binary
2.7 ± 0.4
5.2 ± 1.6
2.3 ± 0.3
3.6 ± 1.2
2.0 ± 0.3
2.3 ± 0.9
1.5 ± 0.2
1.6 ± 0.7
1.1 ± 0.6
1.2 ± 0.5
27.3 ± 3.7 50.5 ± 5.2
23.2 ± 3.1 36.4 ± 3.9
20.0 ± 2.9 23.2 ± 2.8
15.1 ± 2.3 16.9 ± 2.3
10.7 ± 1.7 11.9 ± 1.6
133 ± 8.7 248 ± 11.1
111 ± 7
176 ± 9.9
99 ± 6.2
115 ± 8
73 ± 5
82 ± 6.4
52 ± 4.3
58 ± 4.7
267 ± 12
495 ± 17.3
222 ± 10
351 ± 12.7
198 ± 11
229 ± 10.1
146 ± 7.3
163 ± 7
105 ± 5.8
116 ± 5.6

Delayed SFH

A further variation to our 11HUGS galaxy model is that we also create models with
a delayed SFH as in Lee et al. (2010). The SFR, Ψ(t, τ ) in M /yr, of the delayed
SFH is given by

t −t/τ
e
(3.5)
τ2
where t is the time since the onset of star formation and τ is the star formation time
Ψ(t, τ ) ∝

scale parameter. In our work we allow τ to vary from 1 Myr to 30 Myr. Compared to
constant SFH, delayed SFH has its dominate star-burst around τ where we can expect
a relatively high SFR. Increasing τ increases the proportion of older stars relative to
the younger stars, and therefore alters the predicted results of our synthetic models.
As shown in Figure 3.1, SFH with lower values of τ experience a sharper increase at
earlier times. As τ increases, delayed SFH approaches the constant SFH. From the
plot in logarithm timescale, we can see more clearly the dominant star-burst period.
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Figure 3.1: Integrateded SFR as a function of time under 4 different delayed time
scale parameter with log(τ /yr) = 6.3, 6.5, 7.0 ,7.5 respectively, and compare with
constant SFH as shown in red lines. The top panel is in linear time scale and the
bottom panel is in logarithm time scale.

Here, the position with the largest increasing slope corresponds to a star-burst peak
which is around τ . After the peak SFH decline gradually and a lower value of τ
speed up this decline. As s result, increasing the value of τ does not only delay the
star-burst peak time, but also extends the duration of the star formation. Moreover,
we can associate our predicted CCSN rate to a stellar population with its dominant
star-burst period known.
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Metallicity Classification

Previous studies have only considered reproducing the stellar populations in 11HUGS
samples by using only one metallicity composition for the stellar populations. However it cannot be ignored that synthetic population results depend on metallicity even
when interacting binaries are included. Therefore we make a metallicity classification
of the 11HUGS galaxies and then blend our models of different metallicities to obtain
a more realistic simulation of 11HUGS sample.
We estimate the galaxies’ metallicity by using the luminosity-metallicity (L-Z)
relation of the SDSS galaxies provided by Tremonti et al. (2004) (T04 model). This
shows generally good agreement with other local samples of galaxies. The relation is,
[O/H]

=

12 + log(O/H)

=

−(0.185 ± 0.001)MB + (5.238 ± 0.018)

(3.6)

The ratio of oxygen and hydrogen [O/H], is a common measurement of galaxy
metallicity and able to be estimated by the B-band magnitude of the host galaxy
taken from Lee et al. (2011). For this classification we use sample B as it is large
enough to cover more than 80% of the total sample and has both Hα and FUV
observations available. To determine how much star formation occurs at different
metallicity environments we bin the sample galaxies into 5 metallicity groups that
are Z = 0.001, 0.004, 0.008, 0.020 and 0.040 with a middle cut-off boundary for each
metallicity bin. We calculate the fraction of the total galaxy sample (fgal ), Hα flux
Table 3.7: Metallicity classification of Sample B galaxies: the fraction of total galaxies,
Hα flux, FUV flux and number of CCSNe when the 11HUGS galaxies are divided
into the 5 metallicities.

T04

KK04

PP04
O3N2

Z
0.001
0.004
0.008
0.020
0.040
0.001
0.004
0.008
0.020
0.040
0.001
0.004
0.008
0.020
0.040

[O/H]
7.5
8.1
8.4
8.8
9.0
7.5
8.1
8.4
8.8
9.0
7.5
8.1
8.4
8.8
9.0

fgal
0.178
0.451
0.197
0.117
0.057
0.083
0.292
0.317
0.225
0.083
0
0.498
0.419
0.079
0.003

fHα
0.003
0.038
0.134
0.324
0.501
0.001
0.009
0.052
0.339
0.599
0
0.052
0.427
0.521
0

fFUV
0.002
0.033
0.096
0.253
0.616
0.001
0.009
0.04
0.258
0.692
0
0.043
0.324
0.633
0

fCCSN
0
0
0.057
0.531
0.412
0
0
0
0.353
0.647
0
0
0.294
0.706
0
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(fHα ), FUV flux (fFUV ) and CCSN rate (fCCSN ) at each metallicity.
In Table 3.7, the metallicity classification from the T04 model is presented. We
find lower metallicity galaxies dominate in number as they are mainly dwarf galaxies,
but they contribute little to the FUV flux and a small but not insignificant fraction of
the Hα flux. None of the CCSNe occur in the lowest metallicity galaxies. The galaxies
from LMC (Z=0.008) to twice Solar metallicity (Z=0.04) however contribute most
of the light and CCSNe in our sample. Compared to FUV flux, the Hα flux peaks
towards lower metallicities and is sensitive to a shorter period of star formation, only
the last 10 Myr rather than the longer timescale for CCSN and FUV flux of 100 Myr
as discussed in Chapter 2. So the better agreement between FUV flux and the CCSN
rate indicates that the FUV flux better represents the averaged SFR during the
period where SN progenitors will be born and evolve. We finally chose the relative
fractions of FUV flux to create our metallicity composed models.

Table 3.8: Metallicity calibration conversion constants from Kewley and Ellison
(2008).
a

b

c

d

KK04

-162.192

57.579

-6.533

0.250

PP04 O3N2

230.782

-75.798

8.527

-0.316

However, this L-Z relation is strongly affected by the choice of which strong-line
abundance calibrations are used as discussed in Kewley and Ellison (2008). To
account for the effect of using different strong-line abundance calibrations, we also
use the work of Kewley and Ellison (2008) who derived conversion relations between
different strong-line calibrations. Here we use their conservation relations between
Tremonti et al. (2004) model (T04) and two other models of Kobulnicky and Kewley
(2004) model (KK04) and Pettini and Pagel (2004) model (PP04), which are fitted
by a third-order robust polynomial function as below:
y = a + bx + cx2 + dx3

(3.7)

where y is the final metallicity in 12 + log(O/H) and in our work is the metallicity
in KKO4 model and PP04 model. As x is the original metallicity in T04 model. The
a-d fit coefficients are given in Table 3.8 from Kewley and Ellison (2008). These two
models are used as the possible extremes to the T04 model. Therefore by comparing
these we can estimate how our results depend on the metallicity classification assumed.
The choice of different metallicity calibrations can lead to large variations in the
classification of 11HUGS sample as shown in Table 3.7. Compared to the T04 model,
the KK04 model is biased towards higher metallicities in all aspects: observed galaxy
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Table 3.9: Hα and FUV flux, CCSN rate and ratio predictions at 1M /yr of star
formation rate following different metallicity relations.
Single
LHa /(1041 erg s−1 )
LFUV /(1028 erg s−1 Hz−1 )
RCCSN /(10−2 yr)
RIbc /RII

T04
1.39 ± 0.59
0.95 ± 0.17
0.97 ± 0.22
0.14 ± 0.12

KK04
1.34 ± 0.57
0.96 ± 0.17
0.98 ± 0.21
0.15 ± 0.10

PP04 O3N2
1.82 ± 0.77
1.07 ± 0.16
1.08 ± 0.19
0.14 ± 0.08

Binary
LHa /(1041 erg s−1 )
LFUV /(1028 erg s−1 Hz−1 )
RCCSN /(10−2 yr)
RIbc /RII

T04
2.41 ± 0.77
1.45 ± 0.30
0.98 ± 0.23
0.60 ± 0.15

KK04
2.29 ± 0.79
1.45 ± 0.28
0.99 ± 0.22
0.59 ± 0.15

PP04 O3N2
3.26 ± 1.06
1.62 ± 0.30
1.12 ± 0.18
0.61 ± 0.12

fraction, the fraction of Hα and FUV flux and CCSN fraction. Conversely the PP04
model shows a preference to lower metallicities. Even though there are still around
70% of galaxies in the KK04 model laying below solar metallicity, over 90% of Hα
and FUV flux and total CCSN are from solar and twice-solar metallicities. On the
other hand the PP04 model pushes more galaxies below Solar metallicity and almost
half of the total Hα flux, 40% of FUV flux and 30% of CCSN are given from galaxies
below solar metallicity. These differences in metallicity classifications result in the
variations of our metallicity-mixed models shown in Table 3.9.
We find, compared to T04, the KK04 model favours higher metallicities, decreasing
the Hα flux slightly and no affect on the FUV flux for both single-star and binary-star
models. The PP04 model that is biased to low metallicities, enhances the Hα emission
by a third and slightly increases FUV emission. This result is consistent with what
we get from a single composition as shown in Tables 3.4 and 3.5, with more Hα and
FUV fluxes from lower metallicities and larger variations in Hα flux than FUV flux.
However different metallicity classifications only lead to a slight variation in CCSN
rate and the relative ratios from different metallicity models remain constant. This
is because for all the metallicity classifications the CCSN rate is dominated by either
Solar (PP04 model) or twice-Solar (KK04 model) metallicity galaxies. Table 3.4 and
3.5 show a little difference in the CCSN rates and the relative ratios between these
two metallicities.
In summary, we can match the observations better by changing the metallicity
compositions of galaxies. Although this does add a extra uncertainty in to metallicity
population we assume. In our following work we adopt T04 model as a standard
to make metallicity classification of 11HUGS sample. These supplementary models
created allow us to estimate how uncertain our predictions are due to assumed
metallicities of the 11HUGS galaxies.
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Comparison With 11HUGS

In this section, we use the synthetic galaxy models discussed above to compare with
11HUGS galaxies, and try to reproduce their Hα, FUV flux and at the same time to
match the CCSN rate. There are several factors that can affect the comparison. Here
we highlight the effect of SFH by using constant and delayed SFH, the possibility of
failed CCSNe to black holes, and the impact of ionizing photon leakage.

3.4.1

Constant SFH Model

The constant SFH model is the simplest case to consider. We show how the Hα and
FUV fluxes vary relative to the CCSN rate in Figure 3.2. The values expected for
the 11HUGS galaxies are shown by the boxes indicating the range of values allowed
for the observed fluxes and CCSN rates.
We find both single-star and binary-star models perform reasonably well with predictions within a factor of 2 to the observed values. Also the agreement is closer for
the FUV flux rather than the Hα flux. The models tend to overestimate the amount
of Hα and FUV fluxes required to reproduce the observed CCSN rate, showing there
is a possible excess of CCSNe as found by several studies (e.g. Ando et al., 2005;
Kistler et al., 2011; Mattila et al., 2012; Horiuchi et al., 2013). We also find that the
standard single-star population achieves the closest fit to the observed parameters.
Our binary-star models produce much greater Hα flux than the single-star population
which causes tension with the observations. However there are limitations to our
models which currently do not yet account for the effects of dust on the Hα and FUV
emission.
There is a clear difference between bpass v2.1 and v1.1. bpass v2.1 models have
reduced Hα and FUV flux compared to bpass v1.1 models so that the values of our
new models can better approach to the observations. We also find binary models in
bpass v2.1 experience a larger flux decrease than single models which is consistent
with the finding we get above that at later ages binary models in bpass v2.1 produce
less UV flux than those in bpass v1.1. While the reverse is true for single-star models.
There is another test we can apply as shown in Table 3.10. The ratio of the rate
of type Ibc SNe to that of type II SNe is 0.31 ± 0.18. The large error is due to the
small number of events. This ratio is strongly dependent on age, interacting binary
fraction and metallicity. The effect of the latter two is shown in Table 3.10. The
predicted CCSN rate ratios for our single-star and binary-star models are either side
of the observed value. The single-star prediction is lower than the observed value but
within the range allowed by errors. By contrast, the ratio from binary stars is higher
than the observed value. However, a mix of single-star and binary-star population
also gives a good fit to the observed value.
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Figure 3.2: Constant star formation model: Hα and FUV flux as a function of cumulative CCSN rate. bpass-v2.1 results are present in solid lines and bpass-v1.1 in
dashed lines. The red lines are from single-star model and blue lines are from binarystar model. The coloured boxes show the observed flux and CCSN rate of Sample A,
B and C from 11HUGS survey as shown in Table 3.1, with the box size showing the
observational uncertainties.
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Table 3.10: Relative ratio of type Ibc SNe to type II SNe (RIbc /RII ) under constant
SFH for bpass v1.1 and v2.1 models separately.
RIbc /RII

bpass-v1.1

0.29 ± 0.17

Observed ratio
Z

single

binary

Mix single & binary

0.001

0.003

0.46

0.23

0.004

0.07

0.63

0.35

0.008

0.10

0.60

0.35

0.020

0.20

0.65

0.42

0.040

0.23

0.72

0.48

Mixed Z

0.22

0.70

0.46

RIbc /RII

bpass-v2.1
Z

single

binary

Mix single & binary

0.001

0.02

0.08

0.05

0.004

0.06

0.14

0.10

0.008

0.08

0.20

0.14

0.020

0.20

0.56

0.38

0.040

0.22

0.70

0.46

Mixed Z

0.21

0.60

0.41

Comparing bpass v2.1 and v1.1, there are several improvements that lead to
bpass v2.1 predicting the ratio of SN Ibc to SN II more accurately. Although neither
single and binary star models can match the observed ratio, models mixed by one
single per binary at a single metallicity Z = 0.008, 0.020 and 0.040 can match the
observations well. A better prediction of the ratio is obtained when we mix the model
metallicities according to the metallicity classification of sample galaxies as discussed
above. However, at low metallicity Z ≤ 0.004, both single-star and binary-star models
provide a lower prediction for the ratio and both fail to match the observations.

3.4.2

Delayed SFH Model

With constant SFH we predict too much Hα relative to the CCSN rate. We therefore
decided to investigate alternative SFHs in order to reduce the contribution of young
stars. A delayed SFH is applied as described above. The outcomes we achieve under
the delayed star birth assumption are shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. The shaded
regions show the range of Hα and FUV fluxes from our synthetic galaxies in which
the predicted CCSN rate matches the observed rate of the 11HUGS galaxies. In
bpass v1.1 we find that to match the Hα flux and the CCSN rate at the same time
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bpass-v1.1

Figure 3.3: Delayed SFH model: Hα and UV flux as a function of timescale parameter
τ . The shaded regions show the range of Hα and FUV flux when the predicted CCSN
rate matches the observed rate of the 11HUGS galaxies in Table 3.1. The straight
lines show the observed values of Hα and FUV flux in sample A, B and C as shown
in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.4: Delayed SFH model: Hα and UV flux as a function of timescale parameter
τ . The shaded regions show the range of Hα and FUV flux when the predicted CCSN
rate matches the observed rate of the 11HUGS galaxies in Table 3.1. The straight
lines show the observed values of Hα and FUV flux in sample A, B and C as shown
in Table 3.1.
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the preferred values for log(τ /yr) are between 6.3 to 6.7, or times of 2 to 5 Myr.
Although the binary-star models are only just below the observed values and so
larger values of τ would not be unreasonable. While to match the FUV flux and
CCSN rate a much wider range of possible values for log(τ ) are possible between 6.3
to 7.4, or times of 2 to 25 Myr. This implies that FUV flux follows on a much longer
timescale than the Hα flux, as expected.
Similar outcomes are obtained from bpass v2.1 where a delayed SFH of timescale
log(τ /yr) around 6.5 can reduce the model Hα effectively to match observations. For
FUV flux this timescale has to be a bit earlier with log(τ /yr) around 6.3 or 6.4 as
models in textscbpass v2.1 decrease bit more quickly than in bpass v1.1. On average
the two versions only have a small difference in delayed SFH case.
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Figure 3.5: The relative ratio of type Ibc SNe and type II SNe (RIbc /RII ) as a function
of timescale parameter τ . bpass-v2.1 result are present in solid lines and bpassv1.1 in dashed lines. The red dotted lines are from sinlge-star models, blue dotted
lines for binary-star models, and mixed models by one single per binary present in
orange dotted lines. The green horizontal lines show the observed CCSN ratio range
(0.31 ± 0.18) as shown in Table 3.10.

Figure 3.5 illustrates how the relative ratio of the two CCSN types, RIbc /RII , varies
with τ . This plot is similar to Figures 3.3 and 3.4 showing that as τ increases the
binary-star models are favoured relative to the single-star models where the ratio
drops for the single stars. The key difference between the single-star and binary-star
models is that the single-star population can only reproduce the observations for τ
in a short period of approximately 2 Myr. While the binary-star model, or a mix of
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single stars and binaries can reproduce the 11HUGS observations over a much longer
time scale. However, the delayed SFH models are in effect just a starburst model
where the age of the burst is linked to its duration. So the best fit we can work out is
that the SFH that best matches the 11HUGS galaxies is one that is not dominated
by a recent young burst but by older more mature bursts.
When comparing between bpass v1.1 and v2.1, the new single-star models decrease more quickly with the increasing τ so that only they can reproduce the
observed ratio at very young ages within the first 2 Myr. New binary-star models
also show a quicker decline with τ but later form a plateau to keep the relative ratio
within the observed range for a larger τ range. However, the mixed models that
are combined with the two quicker decaying models fall down quickly through the
observed ratio scale within the first 3 Myr and lose its fit with the scale after.
In summary, our delayed SFH models show a preference for τ

∼ 3 Myr

(log(τ /yr) = 6.5) in matching with observed values. This fact could be due to a
sample selection effect but this is unlikely as 11HUGS is a distance limited sample
not Hα selected. It is more likely that we are over predicting the Hα emission over
the first 3 Myr of the star formation.
From above studies, the bpass v2.1 has shown its advantage over the bpass
v1.1 in reproducing the observed CCSN rate and the relative ratio of the two SNe
types for both constant and delayed SFH. Therefore, we will only use bpass v2.1 in
the following studies.

3.4.3

Failed CCSNe to Black Holes

Most models on the evolution of massive stars predict that above 16-18 M a large
fraction of stars end as BHs by direct (Sukhbold et al., 2016, and reference therein),
or failed supernova collapse (Lovegrove and Woosley, 2013). Direct identifications of
stellar progenitors of black holes has been carried out by means of high-resolution
archival images from space and ground telescope. A 25-30 M was found from a systematic analysis of archival Hubble Space Telescope images of 15 galaxies (Reynolds
et al., 2015). Adams et al. (2017) also utilized both new and archival HST data to
identify that the black hole N6946-BH1 arose from a 25M RSG. These massive star
deaths without any optical signature (failed CCSNe), do not contribute to the observed CCSN rate, but the star do contribute to the UV and Hα fluxes before they die.
Here we constraint the upper mass limit of the progenitor stars with respect to
the results of the CCSN age distribution from their host HII regions in Chapter
4, where almost all the CCSNe are from stars with age > 10 Myr and therefore
corresponding to no more than 20 M . We gradually set 3 age cutoffs for the CCSN
production rate rCCSN , log(Age/yr) > 6.6, 6.8, and 7.0 and the results shown in
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Figure 3.6: Under constant star formation model: Hα and FUV flux as a function
of cumulative CCSN rate at different age cutoffs for CCSNe to occur. Single-star
models are present in solid lines and binary-star models are in dashed lines. Lines with
different colours representive different age cutoffs: black means no limit; red means
log(Age/yr) > 6.6; yellow means log(Age/yr) > 6.8; blue means log(Age/yr) > 7.0.
The coloured boxes show the observed flux and CCSN rate of Sample A, B, C from
11HUGS survey as shown in Table 3.1, with the box size showing the observational
uncertainties.
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Table 3.11: Relative ratio of type Ibc SNe to type II SNe (RIbc /RII ) under constant
SFH at five different age cutoffs for CCSN to occur: log(age) > 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9 and
7.0.
0.31 ± 0.18

Observed RIbc /RII
log(Age/yr)
[6,8]

Effect Mi /M
−

single

binary

Mix single & binary

0.10

0.56

0.33

6.6

Mi ≤ 63M

0.07

0.51

0.29

6.7

Mi ≤ 42M

0.05

0.49

0.27

6.8

Mi ≤ 31M

0.03

0.43

0.23

6.9

Mi ≤ 24M

0

0.35

0.18

7.0

Mi ≤ 20M

0

0.30

0.15

Figure 3.6. We find as we increase the age cutoff the galaxy populations produce
more Hα and FUV flux at given CCSN rate. This is due to more massive stars
which are young and hot dying without CCSNe but still ionizing the galaxies. The
increase in ionizing flux from non-CCSN progenitors make Hα flux lose the match
with observations and over estimate CCSN rate. However, FUV flux can still match
the observations and is confirmed to be a reliable tracer of CCSN progenitors.
An age cutoff on CCSN progenitors can not only affect the ionizing flux, but
also has a crucial impact on relative rate of type Ibc to type II SNe as shown in
Table 3.11. Increasing age cutoff on CCSN progenitors rules out more massive stars
which decreases the production of type Ibc SNe, and therefore we see the ratio
falls in both single and binary models. In particular, all the Ibc SN progenitors of
single models arise from stars with age < 10 Myr, so the ratio goes down to 0 as
the age cutoff increases to log(age) > 7. But the ratio of binary models reduces
and approaches the observed ratio which indicates the importance to constrain the
maximum mass of CCSN progenitors.

3.4.4

Ionizing Photon Leakage

In previous models discussed above, we have not yet accounted for the effect of
ionizing photon leakage which can be caused by low gas density and/or dust attenuation and therefore these photons do not contribute to the Hα flux (e.g. Relaño
et al., 2012). Here we refine our models by using the leakage-age relation obtained
from emission line diagnostic of HII regions in Chapter 4, and the effective ionizing
photons contributing to Hα flux are derived. The ionizing photon leakage does not
affect the FUV continuum flux, the total CCSN rate and the relative ratio of type
Ibc to type II. In the following, we discuss how ionizing photon leakage varies the
outcomes we obtained above under a constant SFH.
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Figure 3.7: Under constant star formation model: Hα as a function of cumulative
CCSN rate including ionizing photon leakage. Models with leakage are present in solid
lines and with no leakage are in dashed lines. Red lines representive single models and
blue for binary models.

Firstly, we start with simple models which do not take account of failed CCSNe
to black holes. Figure 3.7 demonstrates the effect of ionizing photon leakage to
reduce Hα in both single and binary models. Single models are decreased by 0.5
dex which is almost double the reduction of binary models (0.3 dex). Therefore
binary models match the observations much better but single models fall off from
the observational constraints. The flux reduction at different levels for single and
binary models is due to the age distribution of the remaining ionizing photons as
discussed in Chapter 4, which reach the highest level after log(t/yr) ∼ 7.0. So overall
the ionizing photon leakage retains more ionizing photons from older stars and blocks
those from younger stars. This leads to the larger decrease in Hα flux of single models.
We have also considered a more complicated model with an age cutoff to rule
out failed CCSNe. We show these results in Figure 3.8. As expected, ionizing photon
leakage reduces the Hα for both single and binary models. But as single models lose
more photons and its Hα experiences a larger decrease so that it cannot match the
observations. Binary models thanks to the ionizing photon leakage, now can match
the observations better, even if a number of failed failed SN occur.

1.8
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Figure 3.8: Under constant star formation model including ionizing photon leakage:
Hα as a function of cumulative CCSN rate at different age cutoffs for CCSNe to occur.
Lines with different colours represent different age cutoffs: black means no limit; red
means log(Age/yr) > 6.6; yellow means log(Age/yr) > 6.8; blue means log(Age/yr) >
7.0.

3.5

Comparison with Fireworks Galaxy NGC 6946

With a high observed CCSNe rate in Fireworks galaxy NGC 6946 during the last
century, we use the same method as simulating the 11HUGS sample to reproduce the
observed Hα and FUV SFRIs, CCSN rate (RCC ) and relative ratio of type Ibc to
type II SNe (RIbc /RII ) for the single galaxy NGC 6946. The specific parameters of
the model for the galaxy are as below, where the uncertainties of the Hα and FUV
flux are derived from the distance uncertainty of the galaxy:
1. log(LHα /erg s−1 ) = 41.85 ± 0.14
2. log(LF U V /erg s−1 Hz−1 ) = 28.81 ± 0.13
3. RCCSN = 0.11 ± 0.03 yr−1 including the failed SNe N6946-BH1
4. RCCSN = 0.1 ± 0.03 yr−1 without the failed SNe N6946-BH1
5. RIbc /RII ≤ 0.18
The difference with simulating the whole 11HUGS galaxy sample, is that here we use
a single metallicity (Z = 0.008) population rather than composing mixed metallicity
populations. In addition, the failed CCSN to black holes make it possible to check
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our failed-CCSNe assumptions in the above section. All the results of these studies
are summarized below in Tables 3.12 and 3.13 for no ionizing photon leakage (noleakage) and allowing leakage cases respectively. The tables present the CCSN rates
RCCSN from models that individually match observed Hα and FUV flux and the
relative ratio RIbc /RII derived from models that match both Hα and FUV fluxes at
the same time. We also discuss the result at different age cutoff for CCSNe to occur: 1)
log(Age/yr) = [6, 8] represent no age cutoff within the first 100 Myr; 2) log(Age/yr) ≥
6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 7.0 represent the age cutoff and no CCSNe are allowed to occur before
that. Our aim for this work is to search for the best-fitting models and the factors
that have the biggest influence on the fit.

3.5.1

No Ionizing Photon Leakage

In no-leakage case as shown in Table 3.12, we compare our model results in CCSN
rate the relative ratio of type Ibc to type II with their observed parameters in
galaxy NGC 6946. Under constant SFH, our single-star and binary-star models all
underestimate the total CCSN rate derived from Hα flux. As our model Hα has
relatively higher deviation with respect to observed value than FUV flux, the CCSN
rate derived from FUV flux is higher so that it can match the observed ratio in
single-star models while still failing in binary-star models. This lower lower CCSN
rates from the binary-star models are due to their higher fluxes in both Hα and FUV.
In addition, the increasing age cutoff shows the trend in general to decrease the total
CCSN rate as less CCSNe occur.
As for the relative ratio of SNe type Ibc to type II, we note higher ratios in
binary-star models and lower ratio in single-star models. Considering the lower
type Ibc SNe production in the galaxy of RIbc /RII ≤ 0.18, single-star models can
reproduce the observed ratio and only binary-star models with the highest two age
cutoffs of log(Age/yr) ≥ 6.9 & 7.0 can meet the observational constraint. However,
if the models do not match the relative ratio and their total CCSN rate at the same
time, they fail. As shown in the Table 3.12, both single and binary star models under
constant SFH fail.
As discussed above, delayed SFH of log(τ /yr) = 6.5 can successfully reproduce
the observed CCSN rate and the relative ratio of the 11HUGS sample. Here we
use it for the NGC 6946 galaxy, too. We find that the delayed SFH models can
increase the total CCSN rate and also decreases the relative ratio which makes the
CCSN rate of both single and binary star models very close the observed constraints.
Compared between single and binary star models, the latter still provides a relatively
low CCSN rate matching the lower observational limit, while the single star models
match the higher limit. Binary star models can also significantly increase the relative
ratio of the two CCSN types approaching to the maximum observational limit. So
in the no-leakage case, both single and binary star models with delayed SFH have a
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relatively good match that is consistent with all the three observed parameters.

3.5.2

Including Ionizing Photon Leakage

The outcomes in the leakage cases are presented in Table 3.13. We again attempt to
find the best-fitting models that meet all the observed parameters at the same time.
As the ionizing photon leakage has no effect on FUV flux and therefore no change
in its corresponded CCSN rate. There are some very similar results obtained in the
leakage case that increasing age cutoff can decrease both total CCSN rate and the
relative ratio for both single-star and binary-star models. Compared to a constant
SFH, again the delayed SFH is able to increase the total CCSN rate but decreases
the relative ratio, so that makes changes on the final fitting result.
We find several models are in a relatively good agreement with the observations. They
are single-star models under constant SFH and binary-star models under delayed
SFH of log(τ /yr) = 6.5 with all age cutoffs. Single-star models with delayed SFH
provide a much higher CCSN rate of around 0.5 which varies slightly with the CCSN
age cutoff. Ionizing photon leakage successfully decreases the Hα flux in binary-star
models and can match the observed CCSN rate. But due to the lower CCSN rates
from FUV flux around 0.05 slightly affected by the age cutoff, binary-star models
under constant SFH fail to match all the observed parameters of the galaxy. The
delayed SFH improves our binary-star models by increasing both Hα and FUV
derived CCSN rate and the relative ratio of SNe type Ibc to type II, so that makes
the binary-star models a good match.
In summary we note the importance of including ionizing photon leakage and
delayed SFH to reproduce the observed CCSN rate and the relative ratio of type Ibc
to type II. As for the age cutoff, it shows small impact on this calculation as our age
cutoff is just within 10 Myr. they are relatively young as most observed CCSNe occur
at the timescale beyond 10 Myr as we discussed in Chapter 5.

3.6

Conclusions

We have created a synthetic model of the 11HUGS galaxies to investigate the effect
of interacting binary stars. We find binaries do not vary the overall CCSN rate to any
great degree but do boost the number of type Ibc SNe and the Hα and FUV SFRIs
linked to hottest stars. We also apply a test of binary interactions by comparing the
synthetic models with Fireworks galaxy NGC 6946. For this type II SNe dominated
galaxy, binaries’ challenge of estimating CCSN rate from Hα flux can be reduced by
including ionizing photon leakage and delayed SFH.
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Table 3.12: In no-leakage case, CCSN rate (RCCSN /yr) and the relative ratio of type II
to type Ibc (RIbc /RII ) of galaxy NGC 6946 derived from
√ models that match observed
Hα and FUV fluxes. The symbols in the last column: means ‘Match’ and means
‘not a Match’.
Single-star Model − no leakage
SFH

Age cutoff
log(Age/yr)

NGC 6946

RCCSN /yr
Hα

−

RIbc /RII
FUV

0.11 ± 0.03

Match
or not?

≤ 0.18

[6, 8]

0.043 ± 0.016

0.092 ± 0.031

0.073 ± 0.006

≥ 6.6

0.043 ± 0.016

0.89 ± 0.031

0.074 ± 0.006

Constant

≥ 6.7

0.042 ± 0.015

0.088 ± 0.030

0.050 ± 0.006

SFH

≥ 6.8

0.042 ± 0.015

0.085 ± 0.030

0.016 ± 0.003

≥ 6.9

0.040 ± 0.014

0.082 ± 0.028

0

≥ 7.0

0.039 ± 0.013

0.077 ± 0.026

0

[6, 8]

0.137 ± 0.047

0.144 ± 0.049

0.020 ± 0.005

≥ 6.6

0.145 ± 0.051

0.150 ± 0.051

0.014 ± 0.004

Delayed

≥ 6.7

0.144 ± 0.050

0.150 ± 0.050

0.011 ± 0.005

SFH

≥ 6.8

0.144 ± 0.050

0.149 ± 0.050

0.008 ± 0.004

≥ 6.9

0.142 ± 0.049

0.148 ± 0.049

0.007 ± 0.003

≥ 7.0

0.140 ± 0.048

0.145 ± 0.047

0

−

√
√
√
√
√
√

Binary-star Model − no leakage
SFH

Age cutoff
log(Age/yr)

NGC 6946

−

RCCSN /yr
Hα

RIbc /RII
FUV

0.11 ± 0.03

Match
or not?

≤ 0.18

[6, 8]

0.021 ± 0.010

0.036 ± 0.012

0.292 ± 0.020

≥ 6.6

0.019 ± 0.010

0.035 ± 0.013

0.300 ± 0.019

Constant

≥ 6.7

0.018 ± 0.009

0.034 ± 0.012

0.263 ± 0.020

SFH

≥ 6.8

0.017 ± 0.009

0.033 ± 0.011

0.195 ± 0.021

≥ 6.9

0.016 ± 0.008

0.031 ± 0.011

0.127 ± 0.019

≥ 7.0

0.015 ± 0.007

0.029 ± 0.010

0.086 ± 0.014

[6, 8]

0.072 ± 0.024

0.077 ± 0.027

0.086 ± 0.013

≥ 6.6

0.072 ± 0.024

0.077 ± 0.027

0.085 ± 0.012

Delayed

≥ 6.7

0.072 ± 0.023

0.077 ± 0.026

0.081 ± 0.011

SFH

≥ 6.8

0.071 ± 0.023

0.076 ± 0.025

0.073 ± 0.011

≥ 6.9

0.070 ± 0.022

0.075 ± 0.025

0.065 ± 0.010

≥ 7.0

0.070 ± 0.020

0.075 ± 0.013

0.061 ± 0.009

−

√
√
√
√
√
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Table 3.13: In leakage case, CCSN rate (RCCSN /yr) and the relative ratio of type II
to type Ibc (RIbc /RII ) of galaxy NGC 6946 derived from
√ models that match observed
Hα and FUV flux. The symbols in the last column:
means ‘Match’ and means
‘not a Match’.
Single-star Model - leakage
SFH

Age cutoff
log(Age/yr)

NGC 6946

RCCSN /yr
Hα

−

RIbc /RII
FUV

0.11 ± 0.03

Match
or not?

≤ 0.18

[6, 8]

0.167 ± 0.052

0.092 ± 0.032

0.074 ± 0.006

≥ 6.6

0.168 ± 0.052

0.090 ± 0.031

0.073 ± 0.006

Constant

≥ 6.7

0.164 ± 0.051

0.088 ± 0.030

0.050 ± 0.005

SFH

≥ 6.8

0.159 ± 0.049

0.085 ± 0.030

0.016 ± 0.003

≥ 6.9

0.155 ± 0.047

0.082 ± 0.028

0

≥ 7.0

0.142 ± 0.043

0.077 ± 0.026

0

[6, 8]

0.500 ± 0.126

0.150 ± 0.049

0.015 ± 0.003

≥ 6.6

0.509 ± 0.127

0.150 ± 0.051

0.014 ± 0.003

Delayed

≥ 6.7

0.500 ± 0.125

0.149 ± 0.050

0.009 ± 0.002

SFH

≥ 6.8

0.500 ± 0.125

0.148 ± 0.050

0.003 ± 0.002

≥ 6.9

0.498 ± 0.122

0.147 ± 0.049

0

≥ 7.0

0.490 ± 0.117

0.145 ± 0.047

0

−
√
√
√
√
√
√

Binary-star Model − leakage
SFH

Age cutoff
log(Age/yr)

NGC 6946

−

RCCSN /yr
Hα

RIbc /RII
FUV

0.11 ± 0.03

Match
or not?

≤ 0.18

[6, 8]

0.081 ± 0.027

0.051 ± 0.017

0.181 ± 0.014

≥ 6.6

0.083 ± 0.028

0.050 ± 0.017

0.185 ± 0.015

Constant

≥ 6.7

0.080 ± 0.028

0.048 ± 0.016

0.172 ± 0.014

SFH

≥ 6.8

0.078 ± 0.026

0.047 ± 0.015

0.129 ± 0.011

≥ 6.9

0.074 ± 0.025

0.044 ± 0.015

0.085 ± 0.009

≥ 7.0

0.071 ± 0.025

0.042 ± 0.013

0.059 ± 0.008

[6, 8]

0.190 ± 0.063

0.077 ± 0.026

0.085 ± 0.009

≥ 6.6

0.194 ± 0.064

0.077 ± 0.027

0.085 ± 0.009

Delayed

≥ 6.7

0.192 ± 0.063

0.077 ± 0.026

0.081 ± 0.008

SFH

≥ 6.8

0.190 ± 0.059

0.076 ± 0.026

0.073 ± 0.008

≥ 6.9

0.190 ± 0.060

0.076 ± 0.025

0.065 ± 0.008

≥ 7.0

0.187 ± 0.059

0.075 ± 0.025

0.060 ± 0.007

−

√
√
√
√
√
√
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Our main results are obtained by the flux-CCSN rate diagrams where we compare our models with observations and are summarized as follows:
1. Constant SFH models predict too much Hα and FUV flux compared to 11HUGS
survey and therefore will overestimate the current SFR and CCSN rate as argued
in Horiuchi et al. (2013). A similar result is obtained for NGC 6946 that constant
SFH models over produce its UV flux which again indicates our overestimating
the contribution of massive stars to CCSNe.
2. The delayed SFH model argues the predicted CCSN rate from Hα and FUV
SFRIs is dependant on the assumption of the SFH. This can reduce the flux
from young massive stars and our best fitting models to the 11HUGS galaxies
have a star formation rate that peaked more than 3 Myr ago. This is consistent
with the fact that the observed CCSNe are arising from longer-lived progenitor
stars as discussed in Chapter 5.
3. Considering that massive stars can end by forming a black hole and not a
CCSNe, we set age-cutoff to reduce the maximum mass of CCSN progenitor
stars. But as these stars still emit strong energetic radiation, setting the SN age
cutoff makes our model galaxy looks brighter than observations for both total
11HUGS galaxies and one single galaxy NGC 6946. Therefore, just setting age
cutoff for SNe cannot change the CCSN rate significantly but it can greatly
decrease the relative ratio of type Ibc to type II as in our model type Ibc SNe
are from more massive stars than type II SNe.
4. We consider the effect of ionizing photon leakage to observed radiation by using
the leakage − age relation we derived in Chapter 4. It indicates that younger
massive stars have more dust surrounding them than older less massive stars so
that they experience more ionizing photon leakage. This can effectively lower
our models’ Hα flux and make our models successfully reproduce the observed
CCSN rate and SFR of these CCSN progenitors.
5. Binary interactions make the population brighter and create more type Ibc SNe
from less massive stars. Combining this with ionizing photon leakage, delayed
SFH and age cutoff for CCSNe to occur, we can more accurately reproduce
the total CCSN rate and the relative ratio of type Ibc to type II meeting the
observational constraints.

In summary, to reproduce the observed Hα flux, FUV flux, CCSN rate and the
relative CCSN ratio of a galaxy or a sample of galaxies is difficult. But it is possible
to reproduce the observed sample if all possible factors are considered.

Chapter 4

Emission Line Diagnostics of HII
Regions
HII regions in galaxies are the sites of recent star formation and thus keystones to
understand the evolution of stars in the Universe. The UV, visible and IR spectra of
HII regions are rich in emission lines, primarily collisionally excited lines of metal ions
and recombination lines of hydrogen and helium. Extensive studies to characterize
these emission lines reveal information regarding the properties of both the stellar
population and the ionized gas immediately surrounding them.
With our main aim to explore the effects of binary evolution on the nature of
HII regions, we here characterize their emission lines and reveal the connection between the ionizing conditions and the properties of the underlying stellar population
in HII regions.

4.1

Introduction

Classical HII regions are large, low-density clouds of partially ionized gas in which
star formation has recently taken place (< 15 Myr) (Hunt and Hirashita, 2009).
The short-lived OB stars forged in these regions emit a large amount of extreme
ultraviolet light that ionizes the surrounding gas. Extragalactic HII regions have
been studied observationally using narrow band imaging centred on the Hα emission
line, in order to obtain their luminosity functions and radii (e.g. Kennicutt, 1984;
Shields, 1990). Optical spectroscopy has yielded electron density and temperature,
metallicity, and extinction (e.g. McCall et al., 1985; Zaritsky et al., 1994; van Zee
et al., 1995, 1996; Oey et al., 2000; Oey and Shields, 2000), while broad-band images
allow study of their stellar population (e.g. Grossi et al., 2010).
Observing HII regions is a mature method to indirectly obtain information on
the stellar ionizing continuum of hot stars by comparing observed emission properties
(e.g. flux and equivalent width) to predictions from combinations of photoionization
codes such as cloudy (Ferland et al., 1998) or mapping iii (Allen et al., 2008) and
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stellar population synthesis codes. For example Levesque et al. (2010) used starburst99 (Leitherer et al., 1999; Vázquez and Leitherer, 2005) population synthesis
models with the mapping iii photoionization code (Binette et al., 1985; Sutherland
and Dopita, 1993) to produce model galaxy spectra that were compared to nearby
(z ≤ 0.1) star-forming galaxies on a variety of optical emission-line ratio diagnostic
diagrams. Adopting a continuous star-formation history they could reproduce the
metallicity-sensitive line ratios observed including the low-metallicity sample, but
they also found the ionizing spectra produced by the starburst99 models were not
hard enough to reproduce the observed [SII] fluxes.
Metallicity is a key parameter in the study of star-forming environments. A variety of optical emission-line ratio diagnostics have been present and employed to
determine the metallicity of HII regions and their host galaxy. These are mostly
empirical methods based on the measurement of electron temperature of the gas.
Kewley and Dopita (2002) provided a theoretical method to estimate abundances
using strong lines. They combined stellar population synthesis and photoionization
models to do this. Their techniques are applicable at all metallicities, with the possible exception of temperature-sensitive methods which involve faint emission lines.
However, as discussed in Kewley and Ellison (2008), strong line ratio methods can
show large systematic differences in their metallicity estimates, which translate into
a considerable uncertainty in the absolute metallicity scale.
The other important property of a star-forming galaxy or HII region is the nature of the young stellar population creating it. Multiple studies on the age of
the newest generation of stars tell us that the equivalent widths of the strongest
hydrogen recombination lines - Hα or Hβ - are expected to be excellent indicators
of young stellar population age. Fernandes et al. (2003) verified from observations
that EW(Hβ) does indeed decrease with starburst age. Kuncarayakti et al. (2013a)
further extended these age diagnostics to more complex SFHs. They conclude that
when modelling multiple starbursts, EW(Hβ) serves as a good age indicator out to
∼ 10 Myr.
Since the ionization of a HII region depends on the stellar population irradiating it, it is critical to examine the effects of stellar evolution pathways on the ionizing
spectrum. Eldridge and Stanway (2009) began to investigate the effects of binary
evolution on the emitted spectra of stellar populations in their bpass models. They
show that interacting binaries cause a population of stars to appear bluer at an older
age than predicted by single-star models. At low metallicities interacting binary
stars become more important in producing a modified ionizing photon output and
may well help to reproduce the observed high [OIII]/Hβ emission line ratios in the
sub-solar, low-mass star-forming galaxies of the distant Universe (Stanway et al.,
2014). The effect of binary interactions has been further studied on the ionization of
HII regions by Zhang et al. (2015) and consistent results are achieved.
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Figure 4.1: Distributions of van Zee sample HII regions in BPT diagrams compared
to the star-forming galaxies from the SDSS survey occupying the grey area. The HII
regions from spiral galaxies are represented by the black triangles and those from
dwarf galaxies are represented by the green solid circles. There is a cutoff on the
equivalent width of the Hβ emission line at 2Å.

Figure 4.2: Distributions of van Zee sample HII regions in Hβ equivalent width diagnostic diagrams compared to the SDSS survey galaxies occupying the grey area.
The HII regions from spiral galaxies are represented by the black triangles and those
from dwarf galaxies are represented by the green solid circles. There is a cutoff on the
equivalent width of Hβ emission line at the 2Å for all samples.

4.2
4.2.1

Sample of Galaxies and Dataset Analysis
Distribution of HII Regions across the BPT Diagrams

The observations of HII regions to which we compare our models were selected from
the optical imaging and spectroscopic sample of van Zee et al. (1998) and van Zee
and Haynes (2006). There are 254 HII regions in total, with 188 from 13 spiral
galaxies and 66 from 21 dwarf galaxies, as listed in Table 4.1. Further details of the
observations can be found in the source articles.
In Figure 4.1 we show three diagnostic diagrams defined by optical lines ratios,
[OIII]λ5007/Hβ, [NII]λ6584/Hα, [SII]λ6724/Hα and [OI]λ6300/Hα, which are widely
used in the literature to interpret observations of nebular emission (commonly re-
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Table 4.1: HII region host galaxies from van Zee sample. There are 13 spiral galaxies
and 21 dwarf galaxies of their distance, B-band magnitude and the number of their
host HII regions are listed below.
Galaxy
- spiral
NGC 0628
NGC 0925
NGC 1068
NGC 1232
NGC 1637
NGC 2403
NGC 2805
IC 2458
NGC 2820
NGC 2903
NGC 3184
NGC 4395
NGC 5457

Distance
(Mpc)
9.7
9.29
14.4
21.5
8.6
3.25
23.5
23.5
23.5
6.3
8.7
4.5
7.4

Galaxy
- dwarf
UGC 12894
UGC 290
UGC 685
UGC 1104
UGC 1175
UGC 1281
HKK L14
UGC 2023
UGC 3647
UGC 3672
UGC 4117
UGC 4483
CGCG 007-025
UGC 5288
UGCA 292
UGC 8651
UGC 9240
UGC 9992
UGC 10445
UGC 11755
UGC 12713

Distance
(Mpc)
7.9
12.7
4.79
11.1
11.3
4.6
4.7
10.2
19.7
12.7
10
3.21
17.8
5.3
3.1
3.01
2.79
8.6
15.1
18
7.5

MB
-20.1
-19.8
-21.3
-21.2
-18.5
-19.1
-20.7
-16.9
-20.1
-19.9
-19.3
-17.7
-21.2
MB
-13.38
-14.48
-14.44
-16.08
-14.13
-14.91
-11.26
-16.54
-17.06
-15.43
-14.86
-12.55
-15.75
-14.44
-11.43
-12.96
-13.96
-14.97
-17.53
-17.14
-14.76

Number of
HII Regions
19
44
1
16
15
17
17
3
4
9
17
11
13
Number of
HII Regions
3
2
4
3
3
1
1
9
3
1
3
2
3
6
4
1
1
3
7
2
4
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ferred to as BPT diagrams from Baldwin et al., 1981). In these diagrams the curved
lines indicate the position of the maximum starburst line predicted by Kewley et al.
(2001) for photoionization by young stellar populations. Sources lying above these
lines either have a harder ionization source (e.g. X-ray binaries or AGN) or stellar
populations not present in their model.
The HII regions from spiral galaxies (HIIs-SG) in the van Zee sample form a
sequence close to the Kewley lines and overlap the grey wing region made by starforming galaxies of SDSS survey. However, HII regions from dwarf galaxies (HIIs-DG)
mostly appear on the upper-left edges close to and beyond the Kewley lines. These
regions are typically more metal poor than those in spiral galaxies (as determined
through a number of diagnostics). At low metallicities, the typical radiation field
is harder, raising the electron temperatures and thus boosting high ionization lines
(such as OIII) relative to those with lower potentials (such as OI or SII).
We also show Hβ equivalent width diagnostic diagrams in Figure 4.2. In these panels
we use Hβ equivalent width instead of the emission line ratio of [OIII]λ5007/Hβ. We
again only include SDSS galaxies that have an equivalent width greater than 2Å. The
Hβ equivalent width is known to be a good proxy for the age of the youngest stellar
components. Compared to the galaxies, the individual HII regions have higher Hβ
equivalent widths. Then at a given EW[Hβ], the emission line ratio of [NII]λ6584/Hα
from HII-SG is higher than the ratio of those from HIIs-DG. This is because the [NII]
emission line is a low-ionization emission line that is more sensitive to metallicity
than temperature, so there are stronger [NII] lines expected in higher-metallicity
regions. For the [SII]/Hα and [OI]/Hα ratios, HII regions from spiral galaxies and
dwarf galaxies have similar distribution in these diagrams.

4.2.2

Oxygen Abundance and Strong-line Calibrations

Since oxygen is the most abundant metal in the gas phase and exhibits very strong
nebular lines at optical wavelengths, it is usually chosen as a metallicity indicator in
ISM studies. The most accurate method to measure ISM abundances (the so called
direct method) involves determining the ionized gas electron temperature, Te , which
is usually estimated from nebular auroral line intensity ratios (Izotov et al., 2006;
Stasińska, 2006).
For the van Zee sample, the oxygen abundance was determined by the [NII]/Hα
relation (van Zee et al., 1998):
[O/H] = 12 + log(O/H) = 1.02 log([NII]/Hα) + 9.36

(4.1)

where the [NII]/Hα ratio increases with increasing oxygen abundance and is only
valid as a metallicity estimator for 12 + log(O/H) < 9.1 and in the absence of shock
excitation. Where the errors of this measurement are of the order of 0.2 dex or
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Cluster Age Possibility Included

Figure 4.3: [O/H] in different strong-line calibrations compared to the input [O/H]
from bpass models with cluster age possibility included. The shaded areas show the
maximum and minimum variation with red for single star models and blue for binarystar models. The red and blue solid lines show the average [O/H] with 1 σ standard
deviation for single- and binary-star models respectively.
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more. Thus it is not an accurate abundance estimator. As there are many strong-line
abundance estimation in use when HII region are studied, the choice of which calibrations are used leads to a large uncertainties as discussed in Kewley and Ellison (2008).
To account for uncertainties in metallicity calibration, we compare the [O/H] abundances inferred for our model spectra using six different strong line indicators (listed
in Table 4.2). In each case, the input metallicity of the bpass spectral model is known,
and the inferred metallicity is determined for each age, electron density and ionization
parameter in our calculated nebular emission library. In Figure 4.3 we compare the
input metallicity to that inferred for populations of single stars and binaries. At
each input metallicity we calculate an age-weighted mean and standard deviation of
the model metallicities inferred (given different nebular conditions) by each method.
The weighting for age reflects the fact that weaker line emission is expected in old
stellar populations (see section 4). We also indicate the full range of abundances
(from maximum to minimum) inferred at each input metallicity with a shaded region.
The strong line calibrations considered are typically trained on local galaxy surveys, and are not strongly constrained at the lowest metallicities available in our
model set. They show considerable variation in this regime, ranging from large underestimates (PP04-N2) to equally large overestimates (PP04-03N2). Single-star models
show more variance than binary-star models, with similar trends in [O/H] for the six
calibrations. We show the maximum and minimum [O/H] range of the six calibrations
to compare with our model [O/H] in detail. First we note that binary-star models
have a narrower range from the maximum to minimum than single-star models. In
general, the N2-vanZee and D16 method show a good match reproducing our model
metallicity better. Given that we assume a solar [O/Fe] ratio at all metallicities, the
mismatch of D16 at lower metallicities and N2-vanZee at higher metallicities may be
due to their use of a non-solar [O/Fe]. The other four methods are poor estimators for
our model metallicity. The two O3N2 methods are the worst and provide relatively
constant estimations in different metallicity models. The N2-Marino method has
a gentle slope and fails to follow the trend of our model metallicities. As for the
PP04-N2 method it wholly underestimates our model metallicities.

4.3

Interpreting the Observed Nebular Emission

To interpret the nebular emission from observed HII regions, we use the method
described in Chapter 2 to simulate them by combining the bpass stellar population
models and photoionization code cloudy. We note that the emission features of our
models are critically dependent on the properties of the central ionizing source, the
ionization state of the gas cloud and also a significant impact from binary interactions.
In this section we use BPT diagrams which uniquely map the ionizing state of
a HII region and therefore allow us to test the agreement of theoretical emission lines
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Table 4.2: The six strong line metallicity estimate calibrations compared to bpass
single- and binary-star models discussed in Section 4.2.2 and Figure 4.3: N2-vanZee
(van Zee et al., 1998); N2-Marino and O3N2-Marino (Marino et al., 2013); D16 (Dopita et al., 2016); PP04-N2 and PP04-O3N2 (Pettini and Pagel, 2004)

Number

ID

Match with bpass

1............

N2-vanZee

[NII], Hα

overestimate at [O/H] ≤ 8.8

N2-Marino

[NII], Hα

poor

2............
3............

O3N2-Marino [OIII],Hβ,[NII], Hα

poor

4............

D16

[NII],[SII],Hα

underestimate at [O/H] ≤ 8.8

5............

PP04-O3N2

[OIII],Hβ,[NII],Hα

poor

6............

PP04-N2

[NII],Hα

poor
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Figure 4.4: The BPT diagrams of bpass single-star models (solid lines) and binarystar models (dashed lines) for the 13 metallicities from Z = 0.00001 to 0.04, at
log(nH /cm3 ) = 2 and log(Age/yr) = 6.5, comparing with the observed HII-SG (the
black triangles) and HIIs-DG (the green circles). The black curves show maximum
starburst lines from Kewley et al. (2001). The colored tracks from our single- and
binary-star models and lower metallicity models (Z < 0.020) extend from upper left
to lower right as ionization parameter decreases from log(U) = −1.5 to -3.5. The three
highest metallicities (Z = 0.020, 0.030, 0.040) have a more vertical pathways that fall
off with the decreasing ionization parameter.

with those from observations. We highlight the best-fitting models that match each
individual HII regions and identify parameters which most influence the properties
of the observed nebular emission.
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In Chapter 2, we have demonstrated the broad trends expected for changing metallicity and binary evolution to nebular emission line strengths and we also discussed
the variation of line ratios with respect to the internal ionization structure. Here we
build upon these intuitions to better understand various line ratios used to probe the
physical state of the observed HII region in BPT diagram.
An example of our model BPT diagrams are present in Figure 4.4. For convenience, we name them by their characteristic x-axis line ratios, BPT-NII,
BPT-SII and BPT-OI diagrams respectively for the BPT diagrams of x-axis,
[NII]λ6584/Hα, [SII]λ[6716 + 6731]/Hα and [OI]λ6300/Hα. At constant hydrogen density log(nH /cm3 ) = 2 and constant age log(Age/yr) = 6.5, our models
produced 13 separated tracks corresponding to 13 metallicities. In general, [NII],
[SII] and [OI] are strongest at low log(U), while [OIII] decreases with increasing
log(U). Compared to observed HII regions, we suggest that the lower metallicity
models (Z < 0.020) form the sequence from upper left to lower right as their log(U)
decreases, which subsume the effects of all the geometrical factors together. The three
highest metallicities (Z = 0.020, 0.030, 0.040) have a more vertical pathways that fall
off with the decreasing ionization parameter. This is due to the lower temperature
in metal-rich environments, so that all the line ratios become proportional to the
ionization parameter.
We note at this young age (around 3 Myr), single-star and binary-star models
predict very similar trends, which is consistent with both cases having a large number of OB stars and Wolf-Rayet stars. Binary interaction only make changes at older
ages. The models show the expected variation with respect to metallicity. In these
diagrams, the tracks goes up to approach the observed HII region as metallicity
increases up to about Z ∼ 0.006 due to increasing model metal abundance in the
model. At higher metallicities the tracks fall away with the decreasing amount of
ionizing radiation. The temperature-sensitive line [OIII] to Hβ ratio falls off when
model metallicity is greater than Z= 0.006 where the ratio is the strongest. Compared
to the maximum starburst line from Kewley et al. (2001) all of our model tracks at
this age are below this and both single and binary models only go though a small
region of the observations in BPT-NII and BPT-OI plane and with a larger overlap in
BPT-SII plane. However, the models with extremely low metallicity, Z = 0.00001 &
0.0001, cannot support a high [OIII]/Hβ, [NII]/Hα and [OI]/Hα ratios and therefore
appear in the lower left-hand corner.
In Figure 4.5 we zoom in to the BPT area where most observed HII regions are,
to investigate the effect of binary interaction, age and metallicity on the model
ionization conditions. For the first 3 Myr the emission line ratios are reduced by the
increasing age with the line ratio tracks evolving away from the locus of observed
HII regions, but from 5 Myr we note the line ratio tracks of binary-star model stay
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Figure 4.5: The BPT diagrams of bpass models of log(nH /cm3 ) = 2 varying with age
from log(Age/yr) = 6.0 to 7.5: single-star models (solid lines) and binary-star models
(dashed lines). The observed HIIs-SG are in the black triangles and HIIs-DG in the
green circles. The black curves show the Kewley’s maximum starburst lines.
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Figure 4.6: The BPT diagrams of bpass models of log(nH /cm3 ) = 3 varying with age
from log(Age/yr) = 6.0 to 7.5: single-star models (solid lines) and binary-star models
(dashed lines). The observed HIIs-SG are in the black triangles and HIIs-DG in the
green circles. The black curves show the Kewley’s maximum starburst lines.
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close to the observed HII regions while single-star models still gradually fall away.
This difference between single-star and binary-star models grows as the model ages
and the abrupt difference occurs at log(Age/yr) = 7.0, where single-star models
cannot produce a HII region. Binary star models (with more hot post-main sequence
stars) are even hotter than at early ages, emitting more strong lines. So binary-star
population with different ages can match most of the observed HII regions at the
same time in the three BPT diagrams, especially with a better match in the BPT-OI
diagram.
At low metallicities (Z = 0.002 − 0.008), bpass binary tracks exceed the ‘maximal’ line ratio line defined by Kewley et al. (2001) from their models. This is
particularly true at ages & 10 Myr and is most clearly shown in the BPT-SII diagrams in Figure 4.5. This ability to exceed the Kewley et al. (2001) lines at low
metallicity is consistent with observations both of rare metal-poor HII regions in the
local universe, and the metal-poor star forming galaxies observed at high redshift
(e.g. Steidel et al., 2016).
In denser HII regions with log(nH /cm3 ) = 3.0, as shown in Figure 4.6, we see a
similar result to that in Figure 4.5. The difference to low-density HII region models
is that older binary models can rise up beyond the Kewley limit not only at lower
metallicities, but also at solar metallicity. Therefore, this suggests that the observed
galaxies above the Kewley line at high-redshift may be due to two factors − older
populations beyond 10 Myr and higher gas density, with metallicity playing a minor
role.

4.3.2

Method to Find the Best-fitting Models

We can now attempt to constrain the parameters of the observed HII regions by
comparing the observed quantities of HII regions with our models and calculate the
likelihood for each model to accurately fit the observations. The quantities we consider are the 4 emission line ratios, [OIII]λ5007/Hβ, [NII]λ6584/Hα, [SII]λ6724/Hα,
[OI]λ6300/Hα, and EW[Hβ]. We assume the errors are Gaussian in the likelihood
computation. The fitting possibility for each model is given by,
Pfit =

5
Y

1
(xi − µi )2
p
exp −
2
2σi2
2σi π
i=1

(4.2)

where xi is our model, µi is observed value and σi is observation error. For each
model defined by metallicity, stellar age, hydrogen density and ionization parameter,
we assume a priori that these parameters are independent.
We also consider that clusters do not all survive as they age. A combination of
internal dynamical evolution, ejection of massive stars, relaxation and tidal effects
means that fewer clusters survive to old ages than are formed (e.g. de Grijs et al.,
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2003). Roughly the number of the clusters decreases by 1 order of magnitude for
every 1 order of magnitude increase in age:
Pcluster ∝ 10(1−log(t/yr))×0.1

(4.3)

Taking this into account, the final probability, Ptotal = Pf it × Pcluster , and is then
weighted toward younger clusters. We determine the best-fitting parameters to derive,
Y , of the HII regions on average, with Φ = [O/H], age (t), log(nH /cm3 ) and log(U ):
Pn
i
i=1 Ptotal × Φ
Φ= P
(4.4)
n
i
i=1 Ptotal

4.3.3

Oxygen Abundance Measurement

In Figure 4.7 we compare our best-fitting models to the oxygen abundance [O/H]
derived by van Zee et al. (1998) and van Zee and Haynes (2006) from observed
emission lines. Our best fitting models, when allowed to match over the full range of
hydrogen density, provide a generally good match to those derived by van Zee et al.
(1998) for HIIs-SG, deviating slightly at both the high and low metallicity ends of the
distribution. These sources all show [O/H]≥ 8.0. For the HIIs-DG, our models suggest
significantly higher metallicities than those derived by van Zee and Haynes (2006),
particularly when binary models are included. This discrepancy can be reduced if
we restrict our model library to high electron densities (log(nH /cm3 ) = 3) as shown
in Figure 4.8. In this case we also derive lower metallicities for binary models, while
also finding slightly higher [O/H] in HIIs-DGs. However the higher hydrogen density
has little effect on single star models, for which the best fits cluster tightly around
[O/H]∼8.5, independent of density. Generally, our models show less variance in [O/H]
prediction which probably indicates that the metallicity range in the van Zee sample
might not be as wide as their estimation would suggest.
Figure 4.9 describe more clearly the [O/H] correlation between single-star and
binary-star models. We find the [O/H] predictions from binary-star model agree with
those from single-star models, with scatter around the line of equality. In general the
binary models suggest slightly higher metallicities than the single star models, since
they are able to achieve a harder ionizing spectrum at a given metallicity.

4.3.4

[O/H] variation U , nH and age

In Figure 4.10, we explore the properties of our best fit models, and determine how
the derived [O/H] correlates with other derived properties, namely the ionization
parameter log(U ), nH and age, showing results for both single-star and binary-star
model fits. These parameters reflect the properties of ionizing gas and inner stellar
populations. We find that there is a correlation between [O/H] and log(U ) with
[O/H] growing in inverse proportion to the value of the ionization parameter. This
result is consistent with the fact that low-metallicity HII regions are hotter with a
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Figure 4.7: Oxygen abundances [O/H] from our models including all the range of
hydrogen density. The red crosses with error bars are single-star models and the
blue circles are binary-star models. The top panel show the results for HIIs-SGs and
bottom panel for HIIs-DGs.
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Figure 4.8: Oxygen abundances [O/H] from our models of hydrogen density
log(nH /cm3 ) = 3.0. The red crosses with error bars are single-star models and the
blue circles are binary-star models. The top panel show the results for HIIs-SGs and
bottom panel for HIIs-DGs.
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Figure 4.9: [O/H] correlation between best-fitting models from single and binary
populations.

higher ionization state and as metallicity increases the HII region cools down and
lower its ionization state. Indeed, the inferred ionization parameter from the strong
line ratios is likely providing the strongest constraint on the metallicity. At a given
value of log(U ), binary-star model fits have a higher [O/H] than single-star models,
as expected given their harder radiation fields.
Single-star models favour the highest hydrogen densities in our model suite,
log(nH /cm3 ) = 3. Binary-star models vary over the full range from log(nH /cm3 )
= 0.0 to 3.0, and cluster around 0.5. These differences between single-star and
binary-star models are driven by the best-fit stellar ages. Best fitting single-star
models have to be younger than 5 Myr, while the age of binary-star models can
extend to 100 Myr and are mostly around 10 Myr. Therefore, binary interactions can
significantly extend the lifetime of a HII regions, and when measuring the age of the
observed HII regions binary evolution must be considered.
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Figure 4.10: The relationship of best-fitting [O/H] with derived ionization parameter
log(U ) in the top panel, log(nH /cm3 ) in the middle and age in the bottom panel
from best-fitting models. Single models are in red crosses with error bars and binary
models in blue circles with error bars.
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Inner Radius and Mass of HII Regions

It is convenient to model the geometry and spectral properties of a HII region using
ionization parameter U , but the importance of understanding the exact physical
inner radius and mass of a HII regions drives us to the following test.
Based on the definition of the ionization parameter U we can derive the inner
p
Q(H)/4π U nH c of a cloud. Here the ionizing photon rate Q(H),
radius R =
hydrogen density nH and U depend on the metallicity and age of our best fitting
models. For these observed HIIs-DG, we have their observed Hβ luminosity which
makes it possible to convert this luminosity to the ionizing photon number using our
best fitting models. We can then estimate the inner radius of HII regions based on
the definition of U as above. We also calculate the stellar mass within the HII regions
using the Hβ flux, which provides another validation of our models.
In Figure 4.11 we show the inner radius of these HII region as a function of
their inner stellar mass and how it differs in single-star and binary-star models. In
general, the stellar masses within HIIs-DG are less than 106 M and their radius grows
linearly with increasing mass from around 0.5 pc and 100 M

to 10 pc and 105 M

in single-star models, while in binary-star models the radius tend to expand toward
300 pc with masses up to 106 M . Combining with their age information as shown in
Figure 4.11, we suggest that binary-star models are able to produce more massive,
larger and older HII regions than single-star models in low metallicity environment
of dwarf galaxies. The radius ranges produced from our models are consistent with
Strobel et al. (1991) in which they confirmed that HII regions diameters of up to
400 pc or more are found in dwarf galaxies.

4.4

The Effect of Ionizing Photon Loss

So far we have assumed that all the intrinsic ionizing photons from the inner source
are used to heat and ionize the nebular gas. In general, this may be true for observation of a whole galaxy where even if some ionizing photons escape from an individual
HII region, the interstellar medium surrounding the stars still contribute to the whole
galaxy’s nebular emission (Cowie et al., 2009). For individual HII regions, one has
to consider if a fraction of ionizing photons have escaped without interacting with
the gas cloud causing emission outside an aperture. Observationally, this means a
decrease in ionizing photon numbers and so weaker emission lines. Another factor
that can reduce the total number of ionizing photon is dust reddening of the intrinsic
ionizing radiation. This again leads to lower strength in both nebular line emission
and continuum emission.
In our work, we consider both of these effects in our best-fitting model selection
and find that there are little impact on emission line ratios but a significant impact
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on the EW of Hβ emission line. With more ionizing photon leakage the equivalent
width of Hβ decreases.
We recalculate the likelihood of the emission line ratios as above but add the possibility that the EWHβ can be less than those in our models. We use P (EWHβ ) = 1 if
model EWHβ ≥ observed EWHβ , otherwise P (EWHβ ) is calculated as before. Therefore allowing for the ionizing flux leakage reduce our model down to the observed
EWHβ . In this section, we highlight the variations due to this new fitting prescription
and the effect of ionizing photon leakage on the properties of the observed HII regions.

4.4.1

[O/H] Measurement

In Figure 4.12, we present the oxygen abundance derived for each of the van Zee HII
regions derived from our models including ionizing photon loss. The ionizing photon
loss has only a slight effect on the [O/H] estimation and the results are similar to
those previously. Comparing the results from single-star and binary-star models, the
former matches the the HIIs-SG better and they both have a higher estimate of the
[O/H] of HIIs-DG than that derived by van Zee and Haynes (2006). Binary models
lead to higher [O/H] values especially at lower abundances and therefore the match
worsens.
We also present the correlation of [O/H] of single-star and binary-star models
in Figure 4.13. The similar results show that they match each other better but
binary-star models are more likely to have higher metallicities and have a larger
variance at lower metallicities.

4.4.2

[O/H] variation with U , nH and age

The most important parameters that affect the ionization conditions of a model
are log(U ), nH and age as discussed above. Figure 4.14 demonstrates the variations
of these parameters from the new best-fitting models, which can be compared to
Figure 4.10. We have also made a direct comparison between the no-leakage case and
leakage case in Figure 4.15. The log(U ) distribution tends to shift slightly toward
its lower end for both single-star and binary-star models. Since we take log(U ) as
a measure of the inner radius the the HII regions, lower log(U ) means a radius
of the gas cloud which corresponds to a hotter inner radius. In addition, we note
that ionizing photon loss pushes both single and binary star models toward lower
hydrogen density. Significant numbers of best-fitting models have log(nH /cm3 ) ≤ 1.0,
which is consistent with the fact that ionizing photons are more likely leaked away
in less dense clouds.
In the bottom panel of Figure 4.14, we note all our single-star models become
very young with most having age ≤ 3 Myr and a fit is not possible for single-star
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Figure 4.12: Oxygen abundances [O/H] from our models including ionizing photon
loss. The red crosses with error bars are single-star models and the blue circles are
binary-star models.
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Figure 4.15: The histgram distributions of ionization parameter log(U ), nH and age
from best-fitting models with the consideration of ionizing photon leakage compared
to no lekage case. For leakage case single-star models are in red bars and binary-star
models in blue bars. The gray bars are from no leakage case.
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models older than 5 Myr. Binary-star models cover a wide range of age, but also shift
towards younger populations. Most of them are found within 20 Myr with a fraction
of them even below 5 Myr. The selection of younger models occurs in this analysis
because leaking HII regions can be young and have low observed Hβ equivalent
widths. The preference for these models in both single- and binary-star populations
suggests that the ionizing spectrum in these regions is typically comparatively hard,
and also that a consistent solution to the hardness of the spectrum and its Balmer
line strength requires high loss fractions of ionizing photons.

4.4.3

How much ionizing photon loss is required

We now explore how the fraction of ionizing photons loss varies with cluster age
for our best-fitting models. The answer can be worked out just by the comparison
between the Hβ EW of model and each HII regions, then the fraction of the remaining
ionizing photons are the ratio of them,
fremain =

EWHII
EWmodel

(4.5)

Figure 4.16 depicts the fraction of the remaining ionizing photons fremain as function of age. We also worked out the average fraction f¯remain using both single- and
binary-star models. The fraction gradually increases with increasing age from about
15% up to about 70% within the first 10 Myr. Due to our selection method, there
are more younger models with a large variations than the older ones. This leads to
the a relatively higher f¯remain at 1 Myr (log(Age/yr) = 6.0) and a constant average
fraction after 10 Myr due to lack of data. We present the exact value of the averaged
remaining fraction derived from single- and binary-star models in Table 4.3, which
makes it possible to quantitatively define the effect of ionizing photon leakage in theoretical models for a better understanding of observations. We assumed that nebular
continuum and emission lines are suppressed equally by photon loss. Since continuum
emission can emerge from a larger region, with lower gas densities, while line emission
arise from a smaller region. If the continuum is less suppressed than the line emission,
our fraction of photon loss may be slightly underestimated.

4.5

Discussion & Conclusions

We have provided a detailed investigation into the optical emission line ratio diagnostics of the nearby HII regions from van Zee et al. (1998) and van Zee and Haynes
(2006). We combine the bpass population synthesis code with the photoionization
model cloudy to calculate the nebular component (line and continuum emission) of
model HII regions and study the effect of interacting binary evolution pathway on
observed properties of the HII regions. We use BPT diagrams to show the comparison
between our models and observed HII regions in emission line ratios. Then we find the
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Table 4.3: Average fraction of remaining ionizing photons f¯remain with 1-σ standard
deviation, as a function of stellar population age.
log(Age/yr)
6.0
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9
7.0
7.1 - 8.0

f¯rem
0.17 ± 0.12
0.13 ± 0.09
0.15 ± 0.13
0.21 ± 0.08
0.31 ± 0.17
0.43 ± 0.20
0.51 ± 0.23
0.57 ± 0.23
0.61 ± 0.25
0.65 ± 0.26
0.66 ± 0.25
0.67 ± 0.26
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best-fitting models for each individual HII region after a selection based on the value
of the four line ratios in the BPT diagrams and EWHβ . These best-fitting models
allow us to place constraints on the physical properties of the observed HII regions,
such as oxygen abundance [O/H], age, U and hydrogen density. We summarize our
findings as below:
1. Single-star and binary-star models produce similar results in BPT diagrams
at early ages of log(Age/yr) ≤ 6.5. At constant age, our models form separated tracks varying with metallicity. In addition, as metallicity increases
toward Z=0.008 the model tracks overlap more with observed HII regions
in BPT diagrams. At young ages the model HII regions lie under the maximum starburst lines derived by Kewley et al. (2001). However, at older ages
of log(Age/yr) = 7.0 binary-star and single-star models are distinguished
clearly with single-star models quickly dying away and binary-star models
becoming hotter and moving up to match most of the observed HII regions.
At log(nH /cm3 ) = 2, all the model tracks are still under Kewley’s curve, but
when log(nH /cm3 ) increases to 3, the binary-star model tracks can over pass the
Kewley’s curve and forms an offset as the high-redshift star-forming galaxies do.

2. We investigate the effect of the choice of metallicity calibration on the oxygen
abundance measurement. We find that two methods − N2-vanZee and D16 −
show good agreement in the oxygen abundance with our synthetic models. This
is essential to allow us to use our best-fitting models to reproduce the observed
[O/H] in N2-vanZee calibration. As a result, both our single and binary star
models can provide a fairly good estimation for the HII regions with medium
[O/H] while failing for those of [O/H] ≥ 9.0 and ≤ 8.2. In these too metal-poor
or metal-rich HII regions, the metallicity calibrations using strong-line methods
vary in a large range and therefore it is difficult to determine an accurate metal
abundance.

3. In addition, we constrained the ionization parameter and age of the HII regions
from the best-fitting models. These two parameters are important for our
understanding of the ionization state of the gas cloud and properties of the
inner ionizing source. For the ionization parameter, a log(U) between -3 and
-2 are the common result from the best-fitting models and log(U) is inversely
proportional to [O/H]. This result is consistent with the fact that HII regions
are hot at lower [O/H] and therefore the gas cloud is highly ionized with a
larger value of log(U) and vice versa. At given log(U), binary-star models have
a higher [O/H] relative to single-star models which is caused by the variation
of model age for these two populations. Single-star models are younger, predominantly around 5 Myr while binary-star models have older age from 5 to
10 Myr and some binary-star models can give an age prediction beyond that
to 50 Myr. From log(U), we also derived the inner radius of the illuminating
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surface of the gas cloud with respect to the mass of enclosed stars in HIIs-DG,
and find that the radius gradually increases with increasing mass. Compared to
single-star models, binary-star models are more massive and hotter and push
the illuminating surface further away to 300pc, which is roughly consistent with
the HII region diameters of 400 pc or more found in dwarf galaxies by Strobel
et al. (1991).

4. Finally, we discussed the effect of ionizing photon leakage caused by escaping
photons with no interaction with gas and dust attenuation, which in general
reduce the line strength and their EW. This affects our selection for best-fitting
models due to the variation in EWHβ , so that younger models with ionizing
photon leakage can reach the same level of EWHβ as older HII regions. Therefore, our new best-fitting models are shifted toward younger ages, lower [O/H]
and lower log(U) which overall suggests that the models are hotter, younger and
push the gas cloud further away. We also determined the fraction of remaining
ionizing photons fremain scaled by age. Our youngest models have more ionizing photon leakage with only about 15% of photons processed by the nebular
gas and gradually rise up to about 70% as age increases beyond 10 Myr. This
is likely because at older age the HII regions are more dispersed and there is
less dust around as more ionizing photons are recorded (Charlot and Fall, 2000;
Wild et al., 2011).

Chapter 5

Emission Line Diagnostics of
CCSNe Host HII Regions
Massive stars are the main objects that illuminate HII regions and they evolve
quickly to end their lives in core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe). Thus it is possible
to investigate the association between CCSNe and HII regions. In this chapter, we
present emission line diagnostics of the host HII regions as in Chapter 4 but here they
have hosted a CCSN. In this way, we can characterize the specific host environment
of each CCSN, but also compare the properties of the HII regions as a population.

5.1

Introduction

Core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) originate in massive stars (≥ 8 M ), as a result
of the gravitational collapse of their iron cores. Given their short lifetimes, these
massive CCSN progenitors tend to be associated with their birth place (star clusters
or HII regions) with only a low possibility of running away from its birth place
(de Wit et al., 2005; Eldridge et al., 2011). In addition, direct detections of CCSN
progenitor stars are still rare, and the study of their environment becomes a good
alternative to put constraints on their characteristics.
For this study, we first need to consider the correlated understanding of the association between CCSNe and HII region. Previous studies of CCSN locations with
respect to their host galaxies light have variously claimed an association with HII
regions. van Dyk (1992) undertook the first attempt to assess the CCSNe association
with HII regions based on a sample of 38 CCSNe of all subtypes, and concluded
that approximately 50% were associated HII regions, with no statistically significant
difference between type II and Ibc SNe. More recently, Anderson and James (2008)
found a low fraction of type II SNe to be associated with HII regions while type
Ibc SNe are more spatially coincident with them. This leads to an interpretation
that the progenitors of type Ibc SNe are more massive than those of type II SNe.
Then Crowther (2013) examined the immediate environments of 39 CCSNe in nearby
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galaxies and obtained similar results as Anderson and James (2008), but argued that
the observed association between certain CCSNe and HII regions provides only weak
constraints upon their progenitor masses due to the fact that these CCSNe host
HII regions are long-lived giant HII regions (∼ 20 Myr), rather than short-lived (∼
4 Myr), isolated and compacted HII regions. Therefore, the degree of association of
nearby CCSNe with HII regions in their hosts is still debated.
Gas-phase metallicity is an important and also easy-to-measure parameter based
on emission-line diagnostics of the CCSNe host environment. Prantzos and Boissier
(2003) use the metallicity-luminosity relation for late type galaxies and found the
observed ratio of type Ibc to type II SNe depended strongly on the metallicity of the
host galaxy and that more luminous and metal-rich galaxies are expected to have a
higher ratio of type Ibc to type II. Similar results for the dependence of the relative
ratio of SNe subtypes on metallicity were obtained by Prieto et al. (2008) through
a direct metallicity measurement of a small sample of SDSS galaxies. In addition,
stellar evolution theory suggests that the relationship between ratio of SN types and
metallicity can provide important constraints on mass, rotation and binaries of the
progenitor stars (Heger et al., 2003; Maeder and Meynet, 2004; Eldridge et al., 2017).
The introduction of wide-field integral field spectroscopy (IFS) provides higher
spatial precision that allows simultaneous investigation of both spatial and spectral
information from a single pixel of the instrument. Such observations have shown their
usefulness in investigating SN environments and active star-forming regions (Galbany
et al., 2016b). Kuncarayakti et al. (2013a,b) used the IFS observations of high spatial
resolution to identify the single star cluster that hosted a CCSN progenitor. They
derived its metallicity directly via the strong-line method and age estimation via
comparison with simple stellar population models. With this method, they were able
to determine both metallicity and initial mass of the CCSN progenitor stars and
found that, on average, type Ibc explosion sites are more metal-rich than type II sites
and some type II SN progenitors may have been stars with masses comparable to
those of type Ibc progenitors. Galbany et al. (2014, 2016b) performed similar studies
for a large sample of 128 SNe and their explosion site properties.
However, the above studies all focused on the effect of environmental properties
on CCSN diversity and assume stars evolve isolated. In fact, over 50% of stars
(especially massive stars) are more likely found in binary or multiple systems. Binary
interactions cause mass transfer between stars and therefore lead to new evolutionary
pathways with respect to single star evolution. In this work, we aim to investigate
the effect of interacting binaries on properties of CCSN subtypes and constrain the
association of CCSN progenitor population with their host HII regions.
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Table 5.1: Average value of oxygen abundance [O/H], equivalent width of Hα
−EW(Hα), emission line ratios with 1σ standard deviation for the observed CCSN
host HII region sample.

SN Type

SN II

SN Ibc

8.45 ± 0.11

8.49 ± 0.10

55.1 ± 54.4

54.6 ± 52.3

log(OIII/Hβ)

−0.19 ± 0.35

−0.28 ± 0.37

log(NII/Hα)

−0.56 ± 0.04

−0.49 ± 0.20

log(SII/Hα)

−0.45 ± 0.14

−0.48 ± 0.15

log(OI/Hα)

−1.33 ± 0.23

−1.39 ± 0.25

[O/H]
EW(Hα)

5.2
5.2.1

Sample of CCSNe Hosts and Dataset Analysis
Overview of the Sample

The sample of CCSN host HII Regions we use here comes from the PMAS/PPAK
Integral-field Supernova hosts COmpilation (PISCO, Galbany et al. in prep). It is
composed of observations of CCSN host galaxies selected from the CALIFA survey
and other programs using the PMAS/PPAK Integral Field Unit with a large field of
view and with a spectral resolution of ∼ 6Å in the red (3750 − 7300Å) and a higher
spectral resolution of ∼ 2.7Å in the blue (3400 − 4750Å). This survey is able to
resolve extragalactic HII regions as well as SN host HII clumps with a few 100pcs in
diameter, and deliver their spectral information covering most of the optical domain
from 4650 to 9300Å(see Galbany et al., 2016a, for more detail).
In total the sample consists of 136 CCSNe with 93 type II SNe and 43 type
Ibc SNe hosted in 118 nearby galaxies. The average values of their emission line
ratios, oxygen abundance [O/H] and EW(Hα) with 1σ standard deviation are listed
in Table 5.1.

5.2.2

Oxygen abundance

The strongest emission lines (Hα, Hβ, OIIIλ5007, and NIIλ6583) extracted from the
nebular spectra of the CCSNe hosts were used to estimate the oxygen abundance
[O/H] with the O3N2 calibration proposed by Marino et al. (2013), based on the HII
regions from CALIFA survey,
O3N 2 = log ([OIII]λ5007/Hβ)/([NII]λ6583/Hα)
[O/H] = 12 + log(O/H) = 8.533 ± 0.012 − (0.214 ± 0.012) × O3N 2

(5.1)

(5.2)
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Figure 5.1: Cumulative distributions of the oxygen abundance for the CCSNe host
HII regions. Red line is for type II SN host and blue line for type Ibc SN host.

This method is used as the suggestion of Galbany et al. (2016b) for CALIFA survey.
However, the O3N2-Marino method is probably not the best for these CCSN host HII
regions, since it shows less agreement with our bpass population models as discussed
in Chapter 4. In addition, this method has the advantage of being insensitive to
extinction due to the small separation in wavelength of the emission lines used for the
ratio diagnostics, and does not suffer from differential atmospheric refraction (DAR).
The uncertainties in the measured metallicities have been computed by explicitly
including the statistical uncertainties of the line flux measurements and those in
the derived SN host-galaxy reddening, and by properly propagating them into the
metallicity determination.
Figure 5.1 demonstrates the cumulative distribution of the oxygen abundances
[O/H] of type II and type Ibc SNe separately. We note that these two types of
CCSNe span in a similar oxygen abundance range, from [O/H] = 8.1 to 8.7, and their
main fraction (about 80%) is located in oxygen abundance from [O/H] = 8.3 to 8.6.
Compared to type II SNe, the type Ibc SNe hosts have a relatively larger fraction
of SNe with higher [O/H] (& 8.4). Therefore, we would expect that more type Ibc
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SNe occurs at higher metallicities than type II. But this metallicity difference can
vary with different observation samples as Anderson et al. (2010) found no significant
difference between the local metallicity of these two SNe types within a smaller
sample.

5.2.3

Equivalent Width of Hα
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Figure 5.2: The cumulative distribution of HII regions as a function of Hα EW with
SNe II hosted in red line and SNe Ibc hosted in blue line.
Compared to the Hα line luminosity which is an indicator of the amount of ongoing
star formation, the Hα equivalent width (EW), measures how strong the line is
compared with the continuum. The continuum light is dominated by old stars, which
also contain most of the galaxy mass. Thus, the Hα EW varies with age and SFH of
the galaxy. The cumulative distribution of Hα EW are shown in Figure 5.2.
The EW distribution of these two SNe types are almost identical, and have their Hα
EW mostly in the range between 8 and 100Å. This is consistent with the fact that
CCSNe closely trace the brighter regions within their host galaxies as discussed by
Anderson et al. (2012). However, the similar distributions may also indicate that the
degree of association with their host galaxy is similar. In addition, we note that type
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Figure 5.3: Hα EW as a function of age at log(nH /cm3 ) = 2.0 and log(U ) = −2.5
for both single-star (solid lines) and binary-star models (dashed lines) in different
metallicity types represented in different colors.

II SNe hosts have their highest Hα EW up to 400Å which is higher than those of
type Ibc SNe hosts of Hα EW ∼ 250Å. This is most likely due to the incomplete and
biased type Ibc sample that is only half the number of the type II SNe sample.
In addition, Hα EW has been shown to be a good proxy for the age of the youngest
stellar components (Kuncarayakti et al. 2013). To do this, we construct the Hα EW
as a function of age and metallicity from models of constant hydrogen density and
ionization parameter (log(nH /cm3 ) = 2.0 and log(U ) = −2.5) in Figure 5.3. Therefore, now our models are only dependent on age, metallicity and binary interactions.
At the first 3 Myr, both single-star and binary-star models have a higher value of
Hα EW, around 3000Å. Then Hα EW of single-star models experience an abrupt
decrease to 0 in the following 30 Myr. In contrast, binary-star models have the Hα
EW experience a soft decreasing within 30 Myr to around 30Å (log(EW[Hα]) ∼
1.5). The binary interactions strongly enhance the emission lines’ strength at later
ages beyond 10 Myr and present distinguished features with respect to single star
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and type Ibc (the bottom panel) SNe. The red dots are for single-star models and
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evolution by producing more hot WR or Helium stars at later times.
The Hα EW is also strongly affected by metallicity as the main-sequence lifetime of massive stars will be extended at lower metallicity. Therefore, we note that
the low-metallicity models decrease slower than those high-metallicity ones. In particular the two lowest-metallicity single-star models decrease so slowly that they
form a short plateau phase at log(EW(Hα)) ∼ 3 in the first 10 Myr, as binary-star
models do. In contrast, binary-star models are naturally separated into two groups:
a low-metallicity group of Z ≤ 0.004 (z004) that forms a similar but longer plateau
upto 20 Myr, and high-metallicity group of Z ≥ 0.006 (z006) which gradually decreases without the plateau. This is due to quasi-homogeneous evolution (QHE) that
significantly extend the lifetime of massive stars in lower metallicity models.
Using the EW-age relationship above and the known metallicity using O3N2 calibration, we estimate the age separately for SN II and SN Ibc hosts as shown in Figure 5.4.
As the Hα EW decreases with increasing age, the single-star models form a single
linear decay sequence and the binary-star models decay slower with a offset in the
age around ≤ 20 Myr, which is due to the large variation of Hα EW with metallicities
in binary-star models. In general, we obtain the lifespan of single-star models mostly
≤ 20 Myr, while most binary-star models have ages above this age. This trend is
the same for both SN types. Therefore, we conclude that binary interactions can
significantly extend CCSN progenitor age, which indicates that more low-mass stars
in binaries go to CCSNe at later times. We note this method of estimating the age
is highly uncertain and should really be considered as an upper limit. However it is
a useful way to provide a first estimate of how ages of stellar populations will differ
between single and binary stellar populations.

5.3

CCSN Hosts Distribution in BPT Diagrams

As in Chapter 4, we use BPT diagrams to study the ionizing conditions of these
CCSNe hosts and their connection with the underlying stellar populations. This approach allows us to analyse the distribution of both type II and type Ibc SNe within
their hosts and constrain their progenitor stars. These CCSNe host distributions are
depicted in Figure 5.5, where we compare them with the HII regions from van Zee
sample without CCSNe identified as well as the SDSS star-forming galaxies.
As with the HII regions in the van Zee sample, these CCSNe hosts are also located in the region of star-forming galaxies under Kewley’s maximum starburst line.
But differing to the HII regions of dwarf galaxies which occupy the upper left region
in the BPT diagram, these CCSN hosts are diffuse older HII regions so they are not
hot enough to provide the higher [OIII] to Hβ ratio and locating at the lower right
region of the diagram. However, there is no clear difference for the distribution of
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Figure 5.5: Distributions of CCSN host HII regions in BPT diagrams compared to
van Zee HII region sample (the black triangles from spiral galxies and green circles
from dwarf galaxies) and the SDSS survey galaxies which occupy the grey area. The
SNe type II host HII regions are represented by the red stars and SNe type Ibc host
HII regions are represented by the blue stars.

SNe II and SNe Ibc hosts. They form a narrow sequence in the map of [OIII]/Hβ
with [NII]/Hα as well as [SII]/Hα. Even though these hosts are dispersed across the
map of [OIII]/Hβ with [OI]/Hα, SNe II hosts and SNe Ibc hosts still occupy nearly
the same regions.
On average there are only very slight difference in the emission line ratios as
listed in Table 5.1, where type Ibc SNe have slightly lower ratios in log(OIII/Hβ),
log(SII/Hα) and log(OI/Hα), but higher ratio of log(NII/Hα). This difference could
be due to the incompleteness of the observation dataset with fewer type Ibc than SN
II SNe.
For a better interpretation of these CCSNe hosts, we again use nebular emission
models to reproduce the emission line ratios and compare with observed ratios in
the BPT diagrams. Figure 5.6 shows the comparison examples at constant age of
log(Age/yr) = 6.5 & 7.0, and hydrogen density of log(nH ) = 2.
As in Chapter 4, the nebular emission models of different metallicities produced
13 separated tracks. The models with lower metallicities (Z < 0.020), extend from
upper left to lower right as the ionization parameter decreases from log(U) = −1.5 to
-4.5. The three models with the highest metallicities (Z = 0.020, 0.030, 0.040) have
a more vertical pathways that fall off with the decreasing ionization parameter. At
3 Myr, neither models with too low nor too high metallicity can match these observed
CCSN host HII regions, and models of Z = 0.001 to 0.020 can only go through part
of the CCSN host area. But as the population ages to 10 Myr, tracks from single-star
models die away quickly. In contrast, those from binary-star models move up and
match all the CCSN hosts. This result again highlights the importance of binary
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Figure 5.6: The BPT diagrams of bpass models at 3 Myr in the top panel and 10 Myr
in the bottom panel. The tracks in solid lines are single models and those in dashed
lines are binary models. The tracks with different colours stands for different metallicity from blue to red metal growing from Z = 0.00001 to 0.040. The values of ionization
parameter of the models with Z < 0.020 is reduced following the track from upper left
(log(U ) = −1.5) to lower right (log(U ) = −4.5). The three models with the highest
metallicities (Z = 0.020, 0.030, 0.040) have a more vertical pathways that fall off with
the decreasing ionization parameter.

interactions in interpreting the emission lines from these CCSNe hosts at later times.

5.4

Best-fitting Models - no leakage

As before varying the stellar population age we are able to adjust the position of the
tracks in BPT diagrams. We use the method described in Chapter 4 and obtain the
best-fitting models to match all these individual CCSNe host HII regions respectively
by varying the input parameters − age, hydrogen density, metallicity and ionization
parameter. This approach allows us to derive the emission line independent oxygen abundance from our models. Firstly we consider the situation without ionizing
photon leakage and we take these best-fitting models as standard to compare with
the leakage models later. This comparison between no-leakage case and the leakage
case use the leakage function calculated in Chapter 4. These CCSN host HII regions
are a different sample and therefore provide an important validation of our best-
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fitting models as well as the consistency of the results within varied observed samples.

5.4.1

Oxygen Abundance Measurement

In Figure 5.7 we compare our best-fitting models to the oxygen abundance [O/H] in
O3N2 calibration as discussed in Section 5.2.2 from observed emission lines. In general, our binary-star models match the [O/H] in O3N2 calibration better, scattered
slightly around the line of equality. But single-star models show less variance in the
distribution and have their oxygen abundance [O/H] mostly around 8.5. This result
may suggest that our final fit for single-star populations is likely to be non-physical
compared to the results from our binary-star populations. Given the correlation of
our model input metallicity with the [O/H] in O3N2 method as shown in Chapter 4,
this calibration is a relatively good estimation of [O/H] for nearby HII regions with
moderate metallicity. In particular our models suggest significantly higher metallicity
than derived from O3N2 calibrations for the type II SN hosts with lower metallicities.
Therefore, our models predict similar oxygen abundance of the two SN types in a
narrow range, which may indicate that the metallicity of the two SN types may not
differ with each other too much in nearby galaxies.
Figure 5.7 also compares the [O/H] correlation between single- and binary-star
models for the whole CCSNe sample. We note the [O/H] predictions from binary-star
populations show a greater spread then those from single-star populations. There is
more scatter above the line of equality than below. Therefore, binary-star population
tend to show higher metallicity than single-star population, similar to the result we
obtained in Chapter 4, due to a harder ionizing spectrum of binary-star population
at a given metallicity.

5.4.2

[O/H] variation with respect to U , nH and age

The oxygen abundance [O/H] derived from our best-fitting models are expected
to vary with our input model parameters, such as ionization parameter U and gas
density nH which determine the properties of the ionizing gas and age of the inner
ionizing source. Figure 5.8 demonstrates how [O/H] varies with log(U ) for type II
and type Ibc hosts separately. We note that these SNe hosts have a different log(U )
distribution compared to that of van Zee HII regions as shown in Chapter 4. First,
there is no clear trend for this [O/H] and log(U ) distribution as most binary-star
models are concentrated between log(U ) = -3.5 and -3.0. This suggests a much lower
ionization state in the CCSN hosts than in van Zee HII regions with log(U ) up to
-1.5. These lower values of log(U) are consistent with the CCSN hosts position in
BPT diagrams that they are concentrated on the bottom region of the HII region
sequence. For single-star models, they have surprisingly high ionization states of
log(U ) varying from -3 to -1. While comparing type II with type Ibc hosts, our
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single-star models agree with binary-star models in that they all show little difference
in log(U ) for these two types of CCSN hosts. We can be confident with the result
that these two types of SN hosts have similar ionization states in the nebulae as
shown in Table 5.1.
In addition, we show the [O/H] variation with respect to the hydrogen density
nH in Figure 5.8 separately for type II and Ibc SNe. We note there is a different
preference in hydrogen density for the single and binary-star models as shown for the
van Zee sample in Chapter 4. For both type II and Ibc SNe, binary-star models vary
a lot in the gas density and have significant parts at lower log(nH /cm3 ) ≤ 2.0. In
contrast, most single-star models are concentrated at the highest hydrogen density
in our model of log(nH /cm3 ) = 3.0. This difference in hydrogen density is closely
correlated with ages of the inner ionizing source. Compared to the van Zee sample
with ages mostly within 10 Myr, these CCSNe hosts are older and most of them are
beyond 10 Myr. This is consistent with their lower log(U ) as less ionizing photon
production occurs at later ages. Importantly, the age difference between single-star
and binary-star models are that binary interactions lead to older SN hosts with ages
varying from 10 to 100 Myr. While single-star models are separated into two groups:
one older clustered around 100 Myr and one younger around 10 Myr. In general, the
age and hydrogen density distribution from our best-fitting models suggest that older
HII regions are more dispersed with less dense gas then typical young HII regions. In
addition, there is a consensus between single and binary star models that different
types of SNe all arise from less-massive progenitors.

5.5
5.5.1

The Effect of Ionizing Photon Leakage
Oxygen Abundance

In Chapter 4, we discussed the effect of ionizing photon leakage on reducing emission
line strength and their EW caused by either low gas density or dust attenuation.
This leads to the fact that younger HII regions can have a lower EW as older HII
regions do. As a result younger models are more likely to be selected out to be our
best-fitting models.
Figure 5.9 depicts the oxygen abundance derived from the new best-fitting models.
There are clear differences in [O/H] estimation compared to previous models without
ionizing photon leakage. Single-star models now become more varied and better
match the [O/H] using O3N2 calibration. But binary-star models provide higher
[O/H] estimation forming an alternative sequence, with no match. This result is not
that surprising as only young and hot single-star models with medium [O/H] value
can produce tracks covering the observed CCSN hosts. However, younger binary-star
models have to be metal-rich enough to soften their emission lines. A more clear
comparison between single-star and binary-star models shows that they have a 0.2
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dex difference on average at higher [O/H] above SMC metallicity. Below this metallicity, single- and binary-star models can agree with each others quite well.
Including ionizing photon leakage shows little effect on the correlation of CCSNe types
with their host metallicity as before. For both single- and binary-star populations,
these two CCSN types have very similar [O/H], except for the higher predictions of
binary-star models. Therefore, we can suggest the similar ionizing photon leakage
effect for these two CCSN hosts is probably due to similar ISM distribution within
their hosts.

5.5.2

[O/H] variation with respect to U , nH and age

The variations in oxygen abundance we obtained above are dependent on the properties of the best-fitting models which are mainly determined by their ionization
parameters U , nH and age of the inner ionizing source, and are strongly affected
by binary interactions, as shown in Figure 5.10. We note the distributions of these
two CCSNe types are very similar but show significant differences compared to the
previous result shown in Figure 5.11. Firstly, single-star models are more affected
by ionizing photon leakage that they shift to lower ionization parameter of log(U )
between -4 and -3 as for binary-star models do. In addition, we find the best-fitting
models including ionizing photon leakage show more preference for lower gas densities compared to previous models where more single and binary star models have
log(nH ) ≤ 2.0. The ionizing photon leakage leads to a more dramatic change in
age with single-star models becoming much younger with ages mostly below 3 Myr.
Binary-star models also become younger with ages around 10 Myr. All the single-star
models are too young to be a reasonable age prediction of those CCSN progenitors,
while binary-star models can meet the observational constraints for CCSN progenitor
(Smartt, 2015b) that are longer-lived less massive stars in the range of 8 − 17
M . Finally comparing between type II and type Ibc SNe hosts, there is still little
difference in log(U ) and their age that these two SNe populations are distributed
similarly with their scatter mostly due to the variation of [O/H].
Although binary-star models have different [O/H] to that form the O3N2 measurement, their good agreement with observational constraints in age allows us to
constrain the age of type II and type Ibc SN progenitors as shown in Figure 5.12. The
important result is that most type II and type Ibc SNe have very similar ages, around
10 Myr or greater. This implies that these two types of SNe arise from low-mass stars
(. 20M ). This is approximately the mass at which it is expected that core-collapse
produces black-holes that may not lead to visible supernova (Smartt, 2015b). We
note that there is also a strong metallicity preference for type Ib/c to arise from
metallicities close to solar with most low metallicity events being of type II.
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Figure 5.9: Including ionizing photon leakage, predicted oxygen abundance [O/H]
from best-fitting models comparied with those using O3N2 calibration for SNe II
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Figure 5.10: Including ionizing photon leakage, the variation of [O/H] with respect to
U in the top panels, nH in the middle panels, and age in the bottom for type II SNe
hosts (right panels), and type Ibc SNe hosts (left panels). Single-star models are in
red crosses with errorbars and binary-star models in blue circles with errorbars.
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Figure 5.11: The histgram distributions of ionization parameter log(U ), nH and age
from best-fitting models with the consideration of ionizing photon leakage compared
to no lekage case. For leakage case single-star models are in red bars and binary-star
models in blue bars. The gray bars are from no leakage case.
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Figure 5.12: Age constraints on type II and type Ibc SN progenitors from binary-star
models. Red crosses with errorbars are for type II SNe and blue circles with errorbars
are for type Ibc SNe.

5.6

Discussion and Conclusion

We use BPT diagrams to interpret the nebular emission lines of nearby CCSN
host HII regions from the PMAS/PPAK Integral-field Supernova hosts COmpilation
(PISCO, Galbany et al. in prep). We obtain similar result as in Chapter 4 for HII
regions. Tracks separated by their different metallicities are produced from single-star
and binary-star models that occupy different regions in the BPT diagrams. These
tracks evolve and change their positions in the BPT diagram as population models
evolve and nebular emission production is reduced.
We used the same method as in Chapter 4 to obtain best-fitting models in two
cases, one without ionizing photon leakage considered and one with it. In general,
ionizing photon leakage moves the best fit to younger models. All these best-fitting
models are significantly influenced by all the input parameters (age, log(nH ), log(U ),
Z/[O/H]) and binary interactions. First in the no-leakage case, our binary-star
models can better predict the oxygen abundance than single-star models. Then in
the leakage case, we show that ionizing photon leakage rejuvenates the best-fitting
models and strengthen their Hα EW. Due to the stronger emission lines from younger
models, both single-star and binary-star models have to increase their oxygen abundance to reduce the line ratio to match observed HII regions in BPT diagrams. As
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a result, our single-star models reach a better agreement with the observed oxygen
abundance using O3N2 method but binary-models provide overestimations.

Hα EW as age indicator

Age estimation in no-leakage case

Age estimation in leakage case

Figure 5.13: Age distributions derived from three methods: directly from Hα EW,
best-fitting models without ionizing photon leakage and best-fitting models including
leakage. The red bars are for single-star models and blue bars are for binary-star
models.
Our most important findings are the age constraints of type II and type Ibc SNe
which are derived from three methods and are summarized as below:
1. we derive the SN age directly from their observed Hα EW using the HII region
models of hydrogen density with log(nH ) = 2.0 and ionization parameter with
log(U ) = −2.5. We show the age distribution in Figure 5.13. The ages we obtain
for type II and type Ibc SNe from single-star and binary-star models are similar.
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The important difference is that binary-star models are older than single-star
models. The lifespan of single-star models for SN II and SN Ibc is from 5 to
20 Myr with most around 10 Myr, while binary-star models extend the lifespan
to 100 Myr with the average age around 30 Myr.
2. we derive the age from the best-fitting models in the no-leakage case. Compared
to the age constraint from Hα EW, binary models have little differences with
the age spanning from 10 to 100 Myr but more older models at 100 Myr for
binary-star models. Moreover, there are more older single-star models arising
from this method.
3. Including ionizing photon leakage, our best-fitting models become younger for
both single-star and binary-star models and for both SN II and SN Ibc. All
single-star models are younger than 3 Myr and binary-star models span from 5
to 30 Myr. More importantly, we find both type II and type Ibc SN progenitors
are longer-lived stars with ages beyond 10 Myr, and therefore they have masses
. 20 M .
In the end, we caution these findings are preliminary, but indicate that modelling the
nebular emission from stellar populations including interacting binaries will provide
a new method to understand core-collapse supernovae.

Chapter 6

Conclusions
In this chapter we summarize this thesis, discuss our findings, point out the limitations
and outline directions for future research.

6.1

Overview of the Thesis

The preliminary chapters 1 and 2 provided an overview and introduction of stellar
population and spectral synthesis and core-collapse supernovae. Chapter 2 described
in detail the bpass models we use and our method of how to use these to produce
nebular emissions models with the photoionization code cloudy. The effect of binary
interactions on stellar populations were discussed in detail with respect to several
aspects such as the relative ratio of different types of massive stars, the CCSN rate,
SFRIs, ionizing spectra and nebular emission lines. Through these discussions we
gained insight into the bpass models. In later chapters we developed three tests of
the bpass models. The first was to reproduce the observed CCSN rate and relative
ratio of type Ibc to type II SNe of nearby star-forming galaxies and one Fireworks
galaxy NGC 6946. Then the second was to interpret the observed nebular emission
from HII regions and the third to interpret nebular emission from HII regions that
hosted CCSNe.
In Chapter 3 we use the results of the bpass code to simulate the 11HUGS galaxies
Hα and far-ultraviolet (FUV) star formation rate indicators (SFRIs) and simultaneously match their CCSN rate. Our synthetic galaxy models were created by adding
the individual star clusters together following the cluster initial mass function for
both single-star and binary-star models with assumed SFH. We consider two types of
SFH: constant and delayed SFH, dominant star burst around log(Age/yr) = τ . The
metallicity of the 11HUGS galaxies varies significantly within the sample and so a
single metallicity model is not accurate enough for simulation of the overall 11HUGS
sample. To solve this problem, we classified the galaxies by their metallicities and
created a metallicity-composed galaxy model. For galaxy NGC 6946, we used the
LMC metallicity model which is very near the average metallicity of NGC 6946.
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We derived the CCSN rate based on their Hα and FUV fluxes. We then found
constant SFH models predict too much Hα and FUV flux compared to 11HUGS
survey and NGC 6946, therefore overestimating the current SFR and CCSN rate.
Delayed SFH with a timescale parameter τ of about 3 Myr effectively decreased the
Hα and FUV fluxes to the observational constraints and provide a better estimation
of CCSN rate for both single and binary models. The Hα flux was also reduced to the
observational constraints if ionizing photon leakage was included. Since the observed
CCSNe are more likely arising from longer-lived progenitor stars (see Chapter 5), we
set different age-limits for CCSNe to occur which can greatly decrease the total CCSNe rate and the relative ratio of type Ibc to type II. Finally, we note that combining
binary interactions with ionizing photon leakage and maximum age-limit for CCSNe
best reproduces the observed CCSN rate and the relative ratio of the two CCSN types.
In Chapter 4 we investigated whether our nebular emission models could reproduce
the observed emission lines of 254 HII regions from van Zee sample by comparing
line ratios used in BPT diagrams. Our models vary their positions in BPT diagrams depending on their input parameters such as age, metallicity, gas density and
ionization parameter U . We find single-star models only match the observations in
BPT diagrams at earlier ages ≤ 5 Myr while binary-star models extend this match
beyond 10 Myr. We obtained the best-fitting models for each individual HII regions
by varying input parameters and then derived the physical properties of them. In
particular, the derived oxygen abundance [O/H] from our models were compared to
the [O/H] using strong-line calibration. Our binary-star models provide a much better
estimation for most HII regions from spiral galaxies and slightly overestimate the
[O/H] for dwarf galaxies but are still within the observational [O/H] constraints ≤ 8.5.
Another important discovery is that older HII regions are possible with binary
populations. The later age of HII regions in binary-star models is consistent with the
fact that there are more hot WR or helium stars produced at later times which heat
and ionized the HII regions for longer. We also discussed the effect of ionizing photon
leakage on reducing the strength of emission lines and their equivalent width. As we
assume the ionizing photon leakage reduce all the emission lines by the same factor,
it has no impact on the emission line ratios of the BPT diagrams but strongly affects
the selection of the best-fitting models due to reducing the Hβ equivalent width of
younger models to fit the observations. From this study we calculated the fraction
of remained ionizing photon after leakage as a function of age that younger models
experience more leakage than older models. This relationship is useful to define the
ionizing photon leakage due to either small amounts of gas or dust attenuation. This
relationship has been employed in the other studies in this thesis.
Chapter 5 extended this emission-line study to CCSNe host HII regions (Galbany et al. in prep). We compared our models with observations of stellar population
at the site of CCSNe in BPT diagrams and obtained the best-fitting models that
match all the observed emission line ratios and the Hα EW. The metallicity and age
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information were derived and applied to study the properties of CCSN progenitors
and investigate the difference between the hydrogen-rich type II and hydrogen-poor
type Ibc progenitor stars. The most important discovery is that we were able to
derive ages for the stellar progenitors and these were consistent with the CCSNe
in the sample. We measured the age using three different methods. Firstly we only
used Hα EW as the age indicator, which is widely used in other studies. We derived the relationships of Hα EW with age from single-star and binary-star models
separately, which are metallicity-dependent. Combining these with the [O/H] from
O3N2 calibration, the age of type II and type Ibc SN progenitors is identified one
by one. We found single-star models provide younger ages than binary-star models.
The key finding is that type II and type Ibc CCSN progenitors have similar ages
beyond 10 Myr for both single and binary models. This method of estimating the age
is highly uncertain and should really be considered as an upper limit. However it is a
useful way to provide a first estimate of how the ages of stellar populations can differ
between single and binary stellar populations.
The other two methods were to derive the age from the best-fitting HII region
models with one including the effect of ionizing photon leakage and one without.
We find including ionizing photon leakage reduce the age of both single-star and
binary-star models. Again single-star models agree with binary-star models in that
type II and type Ibc CCSN progenitor are arose from stars of similar ages which are
younger within 5 Myr for single-star models, and older around 10 Myr for binary-star
models.

6.2

Main Contribution of this Thesis

This thesis has undertaken successful interpretations of observed CCSN rate the relative ratio of their subtypes, and nebular emission from HII regions based on bpass
models. The main contributions are to define the impact of binary interactions and
their importance in understanding the real evolution of massive stars as summarized
below:
1. Binary interactions have a significant impact on the ionization state of HII
regions by producing more hot WR and helium stars at later ages. This causes
enhanced ionizing flux at late times and also a slower decline rate for the ionizing
flux beyond 10 Myr. This leads to the production of faint HII regions at late
time which still have their characteristic emission lines. This is impossible for
single-star populations.
2. From the metallicity distribution of our sample CCSNe, we note type II SNe are
more common in low-metallicity environments while type Ibc SNe are mostly
found in high metallicity environments around Solar. This is because higher
metallicity increases the opacity of stars’ surface which leads to higher stellar
wind mass loss.
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3. To interpret the distribution of HII regions in BPT diagrams it is necessary
to include binary-star models which can significantly enhance the [OIII] to Hβ
ratio at later ages where single-star models fade away. In addition, binary-star
models at low metallicities can enhance the ratio to such an extent that they
surpass the Kewley curves which represent the maximum star-formation limit,
and thus can reasonably interpret the strong emission lines from star-forming
galaxies at high-redshift.
4. Our binary-star models successfully reproduced the age of CCSN progenitors
and show that both type II and type Ibc SN progenitors are more likely from
longer-lived stars beyond 10 Myr, namely low-massive stars ≤ 20M . This indicates that it is necessary to set an upper-limit for mass of the CCSN progenitor
stars not only a lower limit ≥ 8M . More important is that stars of similar
masses can either go type II or type Ibc SNe depending on whether binary
interactions have totally removed their hydrogen envelope or not.
5. Based on the emission line diagnostic we derived a leakage-age relation to define
the effective ionizing photons that heat the HII regions. We find younger populations experience more ionizing photon leakage than older populations. This is
consistent with the fact that stellar populations, especially younger populations
< 10 Myr, are strongly attenuated by their birth cloud as discussed by Charlot
and Fall (2000) and Wild et al. (2011).
6. Compared to single-star models, binaries do not vary the overall CCSN rate
to any great degree. The Hα and FUV SFRIs under constant SFH cannot
achieve the observed CCSN rate by only using single or binary star models. A
better fit could be achieve with either our delayed SFH models with a timescale
parameter τ of about 3 Myr or a combination of ionizing photon leakage with
a maximum age-cutoff for CCSNe. Both lead to improved reproduction of the
observed CCSN rate. So this is again confirmed that very short-lived massive
stars would not end with the observed bright CCSNe. Also due to the strong
attenuation of these massive stars by their birth cloud (within 10 Myr), they do
not show strong ionizing spectra. Therefore, there should be also a maximum
age limit for using Hα and FUV flux as SFRIs, otherwise they cannot accurately
trace those very massive stars due to ionizing photon leakage.
7. Binary-star models are indispensable to reproduce the observed relative ratio of
type Ibc to type II. Or more exactly binary interactions are the main reason for
the diversity of theses two types of CCSNe as they arise from stars of similar
mass. Whether a star ends as a type II or type Ibc SNe depends on the degree
of binary interactions it experiences. Strong binary interactions totally remove
its hydrogen envelope, turn the star to be a WR or helium star and end it as a
type Ibc SNe. On the other hand, weaker or no binary interactions leave a star
with hydrogen envelope and eventually explodes as a type II SNe
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Current limitations and Future Work

Although this thesis has demonstrated the potential of bpass models to interpretation
of several observations, many opportunities for extending the scope of this thesis
remain. This section presents some of these potential future directions.
1. The galaxy is not only ionized by massive stars but also massive star remnants
like neutron stars or black holes in x-ray binary system which can emit large
amounts of hard ionizing photons. This has been reported by Ferrigno et al.
(2013), Kuulkers et al. (2016), Tetarenko et al. (2016) and Parikh et al. (2017)
who found unusually very hard spectral states in confirmed neutron-star lowmass X-ray binaries. Our current bpass models do not include these which
require the knowledge of how many bounded binaries are remained after the first
supernova occurred and their following mass transfer process to emit X-rays. It
is not straightforward but deserves a serious and well-informed investigation.
2. Emission nebulae are rich in emission lines from UV band to radio, but we
currently just use optical emission lines for the nearby HII regions. We can
expand our studies by using bpass models to interpret UV emission lines from
high-redshift galaxies as other studies have done (Stanway et al., 2016; Gutkin
et al., 2016). In addition, some emission nebulae central with particular WR
stars show particular WR emission features (Chiar et al., 2002; Leitherer, 2012)
can provide us a better understanding of these kinds of massive stars.
3. The current wide-field integral field spectroscopy (IFS) provide higher spatial
precision and simultaneously deliver both spatial and spectral information of
a single pixel of the instrument. This new technology allows us to improve
our galaxy models by building them ‘spaxel-by-spaxel’ as we see galaxies in
surveys such as CALIFA (Galbany et al., 2014, 2016b). This leads to more
accurate galaxy simulations and reduce the gap between theoretical models and
observations.
4. Metallicity gradients are found in many large spiral and elliptical galaxies (van
Zee et al., 1996; Pilyugin et al., 2004), and thus should be included for more
accurate galaxy simulations such as NGC 6946 in our work. It requires to work
out the star-formation at each radius and then to integrate following the radius
to get the overall spectrum of the galaxy. While currently we use the averaged
metallicity of every galaxy which is an accurate approximation for high-redshift
galaxies, it is not good enough for those nearby.
5. One of the most important impact of binary interactions is to produce stronger
emission lines at later times which is useful to interpret the nuclear emission
lines detected at giant elliptical galaxies. Most of these objects show indications
of an AGN host, which occupy the opposite area to star-forming regions in BPT
diagrams (Liu et al., 2013, 2014). We can do similar emission line diagnostics
of these old elliptical galaxies as in this work, to make constraints on their
underlying stellar populations.
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